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CO2 Capture and Concentration (CCC) from power plant flue gas is critical for 
achieving the set targets of CO2 emissions reduction. Many competing technologies 
such as absorption, adsorption, cryogenic separation and membrane separation are 
currently being investigated to achieve an economically viable solution for CCC 
from coal fired power plant flue gas. The scale and challenges of CCC from flue 
gas are very different from the current applications of these technologies and hence 
require significant material and process innovations. Vacuum Swing Adsorption 
(VSA) is one of the competing technologies for CCC, which could benefit from 
new adsorbents designed based on process performance.   
Adsorbent material research for CCC has been traditionally focused towards 
perceived desirable characteristics such as equilibrium CO2 loading, selectivity, etc. 
How these characteristics translate into process performance, however, has not 
been established. Absence of this understanding leads material research towards 
adsorbents that perform sub-optimally at the process level. The objective of the 
present study is to bridge the knowledge-gap by integrating adsorbent and process 
design. It may be also viewed as adsorbent design by process inversion.  
A detailed non-isothermal, non-isobaric, and computationally efficient and robust 
VSA process simulation and optimization platform was developed. The platform 
was first used to identify adsorbent characteristics that affect the energy and 
productivity of a 4-step VSA cycle with light product pressurization (LPP) 
capturing CO2 at 95% purity and 90% recovery. Five isotherm characteristics 
selected were binary mixture selectivity, CO2 loading, Henry’s constant, CO2 non-
xii 
 
linearity and local slope of CO2 isotherm at flue gas conditions. The dual-site 
Langmuir model and its extended version were chosen to represent single 
component equilibrium isotherms and predict mixture behavior. Parametric study 
was conducted based on response surface methodology for establishing the effects 
of the chosen characteristics on the minimum energy and maximum productivity of 
the VSA process. A two-step tool was developed for rapid-screening of the 
proposed adsorbents for CCC. For validation of the screening tool, the VSA process 
performance was optimized for around hundred adsorbents, synthesized or 
hypothetical, taken from the literature. From the various synthesized materials, 
UTSA-16 outperformed others and was chosen for further comparison with the 
current industrial benchmark, 13X zeolite.  
The 4-step VSA cycle with LPP, though energetically favorable among the cycles 
studies so far in the literature, could not deliver 95% purity 90% recovery at 
evacuation pressure above 0.04 atm, which is considered too low for industrial 
application. A novel 6-step cycle with dual-reflux along with LPP was proposed 
and fully optimized. This novel cycle was able to deliver 95-90 purity-recovery 
requirements up to an evacuation pressure of 0.2 atm and performed at significantly 
higher productivity over the 4-step cycle. 
The isotherm characteristics were then included as decision variables for integrated 
adsorbent and process optimization. Process inversion provides us with the 
optimum process-adsorbent isotherm combination for a chosen objective and the 
set constraints. Process inversion was demonstrated for the two cycles with 
minimum energy and maximum productivity as objectives. A process scale-up and 
xiii 
 
detailed costing study was subsequently undertaken to obtain cost of electricity 
(COE) from a new pulverized coal based power plant. Finally, process inversion 
was applied to establish the lowest COE for VSA based CCC. The isotherms 
obtained from the process inversion represent the isotherms that perform optimally 
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1.1 Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) 
It is now widely accepted that anthropogenic CO2 emissions into the atmosphere is 
a major cause for the climate change [1]. Greenhouse gas emissions have increased 
significantly in the past two centuries and in the recent years the increase has been 
even more rapid. According to a recent International Energy Agency (IEA) report 
[2], in 2011, there was a 3.2 % increase in global CO2 emissions as compared to 
that in 2010. The magnitude of the problem, its close link with GDP growth and 
lifestyle demands, the economic implications, and diverse views on impact 
assessment add to the complexity. 
According to the IPCC report [3], burning of fossil fuels in power plants is largest 
single source of CO2 emissions contributing nearly 26% of total emissions. Despite 
significant efforts to develop alternative renewable energy sources, fossil fuels still 
dominate in almost all future energy forecasts. To significantly reduce the CO2 
emissions, large scale deployment of low carbon energy technologies is required. 
It will require a broad portfolio comprising of renewable energy, more efficient 
technologies, CCS, alternative fuels, etc.  
Figure 1.1, taken from the IEA report [2], shows the predicted total growth of CO2 
emissions until 2050 along with various key measures towards emission reduction. 
The expected contribution for each measure is given for two scenarios: 2DS and 
2 
 
6DS scenarios, which limit the average global temperature increase by 2 oC and 6 
oC respectively.  
 
Figure 1.1. Contribution of each component towards global reduction of CO2 emission[2] 
for two scenario predictions: 2DS scenario and 6DS scenario (number inside bracket). 
As shown in the Figure 1.1, CCS is expected to contribute 14-17% of the total 
emission reduction and, therefore, is a key component of the portfolio. CCS can be 
broken down into the following three key steps: 
1. Capture: Separation and concentration of CO2 from the flue gas produced when 
fossil fuels are burnt in power generation or other industrial processes. 
2.  Transport:  Once separated, the compressed CO2 is transported to a suitable site 
for geologic storage. 
3.  Storage:  At a storage site, CO2 is injected into a geologic formation where it is 
retained by a natural (or engineered) trapping mechanism and monitored as 




Figure 1.2. Schematic showing various key components of CCS. 
The US Department of Energy has estimated that the separation of CO2 represents 
around 75-80% of the overall costs incurred for CCS. Enhanced Oil Recovery 
(EOR) and Coalbed Methane Recovery (CMR) are some examples of economically 
beneficial applications derived from storing captured CO2 that offset the costs of 
CCS.   
1.2 Fossil Fuel Based Power Generation 
The leading technologies for power generation currently deployed are pulverized 
fuel, mostly pulverized coal, and natural gas combined cycles (NGCC). 
Environmental agencies in different countries, such as Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) in the USA, have implemented emission standards like Utility 
Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS) [4] and New Source Performance 
Standards (NSPS) [5] to impose power plant emission limits on mercury (Hg) and 
hydrochloric acid (HCl), particulate matter (PM), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and 
nitrogen oxides (NOx). Though CO2 emission reduction has received much focus 
of the environmental agencies, no limit has been imposed on CO2 emissions yet. 
Power plant performance and flue gas conditions of a typical  pulverized coal 
(operated at super-critical conditions) and NGCC power plants, reported by NETL 
[6], are provided in Table 1.1. A pulverized coal power plant, producing a net 550 
MW, emits 10,195 tonnes of CO2 per day. An NGCC power plant, producing net 
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630 MW, emits 5383 tonnes of CO2 per day. The flue gas from a pulverized coal 
based plant contain about 15% CO2 by volume compared to 3-4% CO2 in that 
emitted by an NGCC power plant 
Table 1.1. Power plant performance and flue gas conditions for pulverized coal (PC) 






Gross Power Output (MWe) 580 641 
Net Power Output (MWe) 550 630 
Coal Flow rate (lb/hr) 395,053 N/A 
Natural Gas Flow rate (lb/hr) N/A 185,484 
HHV Thermal Input (kWt) 1,350,672 1,223,032 
Net Plant HHV Efficiency (%) 40.7% 51.5% 
CO₂ Emissions (lb/MWh-net) 1,705 786 
Flue gas conditions 
Pressure 1 atm 1 atm 
Temperature 56 oC 116 oC 
CO2 mole fraction (dry basis %) 15% 3-4% 
Based on the different modes of combustion, the approaches for CCC are divided 
as follows: 
1) Pre-Combustion Capture 
2) Post-Combustion Capture 
3) Oxy-Fuel Combustion 
1.2.1 Pre-Combustion Capture 
Pre-combustion capture can be applied to both natural gas or coal based power 
plants. When coal is used as the fuel, the process is known as Integrated Gasifier 
Combined Cycle (IGCC). In both cases, the fuel is partially reacted with oxygen or 
air under high pressure. The reaction product is synthesis gas consisting of CO2, 
CO, and H2. Through water-gas shift reaction, CO is further oxidized to produce 
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CO2 and additional H2. CO2 is then separated from the product mixture and 
hydrogen-rich gas is burned in a gas turbine to produce electricity. Currently, acid 
gas removal process using solvents is deployed for CO2 separation in the industry. 
1.2.2 Post-Combustion Capture (PCC) 
When CO2 is removed from the flue gas, it is called post-combustion capture. It can 
be applied to a new fossil fuel plant or retrofitted into an existing power generation 
infrastructure [7]. Since it is an end-of-pipe technology, PCC offers additional 
operational flexibility such as switching off during periods of peak electricity 
demand or high market prices [7]. For PCC, the requirement is to capture CO2 from 
low concentration flue gas while ensuring high purity and recovery.  
Processes using liquid solvents (absorption) are widely used industrially for CO2 
capture and concentration or removal, but the scale and challenges involved in post 
combustion CO2 capture differ significantly from their current applications.  Hence, 
aggressive research and development are underway to investigate other 
technologies such as membranes and solid adsorbents for CO2 capture from flue 
gas. 
1.2.3 Oxy-Fuel Combustion 
This approach is based on combustion with pure oxygen instead of air. Use of 
oxygen for combustion enables to reach higher flame temperatures and reduce fuel 
consumption. The combustion produces mainly water vapor and CO2, thus 
eliminating the need for an elaborate CO2 capture process. However, there is the 
added cost of air separation (N2/O2 separation) and high temperature construction 
materials for furnace and boiler. 
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The benefits and challenges to implement each route, reported in literature by 
Figuera et al. [8], are given in Table 1.2. Due to the wider applicability and 
operational flexibility, PCC forms the focus of this work. Henceforth, the 
discussion on CO2 capture technologies will be limited to the relevance for PCC.  
Table 1.2. Comparison of various CO2 capture routes from flue gas[8]. 
 
1.2.4 Capture Requirements 
The NETL under the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has identified key targets 
of the CCS from power plants [9]:  
1) Achieve 90% CO2 recovery with minimum 95% CO2 purity. 
2) Achieving capture at less than 10% cost of electricity (COE) increase for new 
facilities or less than a 35% COE increase at existing facilities. 
CO2 purity requirement of 95% is based on a technical requirement for generating 
supercritical CO2 that is necessary for EOR or geological storage. The 
thermodynamic minimum energy required for 90% CO2 capture (producing 100% 
pure CO2) from the dry flue gas of a coal fired power plant is estimated ~ 4-5% of 
  Advantages  Barrier to implementation 
Post-
Combustion 
1) Applicable to the majority 
of existing coal-fired plants. 
2) Retrofit technology 
options. 
1) Low CO2 Partial pressure requires 
significantly higher performance or 
circulation volume. 
2) CO2 produced at low pressure 
compared to requirements.  
Pre-
Combustion 
1) High CO2 partial pressure. 
2) Potential for reduction in 
compression costs/loads. 
Applicable mostly to new plants. 
Oxy-
Combustion 
1) Very high CO2 
concentration in flue gas. 
2) Retrofit and repowering 
technology option. 
Large scale cryogenic production of 
oxygen might be cost-prohibitive.  
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the energy produced by the plant [10]. Also, it is estimated that the capture 
technologies deployable in the near term, such as absorption with amines, require 
five times more energy than this thermodynamic limit [10]. Therefore, the 
challenges of PCC are the scale of the capture operation, stringent purity-recovery 
constraints, and associated energy consumption and cost.  
1.3 CO2 Capture Technologies 
Developing an energy efficient technology for PCC is the challenge of the time. 
D’Alessandro et al. [11] provided a schematic of various capture routes, the 
technological options to achieve them and the material for each technology, which 
is reproduced in Figure 1.3.  
From the listed technologies, chemical looping and gas hydrates are still emerging 
and lag others in terms of commercialization. Hence, the current discussion has 





Figure 1.3. Schematic of various capture routes, technologies and materials for each 
technology as presented by D’Alessandro et al. [11]. 
1.3.1 Absorption 
Physical or chemical absorption based processes for removal of CO2 from a gas 
stream have been applied on an industrial scale since 1980s. The absorption process 
has been extensively used in ammonia/urea manufacture, natural gas upgrading to 
the transmission line specification (at least 96% methane content) or to condition 
syngas from coal/natural gas gasification before feeding to processes gas to liquid 
production, such as Fischer–Tropsch. 
Figure 1.4 is a schematic of a typical absorption based separation process for PCC. 
Solvent is used for stripping CO2 from the flue gas. CO2 rich solvent is later 




Figure 1.4. Flow scheme of the absorption based separation process for post-combustion 
CO2 capture [12]. 
Various commercial absorption processes have been demonstrated for PCC, for 
example Shell Cansolv [13], Flour’s Ecoamine FG+SM CO2 capture technology [14] 
and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries CO2 technology using KS-1, KS-2, and KS-3 
solvents [15]. Till date, absorption remains the most commercially ready 
technology for the purpose of PCC, as evident from the large scale CO2 capture 
projects undertaken across the world [16, 17].  
Low solvent loading, corrosion requiring expensive corrosion-resistant material of 
construction, energy intensive solvent regeneration and expensive solvents are 
some problems which lead to high capital and operating costs for absorption 
processes [7]. Thus, other technologies are being aggressively explored for a more 
economically viable solution.  
1.3.2 Membrane Separation 
Membrane separation for gas streams is attractive because it does not involve phase 
change or any separating agent. As a result, regeneration costs and phase change 
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costs are eliminated. Membrane systems also tend to have smaller footprints 
compared to other processes and they are also easier to maintain. Merkel et al. [18] 
provide an extensive review on opportunities for membrane based post-combustion 
carbon capture. The schematic of a two-step vacuum membrane process analyzed 
in their study is shown in Figure 1.5. 
 
Figure 1.5: Flow diagram of a two-step membrane process with vacuum for PCC from a 
coal-fired power plant [18]. 
Membrane cost and reliability issues, however, remain key to the eventual 
competitiveness of membranes for PCC. Much work needs to be done in the field 
of membrane materials for the process to become viable. 
1.3.3 Cryogenic Distillation 
In cryogenic distillation, liquefaction occurs due to combined effect of external 
refrigeration and cooling due to expansion (Joule-Thompson effect). Recovery of 
CO2 by cold liquefaction directly produces high purity liquid CO2 and can be 




High energy requirement for refrigeration in case of dilute flue gas is the major 
disadvantage associated with this process. Another disadvantage of the process is 
the requirement for prior removal of gases like water vapor and heavy hydrocarbons 
that block the heat exchangers due to freezing [19].  
1.3.4 Adsorption 
Industrial application of gas separation and purification using adsorption 
technology has a long history beginning with air drying and air separation for 
oxygen production [20].  Adsorption processes offer many potential advantages 
such as lower energy for regeneration, greater capacity, better selectivity, ease of 
handling, etc. compared to other techniques [21]. A rapid expansion in the 
application of adsorption as a gas separation technology has occurred in the past 
three decades.  
Adsorption separation processes are cyclic processes that alternate between 
adsorption and desorption modes of operation. Adsorption processes provide us 
with wide range of possibilities in terms of operating conditions and various 
operating configurations or cycles. They may be broadly divided into two groups 
based on how desorption is facilitated:  
1. Pressure/Vacuum Swing Adsorption (PSA/VSA).  




Figure 1.6. Schematic showing working capacity in a Pressure/Temperature Swing 
Adsorption. 
The adsorption is carried out at either TL or PH depending on whether it is a TSA 
or a PSA process (Figure 1.6). Desorption is carried out by either increasing the 
temperature to TH or reducing the column pressure to PL. Temperature swing, while 
might be useful for utilizing waste heat, has longer cooling time and hence low 
productivity. Low productivity of the process leads to larger plant footprint required 
for making the process continuous. Hence, unless process configurations are 
developed that allow rapid heating and cooling, a TSA process will require a larger 
plant footprint compared to a PSA process for PCC. 
PSA processes can be classified, according to the controlling selectivity, into 
equilibrium or kinetically controlled. In an equilibrium controlled process, the 
separation is achieved because of the difference in equilibrium affinities of the 
components in the mixture. The strongly adsorbed component (extract) is retained 
in the solid and is separated from the weakly adsorbed component (raffinate). In a 
kinetically controlled PSA, the separation is attained because of difference in the 
diffusion rates of the components. For most of the adsorbents tested for PCC, 
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CO2/N2 selectivity is equilibrium controlled with CO2 as the preferentially adsorbed 
component.  
Skarstrom cycle, one of the earliest developed PSA cycles, is shown in Figure 1.7. 
It comprises of 4 steps and has 2 beds undergoing cyclic operations for making the 
process continuous. Each bed goes through the following steps: 
1) Feed Pressurization (Pr): Feed is introduced into the column with the other end 
closed. Column pressure is increased to the high operating pressure (PH). 
2) High Pressure Adsorption (HPA): The feed flows through the column at the 
high pressure (PH). The more strongly adsorbed component is preferentially 
retained and the effluent enriched in the less strongly adsorbed component 
leaves as the raffinate product. A part of the effluent is used to purge the other 
column. 
3) Countercurrent Blowdown (CnBn): The adsorption column is blown down to 
the low operating pressure (PL) in the reverse direction from the feed end. 
4) Light Reflux (LR) or Purge: A fraction of the adsorption step effluent from 
other bed is used to purge the bed in the reverse direction at the low pressure. 
The distinction between PSA and VSA is based on the PH and PL values [22]. If the 
adsorption is carried out at an above atmospheric pressure (PH >1 atm) while 
desorbing at atmospheric pressure (PL =1 atm), the process is called a PSA process. 
If the adsorption is carried out at atmospheric pressure (PH =1 atm) while desorption 
is carried out under vacuum (PL<< 1atm), then the process is called a VSA process. 
Since the flue gas is dilute in CO2 (<15 % mole fraction), pressurizing the entire 
feed gas including nitrogen to an above atmospheric pressure (PH) is not energy 
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efficient. VSA process that requires applying vacuum on concentrated CO2 is better 
suited for PCC. This advantage has been well demonstrated by Haghpanah et al. 
[23]. VSA technology hence formed the basis of the current thesis.  
 
Figure 1.7. Schematic of Skastrom cycle and column pressure variation through 
the cycle. 
1.4 Objectives of the Thesis 
In this section, the gaps in the literature on PCC using a VSA process leading to 
objectives of the thesis are discussed.   
1.4.1 Adsorbent Screening 
Choice of adsorbent is an important design decision when developing a PSA or 
VSA separation process [24]. New adsorbents are being synthesized in large 
numbers [25-29], claiming suitability for PCC. However, no effective fast method 
has yet been developed to evaluate their performance in an actual PCC process. 
Proper screening of an adsorbent must be based either on extensive process 
experimentation or process simulation and optimization using realistic inputs for 
adsorption equilibrium and rate kinetics of fluid transport into the adsorbent pores. 
Experimental evaluation of synthesized adsorbents is too resource and time 
intensive to be practically feasible for routine screening.  On the other hand, 
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evaluation of novel materials by simulation and optimization is computationally 
demanding. More importantly, such a tool is generally not available to the material 
researchers. As an alternative, a variety of criteria/indices for evaluating the 
suitability of an adsorbent for a separation application have been used in the 
literature. These criteria/indices, detailed in Chapter 3, have very limited success 
for the following reasons: 
  They cannot confirm if the stringent purity-recovery requirements, discussed 
in Section 1.2.4, will be met;  
 The indices have been used to rank adsorbents for a fixed set of operating 
conditions, which will not hold when the process is separately optimized for 
each adsorbent under strict purity-recovery constraints; 
 The performance indicator for which the adsorbents are ranked is not explicitly 
stated and it is well understood that one index cannot rank the adsorbents for 
different performance indicators.  
Hence, the first objective of the current study was to develop an effective tool for 
rapid screening of adsorbents for PCC that would overcome the aforementioned 
limitations of the currently used criteria/indices. 
1.4.2 Adsorption Process Selection 
For an economically feasible VSA process, it is equally important to have a suitable 
process cycle and process conditions along with the adsorbent. Various VSA 
processes have been proposed [30-33] and evaluated by mean of both simulations 
and experiments for PCC. The lowest energy consumption reported so far for CO2 
capture from dry flue gas (CO2/N2 = 15/85) with 95% purity and 90% recovery is 
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148 kWh/tonne of CO2 captured (Haghpanah et al. [23]). The process is a 4-step 
VSA cycle comprising light product pressurization (LPP), high pressure adsorption 
(HPA), co-current blowdown (CoBn) and countercurrent evacuation (CnEv) on 
13X zeolite, and the evacuation pressure (PL) is 0.03 atm. The maximum 
productivity, although at a somewhat higher energy, is 0.6 mol/m3 adsorbent.  In 
this cycle, 95-90 purity-recovery is unachievable at PL higher than 0.04 atm. Both 
evacuation pressure and productivity are considered too low for large scale 
deployment of a VSA process for PCC.  Therefore, as the second objective of the 
current study, relevant published literature on post-combustion capture using VSA 
has been analyzed to identify the emerging trends that hold the cues for designing 
cycles to overcome current limitations. Described in Chapter 4, the analyses have 
led to a novel cycle, which has been subjected to detailed simulation and 
optimization to demonstrate its potential to overcome the current limitations.  
1.4.3 Novel Integrated Adsorbent-Process Optimization 
Various in-silico studies reported for adsorbent screening and evaluation can be 
broadly classified into molecular simulation based studies [34, 35] and process-
centric evaluation studies [22, 36, 37]. The focus of molecular simulation based 
studies is primarily to cover the vast numbers of stochastically possible adsorbent 
structures and isolate the promising ones. In molecular simulation studies, 
hypothetical adsorbent structures are created. They are then screened on the basis 
of structural analysis and pore analysis [38]. Next, the adsorbent structures are 
taken to the molecular simulation level for estimation of equilibrium/kinetic 
properties [34]. The adsorbents are then ranked based on properties such as 
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equilibrium loading or, in some cases, breakthrough time obtained from simulations 
[39, 40]. In one such study, Lin et al. [34] screened thousands of hypothetical metal 
organic framework (MOF) structures, zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF) 
structures, and zeolites using parasitic energy estimated from a hybrid 4-step 
pressure-temperature swing adsorption process.  
In process-centric evaluation studies, different process simulation models have 
been adopted varying from first-order effect estimation (Maring and Webley [37]) 
to rigorous optimization based on a detailed simulation model (Haghpanah et al. 
[23]). Process-centric studies mostly couple simulation models with either 
parametric study of process variables [33] or process optimization [41]. 
Performance indicators such as CO2 purity, CO2 recovery, energy consumption, 
productivity have been considered in the process-centric studies. Although 
generally applied to a specific adsorbent, the process-centric evaluation is 
applicable to any adsorbent. 
More recently, multi-scale studies have been reported combining molecular 
simulation of the adsorbents followed by their evaluations using full process 
simulation and optimization [42, 43]. No doubt, such multi-scale computational 
studies allow investigating a wide range of adsorbents which is practically 
impossible to conduct experimentally. Nevertheless, undertaking such a multi-scale 
study including full process optimization on a wide scale, like the one undertaken 
by Lin et al. [34], will also be computationally very time consuming. 
An alternative to adsorbent selection via expensive multi-scale approach discussed 
above is to extend the process simulation and optimization platform to include 
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adsorbent characteristics as part of the decision variables, currently limited only to 
the operating parameters of the process. In this way, it is possible to simultaneously 
obtain the required adsorbent characteristics and the corresponding operating 
process parameters necessary to meet the objectives while satisfying the 
constraints. Having an idea about the adsorbent characteristics necessary to satisfy 
the process objectives and constraints, will facilitate and shorten search for the 
desirable adsorbent instead of having to examine every conceivable structure 
adopted currently. Such an integrated-optimization platform allows us to ask the 
following decisive questions: 
 What are the best performance bounds for PCC operated on a VSA cycle? 
 What are the adsorbent characteristics necessary to attain the best performance? 
 What is the scope of improvement in process performance that one can aim to 
attain by means of investing in material R&D? 
Hence, the third objective of the thesis was to demonstrate a novel approach of 
integrated adsorbent-process design that provides optimum adsorbent-process 
combination for a chosen cycle. 
1.4.4 Cost of Carbon Capture  
Adding carbon capture to existing power plant increases both the capital and 
operating costs. Economic studies on the cost and performance of power plants with 
carbon capture have been reported in literature [44, 45]. Davison et al. [45] 
evaluated PCC, pre-combustion, and oxy-fuel combustion capture for coal based 
and natural gas based power plants using absorption. Though many studies have 
reported cost of capture and COE, there have been significant differences across 
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different studies to have a fair evaluation [46]. As a result, guidelines have been 
established to clearly establish battery limits, financing scenario and other power 
plant considerations [47]. NETL has established a baseline for PCC power plants 
in a study adhering to the guidelines [6]. In the study, performance of both 
pulverized coal based and NGCC based power plant has been evaluated with PCC 
capturing 90% CO2 and without PCC. Different cases reported for capture are 
shown in Figure 1.8. For pulverized coal based plant, it was estimated that the COE 
increases from 82.3 $/MWh to 142.8 $/MWh with capture using Shell Cansolv 
system [13]. For NGCC based plant, the COE increases from 57.6 $/MWh to 87.3 
$/MWh with capture. 
 
Figure 1.8. COE from different plants with and without capture as reported by 
NETL[48]. 
Till date, few studies based on estimating capture cost for PCC using adsorption 
have been reported in the literature. Hasan et al.[49] simulated and optimized a 
simple 4-step VSA process for 13X zeolite using a kriging-based surrogate model 
[50] approximation of detailed process simulation and compared the costs ($/tonne 
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CO2 captured) for PCC using absorption, membrane, PSA, and VSA. Though 13X 
zeolite remains the current benchmark for PCC, more efficient adsorption cycles 
for 13X zeolite have been reported in the literature [23]. Evaluating the capture cost 
of 13X zeolite adsorbent based on a rudimentary adsorption cycle using 
questionable assumptions raises more questions than are answered. Also, no 
consideration was given to the established financial guidelines and plant 
considerations which add to the vagueness of the results. For comparison with the 
established baselines of other technologies, it is essential to calculate COE for a 
new power plant with capture using VSA. To the best of our knowledge, a detailed 
study calculating COE for a new power plant with PCC using a VSA process has 
not been reported in the literature. Hence the final objective of the thesis was to 
undertake a detailed costing study to estimate COE for a new power plant with 
PCC using a VSA process. The costing algorithm was coupled with the integrated 
optimization platform, which further enables us to determine the lowest COE 
possible in a new power plant with PCC using a VSA process. 
Organization of the Thesis 
This report comprises of 7 chapters. In the first chapter, a background of the CCS 
and the existing problems has been provided. Objectives and motivation of the 
current work have also been discussed in this chapter. In chapter 2, the VSA 
simulation model implemented and optimization technique used have been 
discussed. Simulation and optimization results are then validated by comparing 
with published results. A two-step adsorbent screening procedure for rapid 
screening of adsorbents for PCC is detailed and extensively validated in chapter 3. 
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In chapter 4, a novel 6-step VSA process is delineated. Simulation and optimization 
results for the novel cycle are compared with the 4-step VSA cycle with LPP. In 
chapter 5, novel integrated optimization platform is demonstrated for the 4-step 
VSA process and 6-step VSA process. In chapter 6, costing model is detailed and 
coupled with the integrated optimization platform to perform integrated 
optimization with minimization of COE as the objective. The major conclusions 
from the work and recommendations for future work are provided in chapter 7. The 
















VSA Simulation and Optimization 
2.1 Introduction 
VSA process simulator is a crucial component of the current study and forms its 
cornerstone. It is important to have a fast-reliable-robust simulator that accurately 
represents the process. In this chapter, the mathematical model equations and 
boundary conditions necessary to describe a non-isothermal, non-isobaric VSA 
process simulator is presented first. Next, a brief account of the finite volume 
method used to solve the model equations is given. After that, the simulator is 
validated using published results for a 4-step VSA process. The numerical process 
simulator is combined with a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based optimization to meet 
the process objectives while satisfying the purity-recovery constraints. The 
optimization results are also compared with published results. 
2.2 VSA Process Simulation Modelling  
Detailed PSA/VSA modelling has been well studied [51-53]. There are several  
analytical solutions for isothermal PSA models with linear adsorption  isotherms 
[54], but analytical solutions have limited utility  when it comes to highly nonlinear 
systems (as is the case of CO2 isotherms for adsorbents proposed for PCC) or when 
the thermal  effect is significant. The models vary from isothermal, isobaric to very 
detailed ones including heat effect and pressure drop in the column.  
In general, for the modelling of adsorption processes, the adsorption column 
dynamics is represented by a set of partial differential equations. When simulating 
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different steps in a pressure swing adsorption process, the equations are solved with 
different boundary conditions representing each step. The number and complexity 
of the equations vary with the complexity of the model. The equations comprise of 
fluid phase component mass balance, fluid phase overall mass balance, mass 
transfer rate, and energy balance in the column including heat loss to the 
surroundings. The non-isobaric model with temperature variation results in a set of 
stiff differential equations. The system stiffness is further increased due to non-
linearity of the equilibrium isotherms. 
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic representing the packing of the macro-porous sorbent pellets in the 
adsorption column on the left and the one dimensional finite volume discretization scheme 
on the right. 
In the current study, we consider a packed column of length L as shown in Figure 
2.1. The following assumptions have been considered for the non-isothermal, non-
isobaric model:  
 An axially dispersed plug flow model is used to represent the bulk fluid flow. 
 The system is considered to be radially homogenous.  
 The gas phase obeys ideal gas law.  




 Darcy’s law is used for the frictional pressure drop in the axial direction. 
 Thermal equilibrium between the gas and solid phases is established 
instantaneously. 
 No concentration, temperature, and pressure gradients exist in the radial 
direction. 
 Heat transfer occurs across the column wall whose outer surface is in contact 
with air at ambient temperature. 
 The adsorbent properties and bed voidage are uniform across the column. 
 Negligible pressure drop in the external piping. 
2.2.1 Model Equations 
For an n component gas mixture, the given assumptions result in the n-1 component 
mass balance, total mass balance, total energy balance and n mass transfer rate 
equations:  









    
        
                         (2.1) 
In Equation 2.1, ci and qi are the fluid and solid phase concentrations of component 
i, respectively and DL is the coefficient of axial dispersion, v is the interstitial 
velocity in the axial direction, c is the total concentration, y is mole fraction in the 
fluid phase,   is bed voidage and z is axial distance. 
Applying ideal gas law (ci = Pyi/RgT where P is the gas pressure, T is the bed 
temperature and Rg is the gas constant), the equation takes the following form: 
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Overall Mass Balance: 
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 Adsorbate transfer rate into adsorbent: 
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In Equation 2.4, qi
* is calculated from the isotherm model and ki is the mass transfer 
coefficient. In general, qi
* can be represented as a function of fluid phase 
concentration and temperature 
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In Equation 2.6, s  is density of solid; Cp,s, Cp,a, and Cp,g are specific heat capacity 
of adsorbent, adsorbed phase, and gas phase respectively; Kz is the thermal 
conductivity of the bed in axial direction; iH is the heat of adsorption of 
component i; hin is the overall heat transfer coefficient from column to wall; rin is 




Wall Energy Balance:   
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             (2.7) 
In Equation 2.7, Kw is the wall thermal conductivity; hout it the overall heat transfer 
coefficient from wall to surroundings; rout is the external radius of the column and 
Ta is the ambient temperature. 
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                                     (2.9) 
In Equation 2.9, rp is the radius of the adsorbent particles and µ is the fluid viscosity, 
which is assumed to be independent of temperature. 
The axial dispersion is calculated from the following correlation: 
0.7 0.5L m pD D d           (2.10) 
In Equation 2.10, Dm is the molecular diffusivity for CO2/N2 mixture; dp is the 
adsorbent diameter. 
2.2.2 Boundary Conditions 
Various steps in a VSA process can be simulated from the given set of equations 
by applying the appropriate boundary conditions. Three general categories of 
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boundary conditions, schematically shown in Figure 2.2, cover most steps 
constituting various PSA/VSA cycles. 
Open-Open: 
This configuration represents the HPA step, LR step or a heavy reflux (HR) step. 
The HR step is introduced in chapter 4. For the component mass balance (2nd order 
in z hence two boundary conditions required), Danckwert’s boundary conditions 
for a dispersed plug flow system are used. 
     
0 z 0
0











                          (2.11) 
In Equation 2.11, 
i,feedy is the mole fraction of component i in the feed. 
 
Figure 2.2. General categories of boundary conditions that can represent most steps in 
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The boundary conditions for the column heat balance equation (similar to the 
component balance equation, two boundary conditions required) are written by 























                                                 (2.14) 
The boundary conditions for wall energy balance are as follows: 
0 1w w az z
T T T
 
                             (2.15) 
For the overall mass balance equation, when the velocity is replaced using Darcy’s 
law, the equation becomes second order in pressure and hence requires two 
boundary conditions. The pressure at the exit of the column acts as the first 
boundary condition and its value depends on the step being considered. In a VSA 







               (2.16) 
For a light reflux (LR) step conducted at PL, the exit of the column is connected to 




                            (2.17) 
The inlet velocity acts as the second boundary condition and its value depends on 
the step being considered. HPA is performed by using feed at feed velocity and, 
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being a design variable, its value depends on the chosen parameters as discussed in 
the Section 2.7. LR and HR steps are conducted using exit streams from another 
column and the inlet velocity depends on the exit velocity of the other column. 
Calculation of the inlet velocity for LR and HR step are detailed in Section 2.6. As 




                                           (2.18) 
Open-Closed: 
This configuration represents a typical Pr or LPP step. For this step, boundary 
conditions corresponding to the component balance (Equation 2.1), energy balance 
(Equation 2.6) and wall balance (Equation 2.7) remain the same. The two boundary 
conditions required for the overall mass balance equation differ from the previous 
steps as follows: 















                       (2.19) 
In case of Pr step, inlet pressure is provided as a time varying exponential profile 
and the inlet velocity is calculated using Equation 2.9. The exponential pressure 
profile for the pressurization step is as below: 
0
( ) tH H LzP P P P e


                         (2.20) 
In Equation 2.20,  is the time constant for pressure change. 0.5  , as adopted 
from Haghpanah et al.[22], has been used throughout the study. 
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In case of LPP step, inlet velocity is provided as a boundary condition and the inlet 




                                            (2.21) 
Closed-Open:  
This configuration represents a blowdown or an evacuation step. For this step, the 
inlet boundary conditions for the component balance and energy balance equations 
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The exit pressure is provided as time varying exponential profile. For CoBn the 





calculated from Equation 2.9. The exponential pressure profiles for the CoBn and 
CnEv steps are given by Equations 2.25 and 2.26 respectively. 
1
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                               (2.26) 
The non-dimensionalzed forms of the model equations and boundary conditions 
have been provided in Appendix A1.  
2.3 Adsorption Equilibrium  
The equilibrium isotherm data for a given adsorbent can be fitted with various 
isotherm models [55]. The Langmuir model is the most widely used because it is 
mathematically simple and thermodynamically consistent. This simple 
homogeneous isotherm models is inadequate for CO2 adsorption in most of the 
adsorbents proposed for PCC. A dual-site Langmuir model (Equation 2.27), which 
is energetically heterogeneous in most adsorbents and has worked well for CO2 
adsorption, is used in this study. 
 
1 2
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i i i i
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q q q
b T C d T C
 
   
   
                              (2.27) 
In Equation 2.27, qs1i and qs2i are the saturation capacities for site 1 and site 2 
respectively for species i. 
The parameters bi and di follow Arrhenius type temperature dependence: 
, /
0,
b i gU R T
i ib b e

                         (2.28) 
                        
, /
0,
d i gU R T
i id d e

                  (2.29) 
The choice of this isotherm model has many other advantages and these are detailed 
in section 3.2.2. 
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2.4 Adsorption Kinetics 
For industrial application, micro-crystals of crystalline adsorbents are pelletized 
into macroparticles, which are then used to pack the adsorption column. Pelletized 
adsorbents have a bidispersed pore structure and uptake kinetics can be affected by 
both micropores of crystals and the macropores formed by consolidation of crystals 
with binders [56]. In the current study, it is assumed that gas transport in the 
adsorbent particles is controlled by molecular diffusion in the macropores. For an 
equilibrium controlled process as is the case of CO2/N2 separation, assuming a 
macropore molecular diffusion controlled transport is justified.   
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               (2.30) 
In Equation 2.30, rp is the particle diameter; ci is gas phase concentration of i; qi*is 
mixture equilibrium loading of i corresponding to ci and p is macroparticle 







                   (2.31) 
In Equation 2.31, Dm is the binary molecular diffusivity of CO2 and N2 and '  is 
the adsorbent tortuosity. Adsorbent tortuosity lies between 2-6; 3 is the typical 
value taken in the absence of any measured data. 
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2.5 Finite Volume Method for Adsorption Simulation 
Different numerical schemes, such as finite difference [57], orthogonal collocation 
[58, 59], finite element [60] and finite volume [51, 53] , have been used for solving 
partial differential equations like the ones that constitute the VSA process model. 
For PSA/VSA process, literature also suggests that the finite volume method offers 
the robustness to obtain stable solutions for a wide range of operating conditions 
[61-63]. Since finite volume method solves integral rather than differential form of 
the equations, it allows better closure of mass energy and momentum. Hence, finite 
volume approach has been used to numerically solve the set of equations detailed 
in this chapter. An account of the various finite volume studies in the literature has 
been provided by Haghpanah et al. [22]. 
The equations representing adsorption column dynamics (Eq. 2.1 – Eq. 2.8) are 
partial differential equations in space and time. They are first converted into 
dimensionless forms in order to keep the variables within a comparable order. The 
dimensionless equations are provided in the Appendix A1. The equations are then 
discretized in space to convert into ordinary differential equations (ODE) in time. 
The finite volume representation of the adsorption column is given in Figure 2.1. 
The discretization is done in one dimension, along the length of the column. The 
discretized equations are also provided in Appendix A1. It has been shown by 
Haghpanah et al. [22] that 30 cells are sufficient to capture the process dynamics 
with adequate accuracy.  
In case where sharp discontinuities propagate through the system (in this case the 
adsorption front), various flux limiters have been used for reducing non-physical 
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oscillations around the discontinuities. These flux limiters are used to estimate the 
finite volume cell edge values (used in the discretized equations) from the cell 
center values. Haghpanah et al. [22] have compared upwind difference scheme 
(UDS) [64], van Leer [65], Superbee [66], and WENO [67] scheme in their study. 
It was observed that for comparable accuracy, WENO gave the fastest convergence. 
Hence WENO scheme has been selected for the current study. 
WENO uses a nonlinear adaptive procedure to choose the locally smoothest stencil 
to avoid non-physical oscillations [67]. The flux delimiter used in the WENO 
scheme is provided below:  
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                     (2.33) 
In the above equations, fj+0.5 represents the wall value of the state variable f for j
th 
finite volume and constant   is a small number (~10-10) to prevent division by zero.  
After converting to ODEs, the system of coupled ODEs are then solved as an initial 
value problem using a stiff ODE solver. In the current study, MATLAB platform 
has been used for performing the numerical calculations and ODE 15s/23s [68] 





Coupled Steps  
For steps that involve use of the exit stream from other column (such as LPP, LR 
and HR) the exit composition, velocity, temperature of donor column (column 1) 
as a function of time are stored in a data buffer. Boundary condition for the receiver 
column in coupled steps is obtained by mole balance at the exit of the donor column 
(column 1) and entrance of the receiver column (column 2). In Equation 2.34-2.39 
superscript 1 stands for the donor column and 2 stands for receiver column 
respectively. 
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The left hand side of the equation is calculated using data in the stored buffer by 
interpolation at time t. v2|z=0 and P
2|z=0 on the right side of Equation 2.35 are coupled 
by Darcy’s equation given by Equation 2.9.  
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Upon replacing P2|z=0(t) from Equation 2.37 into 2.36, we obtain a quadratic 
equation in v2|z=0(t): 
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Equation 2.38 upon restructuring gives 2.39 
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      (2.39) 
The term inside the bracket of the third term of Equation 2.39 represents the values 
as stored in the data buffer from the exit stream of the donor column. The positive 
solution for the quadratic equation is then taken as the boundary condition for the 
receiver column. 
The boundary conditions for velocity and pressure calculations in the simulation 
model have been coded for co-current operations such that feed end of the column 
takes in the stream and the stream flows out of the product end of the column. In 
case when the steps are performed in the reverse direction, the formulation results 
in negative velocity values and hence needs to be changed appropriately. A more 
elegant solution is to invert the bed profiles (equivalent to flipping the adsorption 
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column) and then the step becomes co-current allowing the use of same set of 
equations. In terms of MATLAB parlance, it is represented as follows: 
       Y (1: ) Y ( : 1:1);i ii ncells ncells                           (2.40) 
At the end of the step in the reverse direction, the profiles are reverted back to give 
the column profiles. 
2.6 Model Validation: Simulation of a 4-step VSA Process 
The features of the VSA process simulation model and the numerical method used 
to simulate the process are very similar to those previously reported from our 
research group [22], which was also validated with pilot plant data in another work 
from the group [30]. Haghpanah et al. [22] simulated a basic 4-step VSA cycle 
schematically shown in Figure 2.3 for Zeochem 13X zeolite for comparing various 
numerical schemes considered in their study.  
 




The various steps of the cycle are: 
1. Feed pressurization (Pr): The feed containing enters the column with the 
other end closed. The column pressure is raised from lower operating 
pressure PL to higher pressure PH (1 atm for VSA).  
2. High pressure adsorption (HPA): The feed enters the column and CO2, the 
heavier component, is preferentially adsorbed and N2-rich raffinate is 
collected from the light-product end. 
3. Blowdown or co-current depressurization (CoBn): The feed end is closed 
and the column pressure is reduced to an intermediate pressure, PI < 1 atm, 
by pulling vacuum from light-product end. This step selectively removes N2 
while retaining CO2 in the column.  
4. Counter-current evacuation (CnEv): The light-product end is closed and 
enriched CO2 product is collected from the feed end by decreasing the 
column pressure to PL (PL < PI < 1 atm). 
Pr, CoBn and CnEv steps have been performed with the exponential profiles 
provided in the previous section. 






Pressurization (Pr) 15 PL= 0.1 atm → PH= 1.0 atm 
Adsorption (HPA)  15 PH= 1.0 atm 
Co-current blowdown (CoBn) 30 PH= 1.0 atm → PI = 0.2 atm 
Counter-current Evacuation (CnEv)  40 PI = 0.2 atm → PL= 0.1 atm 
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The feed was assumed to be synthetic dry flue gas at 1 atm and 298 K and 
comprised of 15% (mole fraction) CO2 and in balance N2. For the purpose of 
validation of the simulation platform developed in the current work, we simulate 
the given process for the conditions in Table 2.1 provided by Haghpanah et al. [22]. 
Physical properties and the parameters used in the simulation are provided in 
Appendix A1. 
The parameters for CO2 and N2 adsorption on Zeochem 13X used in the simulation 
were reported by Haghpanah et al. [22] and they are reproduced in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2. Isotherm parameters for CO2/N2 on Zeochem Zeolite 13X [30]. 
Parameters CO2 N2 
b0 (m
3/mol) 8.65E-07 2.50E-06 
d0 (m
3/mol) 2.63E-08 0.00 
ΔUb,i (J/mol) -36,641 15,800 
ΔUd,i (J/mol) -35,691 0.0 
qsb,i (mol/m
3) 3,489 6,600 
qsd,i (mol/m
3) 2,872 0.0 
2.6.1 Cyclic Steady State Calculations 
The pressure/temperature swing adsorption process is a transient process, which 
attains cyclic steady state after several repeated simulations of the cycle. 
Replicating the real process involves equating the final state of the process at the 
end of a step in a given cycle to the initial state of the next step in the cycle. The 
process is repeated till the cyclic steady state is achieved. Convergence to a cyclic 
steady state can be, at times, very slow. Various studies suggest a variety of 
convergence acceleration methods. Most of the methods are based on either 
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Newton’s method that requires full Jacobian calculations [69] or a combination of 
Newton-Broyden’s method [70] that aims at reducing the full Jacobian calculations 
by using iterative-secant approach for direct prediction of the cyclic steady state 
solution. 
It has also been shown that the final cyclic steady state of the system is not unique 
and depends on the initial state of the system [71]. Significantly different bed 
profiles can be obtained for the same operating conditions starting from different 
initial conditions. Hence, though the convergence acceleration methods quicken the 
convergence, it does not ensure that the final cyclic steady state is the one that the 
physical system would converge to. For attaining the cyclic steady state that the 
physical system would correspond to, the initial state of next step should be equated 
to the final state of the previous step and should be repeated till cyclic steady state 
is achieved. The fraction given by Equation 2.41 is used to confirm cyclic steady 
state. 
     
 1
    
2
2
Total moles CO leaving the bed leaving in a cycle
CSS indicator
Total moles CO entering the bed in a cycle
              (2.41) 
The moles of CO2 entering and leaving the bed in different steps of a cycle are 
calculated from the integrals shown in Table 2.3. At the beginning of the 
simulation, it is assumed that the bed is saturated with pure N2 at 1 atm. Simulations 
are performed for a minimum of 50 cycles first. After 50 cycles, the simulator 
checks the value of the CSS indicator given by Equation 2.41 and when the change 
from cycle to cycle is found to be less than 0.5% for 5 consecutive cycles, the 
simulation is considered to be at steady state and is stopped. 
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After cyclic steady state is reached, the process performance indicators: purity, 
recovery are calculated as below: 
Purity 2
Moles of  CO recovered in the evacuation step
Total moles out in the evacuation step
               (2.42) 
  
Recovery
    
2 
2
Moles CO recovered in the evacuation step
Total moles CO entering the bed in a cycle
                (2.43) 
Table 2.3. Amount of CO2 entering and leaving the column in each step.  
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Figure 2.4. Cyclic steady state gas phase CO2 concentration profiles compared for 
a basic 4-step VSA cycle. Open symbols are simulation results from the current 
study while lines represent the results reported by Haghpanah et al.[22]. 
The simulation values both, bed profiles and the final purity, recovery (purity of 
88.7% and recovery of 35.8%) have been carefully matched with the values 
provided by Hagpanah et al. [22] and have been found in good agreement (Figure 
2.4). 
2.7  Genetic Algorithm Based Process Optimization 
Process design is another key component for desirable performance and hence 
necessitates the need for process optimization. Important process variables for a 
VSA process are operating pressures, temperature, duration of each step, and feed 
pressure and velocity. These can be optimized for a variety of objectives. Agarwal 
et al. [72] minimized energy penalty subject to certain constraints on the purity and 
recovery of the product. However, while minimizing energy penalty, capital cost of 
PCC is not considered. Productivity of the process determines the plant size and 
hence influences the capital cost. It has been shown previously in the literature that 
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for an absorption process, the process with minimum energy is not necessarily the 
process with minimum cost25. Haghpanah et al. [23] performed multi-objective 
optimization to minimize the parasitic energy penalty and maximize the 
productivity while ensuring that the required purity-recovery constraints are 
satisfied. Adopting multi-objective optimization enabled us to keep the two 
important cost components in perspective till a rigorous costing model was 
developed in Chapter 6. 
Similar to the validation of the simulation model, the optimization platform was 
also tested by reproducing published results. In the cycle synthesis work, 
Haghpanah et al. [23] reported a 4-step VSA cycle with light product pressurization 
(LPP) shown schematically in Figure 2.5, to be energetically efficient over other 
cycles considered. In this cycle, the co-current feed pressurization step in the basic 
4-step VSA cycle is substituted with LPP with the effluent from the adsorption step 
directly used to pressurize the column in the reverse direction. Henceforth, we will 
call this modified cycle 4-step cycle with LPP. This cycle was chosen to check the 




Figure 2.5. 4-step VSA cycle with light product pressurization (LPP).  
Simulation of the LPP step follows the same procedure as described in the previous 
section for simulation of coupled steps. The duration of LPP step is the time 
required for the column to reach PH, and it depends on the flow rate of the effluent 
from the adsorption step. However, the maximum duration of LPP is set to be the 
duration of adsorption step. If the effluent stream is not sufficient to pressurize the 
column up to PH, then the feed (flue gas) pressurization step from the feed end is 
added to complete pressurization. 
Energy required in various steps of the 4-step cycle with LPP were calculated using 
equations given in Table 2.4. In the table,   is the compression efficiency and   
is the adiabatic constant. Their values are taken as 0.72 and 1.4 respectively. Energy 
consumed in the individual steps is summated to obtain the total energy consumed 
in one cycle. Total energy per tonne of CO2 and productivity are calculated using 




Table 2.4. Energy required in various steps of a 4-step cycle. 
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Productivity  =




                  (2.45) 
A 4-step cycle has 7 operating parameters: the durations of the four steps (tLPP, tHPA, 
tCoBn, tCnEv), two operating pressures (PI, PL), and the inlet feed velocity (v0) in the 
high pressure adsorption step. Duration of the LPP step is governed by the 
adsorption step and hence is not a decision variable. Remaining 6 process 
parameters are considered as decision variables for optimization. The bounds of 
these decision variables are given in Table 2.5.  
Haghpanah et al. [23] have reported energy-productivity Pareto for 13X zeolite 
using 4 step VSA process with LPP for 90% purity-recovery constraints. For the 
purpose of validating the simulation and optimization platform, the optimization 
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was performed for 90% purity-recovery instead of the 95-90 purity-recovery 
constraints used in the present study for the reasons stated in Chapter 1.  
Table 2.5. Process variables and bounds considered for 
each optimization problem. 
Process Variable Variable 
Bounds 
Adsorption time, tHPA (s) 20−100 
Blowdown time, tCoBn (s) 30−200 
Evacuation time, tCnEv (s) 30−200 
Blowdown Pressure, PI (atm) 0.01−0.5 
Evacuation Pressure, PL (atm) 0.01−0.5 
Inlet Velocity, v0(m/s) 0.1-2 
Another process constraint on the decision variables is that blowdown pressure (PI) 
should be greater than evacuation pressure (PL). 
0.02I LP P   (atm)                                 (2.46) 
The objectives of the current optimization are minimization of energy penalty and 
maximization of productivity. Energy is divided by hundred to bring the two 
objectives to comparable order of magnitude. Negative of productivity is 
considered as the objective in order to make it a minimization problem.  
The optimization problem formulated is as below: 
Θmin = 
0, , , , , HPA CoBn CnEv I Lt t t P P v
Min  Θi,     i =1,2;                             (2.47) 
Θ1 = Energy/100;                                                            (2.48) 
Θ2 = - Productivity;                                                         (2.49) 
Subject to   Purity ≥ 90%; Recovery ≥ 90%; 0.02I LP P                         (2.50) 
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Given the non-convexity of the optimization problem as well as its multi-objective 
nature, a global optimization method based on a meta-heuristic technique, such as 
Genetic Algorithm (GA), has been chosen. It is a meta-heuristic method and widely 
used for multi-objective optimization. GA has also been demonstrated to be suited 
for optimization of adsorption processes [22, 73-75]. Another major advantage that 
GA offers in case of computationally expensive objective functions is the inherent 
parallel implementation. Fitness evaluation of each individual of the population is 
independent and hence offers the possibility of an order of magnitude reduction in 
simulation time. There are many variants of the Genetic Algorithm available. The 
most widely used genetic algorithm is based on Non-dominated Sorting based 
Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) by Deb et al. [76]. For the purpose of comparing the 
variants and obtaining a robust optimizer, the multi-objective optimization was 
performed using three optimizers: MATLAB multi-objective GA provided in 
MATLAB Global Optimization Toolbox, Global Optimum Determination by 
Linking and Interchanging Kindred Evaluators (GODLIKE) [77] (an open source 
global optimizer) that solves optimization problems using relatively basic 
implementation of a Genetic Algorithm, referred as NSGA II, differential 
evolution, particle swarm optimization and adaptive simulated annealing 
algorithms, and NGPM [78], which is NGSA II based MATLAB implementation. 
A population size of 80 was used for the current optimization. For each individual 
in the population, a maximum of 500 cycles are performed and if the CSS indicator 
was not satisfied at the end of 500 cycles, the point was discarded across the study. 
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The optimization was performed till a maximum of 60 generations. GAs are directly 
applicable to unconstrained problems while constraints are generally handled in 
forms of penalty functions [79]. All of the constraints in the current study are also 
imposed as penalty functions. While process and adsorbent feasibility constraints 
can be checked before simulating the process, purity-recovery constraints can only 
be checked after the process reaches cyclic steady state. Process and adsorbent 
constraints represent go versus no-go constraints, and all individual decision 
variable sets satisfying the constraints are in general superior to the sets that do not 
satisfy. Hence, in case of violation, process simulation is circumvented and an 
extremely high fitness evaluation is set (Equation 2.51). For purity-recovery 
constraints, it is crucial to evaluate the margin by which they fail to achieve 
(Equation 2.52) and utilize the valuable genes suitable for guiding the evolution 
towards optimum [79]. Purity-recovery penalty has been empirically chosen after a 
few trial runs. 
1 processPenalty =100000 max(0,n_violated )                       (2.51) 
In Equation 2.51, n_violatedprocess represents the number of process constraints 
violated. In current optimization, there is one process constraint given by Equation 
2.50. 
   2Penalty =200* max(0,.90-Purity) + max(0,0.90-Recovery)        (2.52) 
The penalty function ensures that if either the purity and/or recovery constraint 
are/is not satisfied, a penalty is imposed in order to guide the evolution towards 




Figure 2.6. Pareto for multi-objective optimization for Zeochem 13X zeolite on a 4-step 
cycle. 
Out of the optimizers, NGPM was found to be robust and had faster convergence. 
The Paretos for NGPM are compared with those published by Haghpanah et al. [23] 
in Figure 2.6. Haghpanah et al. [23] reported minimum energy of 131 kWh/tonne 
CO2 and maximum productivity of 1.28 moles CO2/ m
3 adsorbent/second. 
Minimum energy obtained from in the current study is 132 kWh/tonne CO2 and the 
maximum productivity is 1.40 moles CO2/ m
3 adsorbent/second.  
2.8 Conclusion 
In the current chapter, a non-isothermal VSA process simulation platform with 
pressure drop has been demonstrated. Some simulation results have been validated 
with published results from a similar model. Multi-objective optimization has been 
performed using different global optimizers for a case reported in literature. As it 
is evident from the results of the basic 4-step VSA cycle and optimization of 4-step 
VSA cycle with LPP, the simulation and optimization platform developed in the 
present study matches well with the simulation and optimization platform 
developed previously in our group. The simulation and optimization platform thus 
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Adsorbent Screening for PCC 
3.1 Introduction 
It was mentioned in chapter 1 that no effective rapid screening method has been 
developed yet that evaluates adsorbent their performance in an actual VSA process. 
As an alternative, a variety of criteria for evaluating the suitability of an adsorbent 
for a separation application have been used in the literature with very limited 
success. Absolute adsorption capacity has been one such criterion used to evaluate 
the potential of new MOF adsorbents for CO2 capture [39]. While adsorbent 
capacity is important, ranking adsorbents according to capacity does not necessarily 
correspond to their ranking based on optimized process performance.  Adsorbents 
have also been evaluated for CO2 capture [80] based on pure gas working capacity 
calculated from loading difference between the high and low operating pressures. 
However, the working capacity thus calculated may be misleading since in an actual 
process separating a feed mixture, it is unlikely to capture the effects of competitive 
adsorption and spreading of the concentration wave fronts. 
Notaro et al. [81] proposed a composite index called Adsorption Figure of Merit 
(AFM) for adsorbent evaluation, given by Equation 3.1, for equilibrium controlled 











                                          (3.1) 
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In the above equation, WC1 is the working capacity of the more strongly adsorbed 
component (component 1) defined by the difference in its equilibrium adsorbed 
amount between the high and low operating pressures of the process. 
12, ads
  is the 
mixture selectivity of component 1 over component 2 at adsorption conditions and 
feed composition while 
12, des
  is the mixture selectivity at desorption conditions 
assuming 95% of the strongly adsorbed component in the gas phase. 
Rege and Yang [82] proposed another composite index, given by Equation 3.2, for 







                                                (3.2) 
In the above equation, WC1 and WC2 are the working capacities of component 1 
and 2 respectively. Rege et al. [82] considered a Langmuir isotherm model, which 
means that 12 is constant and the value is equal to the ratio of Henry’s constants at 
all partial pressures. 
Lately, Wiersum et al. [83] introduced yet another composite index, Adsorbent 
Performance Indicator (API), shown in Equation 3.3, in an effort to accommodate 
the ranking of adsorbents for the separation of a binary mixture for different process 












                                 (3.3) 
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In Equation 3.3, A, B and C represent the weighting factors dependent on the 
objective of the process. For example, they distinguished between bulk separation 
and purification, and recommended different sets of constants for these two classes 
of separation. In addition to the working capacity of the preferentially adsorbed 
component (WC1) and its selectivity over the weaker component  12 , the API also 
takes into account the heat of adsorption of the more strongly adsorbed component
 1,adsH . 
An adsorbent for CCC must first be able to meet the strict requirements of 95% 
purity and 90% recovery. Only those adsorbents meeting the purity-recovery 
criteria should then be subjected to ranking according to some performance 
indicators of a chosen process operated under the optimum operating conditions. 
As discussed previously in Chapter 2, energy consumption, which affects the 
operating cost, and productivity, related to plant size and hence the capital cost, are 
the commonly used process performance indicators for a PCC process.  For a given 
process, each adsorbent will have different combinations of operating conditions at 
which the best performance is achieved. Moreover, the operating conditions at 
which the process energy is minimum are not the same as the conditions at which 
the productivity is maximum. All the above indices for ranking adsorbents for the 
separation of a binary mixture are unsuitable for ranking adsorbents for CCC for 
the following three reasons: (i) they cannot confirm if the stringent purity-recovery 
requirements will be met, (ii) the indices have been used to rank adsorbents for a 
fixed set of operating conditions, which will not hold when the process is separately 
optimized for each  adsorbent under strict purity-recovery constraints, and (iii) the 
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performance indicator for which the adsorbents are ranked is not explicitly stated 
and it is well understood that one index cannot rank the adsorbents for different 
performance indicators.  
Recently, Huck et al. [35] used parasitic energy for screening and evaluation of 
adsorbents for CCS. They evaluated over 60 adsorbents to show that the minimum 
parasitic energy in a combined TSA/VSA process, calculated on the basis of 
sensible heat, heat of adsorption and evacuation energy, all expressed in equivalent 
electrical unit, is well correlated to the initial slope of the carbon dioxide isotherms 
at a fixed feed temperature. We took the same set of adsorbents and for each 
adsorbent optimized a 4-step VSA process with LPP shown schematically in Figure 
2.5, to obtain the minimum energy and maximum productivity under the 
aforementioned purity-recovery constraints. Around 60% (37/62) of the adsorbents 
could not meet the purity-recovery constraints even after reducing the lower bound 
of the evacuation pressure to 0.01 atm. The minimum energy and maximum 
productivity of the adsorbents that met the purity-recovery constraints were plotted 
against three indices, API, S and AFM, proposed in the literature for ranking 
adsorbents and discussed earlier, and these plots are shown in Figure 3.1. It is clear 
that all of the indicators are poorly correlated to the two key optimized process 
performance indicators of the adsorbents for CCS in a 4-step cycle. 
Therefore, current work is targeted toward bridging the knowledge-gap between 
proposed indices and the predictions of how the adsorbents for PCC will perform 
under fully optimized process conditions.  
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Figure 3.1. Optimized process performance indicators, minimum energy and maximum 
productivity for a carbon capture process is poorly correlated to the adsorbent screening 
indices, AFM, API and S, suggested in the literature. 
In current work, we use dual-site Langmuir isotherm and its binary extension to 
represent unary and mixture equilibrium respectively. The saturation capacities of 
CO2 and N2 are assumed to be equal to ensure thermodynamic consistency. Our 
study focuses on five characteristics of the carbon dioxide isotherm, namely its 
binary mixture selectivity over nitrogen, equilibrium loading, local slope and non-
linearity at feed concentration, and Henry’s constant, to investigate their effects on 
the minimum energy and maximum productivity of a CO2 capture process 
employing a 4-step cycle with LPP. The feed, 15% CO2 in balance N2 at 
atmospheric pressure, is representative of dry flue gas from coal fired power plant 





























































































































































































































(Chapter 1). From the different design of experiment techniques reported in the 
literature [87], central composite design (CCD) was selected considering the 
number of parameters chosen in the study and computationally expensive nature of 
simulations. CCD was used to generate combinations of these five parameters, each 
combination representing a set of parameters of the dual-site Langmuir model for 
CO2 and N2 isotherms. Choosing bounds for the design of experiments is a crucial 
part for a parametric study and requires prior knowledge about the parameter search 
space. The range of parameter values chosen for any study governs the range of 
applicability. In the current study, search space represents the breadth of CO2 and 
N2 isotherms covered. Deciding on the bounds becomes further complicated since 
the intention of this study is to include not only existing adsorbents but also 
potential hypothetical ones. The bounds were chosen to ensure that we cover most 
of the real and hypothetical materials proposed for PCC.  
For each set of parameters of the dual-site Langmuir model for CO2 and N2 
isotherms the 4-step cycle was individually optimized to minimize energy and 
maximize productivity subjected to the 95-90 purity-recovery constraints similar to 
optimization for 13X zeolite detailed in Chapter 2. The database thus generated was 
used to propose a neural network model to first screen adsorbents that are able to 
meet the stringent purity-recovery requirements. Empirical correlations are 
presented for the adsorbents that clear the purity-recovery test in order to predict 
the minimum energy and maximum productivity expected in a fully optimized 
process. Both neural network and the empirical correlations are functions of the 
same five CO2 isotherms characteristics, which also influence the N2 isotherm via 
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binary mixture selectivity and equality of the saturation capacities. The neural 
network model and the empirical correlations have been validated with several 
adsorbents reported in the literature including those used in the study of Huck et al. 
[35]. 
The 4-step cycle as discussed in Chapter 2 has been reported in the literature to be 
energetically the most promising cycle for post-combustion capture from dry gas 
using 13X zeolite [23]. A closer physical insight of this process gives further 
assurance that its effectiveness should in general apply to adsorbents with favorable 
CO2 isotherms. The process simulation is based on a non-isothermal, non-isobaric 
model, which assumes macropore molecular diffusion controlled transport kinetics. 
The equilibrium isotherm model has been shown in the literature to reliably capture 
experimental results for a wide variety of systems. The macropore molecular 
diffusion controlled transport model is also justified for an equilibrium controlled 
process. Thus, the chosen cycle and features of the simulation model are most 
appropriate for developing a versatile adsorbent screening tool for PCC application.  
3.2 Research Methodology 
In the optimization of an adsorption separation process for a given adsorbent, the 
equilibrium isotherm model parameters and mass transfer coefficients representing 
the gas transport mechanism in the adsorbent pores are the input parameters and the 
operating conditions constitute the decision variables. For PCC, the separation is 
equilibrium controlled in a vast majority of the adsorbents. In an equilibrium 
controlled separation, the process performance is primarily dependent on 
equilibrium isotherm characteristics and the importance of adsorption kinetics is 
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secondary. Hence the focus of the current study is to establish the effects of various 
equilibrium isotherm characteristics of CO2 isotherm on process performance. 
For industrial application, micro-crystals of crystalline adsorbents are pelletized 
into macroparticles, which are then used to pack the adsorption column. In the 
current study, it is further  assumed  that  gas  transport  in  the  adsorbent particles  
is  controlled  by  molecular diffusion in the macropores. 
3.2.1 Equilibrium Isotherm Characteristics 
From the various isotherm equilibrium properties, following isotherm 
characteristics have been chosen for the present study: 
1) Binary mixture selectivity 
 Like in all separation processes, selectivity of two adsorbable components in an 
adsorbent under mixture conditions is an important measure of the difficulty of 
separation in an adsorption separation process. Only for the ideal Langmuir system, 
the binary mixture selectivity is independent of composition and equal to the ratio 
of the Henry’s constants of the two components. For all other isotherms, binary 
mixture selectivity is expected to be a more reliable performance indicator. In an 
extraction cycle, very high mixture selectivity of CO2 over N2 is expected to make 
the process more energy efficient for given purity and recovery targets. 
2) Initial slope (Henry’s constant) 
The initial slope of the equilibrium isotherm, i.e., the slope at very low 
concentration of the adsorbable component, is called the Henry’s law constant. In 
a recent study, Lin et al. [34] found that the parasitic energy consumption for PCC 
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was a strong function of the Henry’s constant of CO2 in the adsorbent. The energy 
decreased rapidly with increasing Henry’s constant, but after going through broad 
minima began to rise again when the Henry’s constant became very large. They 
screened a large number of hypothetical MOFs, ZIFs and zeolites in their study 
using a hybrid 4-step pressure-temperature swing adsorption process. Change in 
Henry’s constant also affects CO2 loading, binary mixture selectivity, etc. They 
were not controlled to hold constant, so it is possible that the observed changes in 
energy penalty was a coupled effect of other changes. Moreover, there was no check 
in place to ensure that the purity-recovery constraints were uniformly satisfied in 
every case. Therefore, Henry’s constant was chosen to revisit the issue under 
controlled conditions in the context of a VSA process.  
3) CO2 Loading  
It represents the amount of CO2 adsorbed (qo) at the feed concentration and 
temperature. This affects the working capacity and has been an important 
consideration in new adsorbent research. Conventionally, material researchers have 
focused on increasing the CO2 loading and this has been perceived as performance 
indicator.  
4) Non-linearity of the CO2 isotherm at feed concentration ( = qo/qs).  
= 0 corresponds a linear isotherm and =1 represents a rectangular isotherm.  
Asymmetry between adsorption and desorption arising from isotherm nonlinearity 
is well known and well understood in uptake and adsorbent dynamics 
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experiments[84],[85].  Studying its effect on VSA process performance is a logical 
next step and hence it is considered in the study. 






Like the nonlinearity, the local slope at feed conditions is another measure of the 
isotherm curvature in the operating range of the process, which may influence of 
the shape of the bed concentration profile at cyclic steady state. Hence this 
parameter was chosen.   
The selected equilibrium isotherm characteristics are graphically shown on a 
hypothetical isotherm in Figure 3.2.  
 
Figure 3.2. Various isotherm characteristics used in this study. 
3.2.2 Isotherm Model Selection: Dual-site Langmuir Isotherm Model  
As mentioned in chapter 1, the dual-site Langmuir model is an effective way to 
capture the equilibrium isotherms of energetically heterogeneous systems. The 
choice of the dual-site Langmuir isotherm model is also driven by the following 
additional considerations:  
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1.  It is computationally simple since adsorbed phase loadings are explicit functions 
of the fluid phase concentrations. Isotherm models that require solving 
simultaneous, coupled nonlinear equations to calculate mixture equilibrium data 
will increase the computational burden by many folds.  
2.  It has been shown by Ritter et al. [86] that the extended dual-site Langmuir 
isotherm gives very  good  mixture  equilibrium  predictions  for  a  large  number  
of  systems  using parameters obtained from fits of the single component 
equilibrium data.  
3.  The five isotherm characteristics chosen here constitute a non-linear system of 
equations, as may be seen from Table 3.1. In a controlled study where the 
characteristics should be varied one at a time while holding the others constant, we 
require an isotherm model with (at least) five independent parameters. In case of 
the Langmuir model, there are two Langmuir constants (bCO2 and bN2) for CO2 and 
N2, and a common saturation constant (qsCO2 = qsN2) to satisfy thermodynamic 
consistency. Hence, it is not suitable, even though it is simple and explicit. On the 
other hand, CO2 adsorption is heterogeneous but N2 adsorption is homogeneous in 
most known adsorbents. This observation together with thermodynamic 
consistency requirement applied separately to both sites result in the following  five  
independent  parameters  necessary  to  independently  vary  the  five  the isotherm 
characteristics of the dual site Langmuir  model:  bCO2, dCO2, bN2(=dN2), qs1CO2 
(=qs1N2) and qs2CO2 (=qs2N2). Limited experimental evidence in support of these 
considerations is discussed next. 
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Table 3.1: Isotherm characteristics of the Dual-Site Langmuir Model. 
Isotherm 
Characteristics 
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Control Five Isotherm parameters and five isotherm properties form a 
square system of 5 non-linear equations that can be solved and 
all the isotherm characteristics can be varied independently in a 
controlled study. 
Constraints imposed:  
CO N N 2 22 2 CO 22
1 1 2 2 N N;  ;  qs qs qs qs b d    
Haghpanah et al. [22] fitted the CO2 and N2 equilibrium data for 13X zeolite using 
dual-site Langmuir model and found that N2 second site capacity was negligible. 
Subsequently, they used dual-site Langmuir model for CO2 along with single site 
model for N2. Though 13X zeolite appears homogenous for N2, it is heterogeneous 
for CO2. Predicting CO2-N2 mixture loading using the dual-site model for CO2 and 
the single site model for N2 (i.e., assigning zero value to the second site parameters 
for N2) implicitly means that it is not adsorbed at the second site and competes with 
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CO2 at the stronger site only. This leads to under prediction of nitrogen mixture 
loading and over prediction of CO2 loading. N2 competes with CO2 at both the sites. 
This can be captured by fitting N2 data simultaneously with CO2 data by assigning 
equal affinity of N2 to both sites and equating the saturation capacities to those of 
CO2 as required to satisfy thermodynamic consistency of the extended dual-site 
Langmuir model. Loadings for CO2-N2 mixture calculated from the extended dual-
site Langmuir model using the two approaches (i.e., single site versus equally 
distributed dual-site N2 adsorption) are compared with the molecular simulation 
prediction for N2 in Figure 3.3. Molecular simulation shown have been given in 
kind by Prof. Jiang Jianwen’s research group at NUS. The superiority of the 
prediction by allowing nitrogen to adsorb on both sites is clear. 
 
Figure 3.3. Comparison of extended dual-site Langmuir model predictions for single-site 
and dual-site assumptions for nitrogen adsorption on 13X zeolite from a mixture 
containing 15 mole% CO2. 
Typically, for physical adsorption, the isosteric heat of adsorption for CO2 varies 
between 20-40 kJ/mol. For 13X zeolite, the heat of adsorption of CO2 are 39.12 
kJ/mol and 38.17 kJ/mol for site 1 and site 2, respectively[22].  Nitrogen adsorption 
in 13X is practically homogeneous and heat of adsorption is 15.8 kJ/mol, much 
lower that the either value for CO2. 
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The energy-productivity optimization Pareto for the 4-step cycle process using 13X 
zeolite were compared under adiabatic and isothermal conditions, the latter 
approximated by using very large wall heat transfer coefficients in the simulation 
model. It is clear from the results compared in Figure 3.4 that the heat effect on the 
cyclic steady state performance indicators is not large enough to expect any 
significant impact on the process performance if the heat of adsorption values are 
varied over a modest range.  
 
Figure 3.4. Adiabatic vs. Isothermal Pareto for 13X zeolite for establishing the heat 
transfer effects. 
A large variation in the heat of adsorption is unexpected for physisorption. Hence, 
in the current study, heat of adsorption values are not varied. They are kept fixed at 
the 13X zeolite values. 
3.2.3 Design of Experiments 
Apart from conducting parametric study and analyzing the effect of various 
equilibrium characteristics on VSA process performance, it is also an aim of the 
current study to develop meta-models to correlate these isotherm characteristics to 
the minimum energy consumption and maximum productivity of the fully 
optimized VSA process. The cycle chosen here is the 4-step cycle for reasons 
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discussed earlier. The meta-models can then be used for easy evaluation of the 
adsorbents, thus ranking them according to the minimum energy consumption or 
maximum productivity expected from the VSA process. The common meta-
modelling approach is to apply design of experiments to first generate sets of input 
data that adequately represent the parameter space. The datasets are then used to 
determine the corresponding minimum energy and maximum productivity values 
for the VSA cycle using the operating parameters as the decision variables subject 
to the CO2 purity and recovery constraints of 95% and 90%, respectively. The next 
step is to carry out regression analysis to adequately correlate the isotherm 
characteristics to the minimum energy and maximum productivity obtained from 
simulation and optimization of the VSA cycle. Simpson et al. [87] provide an 
extensive account of the various meta-modelling techniques that have been 
implemented across various disciplines. 
In order to create a second-order meta-model, central composite design has been 
widely used in the literature [88]. Central-composite design (CCD) is used to 
estimate the first order effects, interactions and the pure quadratic effects of the 
variables. Most commonly implemented central composite design include the 
following points: 
1) 2k factorial points. 
2)   points. 
3) Centre point. 
Space-filling designs such as latin hyper-cube sampling have been suggested to be 
suitable for computer experiments (Kleijnen et al. [89]). Due to high computational 
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demand on objective function evaluation in the study, space filling designs become 
prohibitive to implement.  
In the current study, central composite design has been used. As mentioned earlier, 
the bounds (Table 3.2) were chosen to ensure that we cover most of the real and 
hypothetical materials proposed for PCC. 






Initial Slope (x1) 20 6000000 
Local Slope  (x2) 10 350 
Binary Mixture selectivity (x3) 5 2000 
Loading        (x4) 70 8000 
Lambda        (x5) 0.001 0.95 
 
Each dataset thus generated represents a possible adsorbent with distinct 
equilibrium properties. For each point, a set of non-linear equations was solved 
using a symbolic toolbox solver in MATLAB to obtain the corresponding dual-site 
Langmuir isotherm parameters mentioned in Table 3.1.   
The VSA process optimization procedure, as described in Chapter 2, was then 
conducted for each set of isotherm parameters. Only the penalty function was 
modified from Equation 2.52 to Equation 3.4 to set the purity and recovery 
constraints to 95% and 90% respectively:  
Penalty2=200*[max (0,(0.95-Purity)) + max(0,(0.90-Recovery))]     (3.4) 
Depending upon the isotherm curvature, each optimization took 20-24 hours on 




In the current design of computer experiments, there is infeasibility in the design 
space arising due to two conditions. Firstly, due to the physical constraints on the 
shape of the isotherm, some of the datasets do not have a feasible solution for the 5 
equations in Table 3.1. Secondly, some of the points do not satisfy 95-90% purity 
recovery constraint. Points belonging to either of the two categories cannot be used 
for creating the meta-models. 
It has been reported in the literature that for the cases of constrained design space, 
D-optimal design should be preferred instead of with continuing with the same 
design [87] and discarding infeasible points. In the current system, ensuring D-
optimality is not straight forward as the infeasibility in the design results from two 
reasons and it is not known a priori which dataset will be infeasible. Isotherm 
infeasibility at the design points also affected the space-filling by the design. In 
such cases, feasible points close to the design point have been used. 
3.2.4 Neural Network Based Classification Model to Predict the Ability of an 
Adsorbent to Meet 95-90 Purity-Recovery Constraints 
In order to evaluate and adsorbent for PCC, the first question is whether the VSA 
process can use it to capture CO2 from power plant flue gas with 95% purity and 
90% recovery.  For each set of isotherm characteristics, it became known only after 
conducting the VSA process simulation and optimization. In order to make use of 
this information for predictive purpose, an output variable was created to represent 
the success or failure of the purity-recovery constraints, which was set to one when 
the required purity-recovery targets were attained and set to zero when they were 
not attained.  
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The problem then becomes a typical classification problem with success or failure 
as the classification. Pattern recognition Toolbox in MATLAB based on neural 
network has been used to create the predictive model.  
A neural network was created using the toolbox provided in MATLAB. The dataset 
from design of experiment was randomly divided into training, validation and 
testing data in 70:15:15 ratios. Mean squared error was used as the criterion for 
performance evaluation and the network was trained using the Levenberg-
Marquardt back propagation method. On the dataset from design of experiment, 
100% correct prediction was obtained for the entire set. The confusion matrix for 
the model is shown in Figure 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.5. Confusion matrix for pattern recognition tool predicting whether an adsorbent 
can satisfy 95-90 purity-recovery constraint in a 4-step cycle for PCC. 
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3.2.5 Meta-Model Development for Predicting Minimum Energy and Maximum 
Productivity 
After each simulation and optimization, minimum energy consumption and 
maximum productivity were obtained for each successful adsorbent. Meta-models 
given by Equations 3.5 and 3.6 were chosen to correlate minimum energy and 
maximum productivity to the previously isotherm characteristics.  
2
10 2 1 4 2 6 3 7 4 9 5 1 1. Min Energy e e x e x e x e x e x e x          
2 2 2
3 2 5 3 8 5e x e x e x                                                     (3.5) 
2 2 2 2 2
8 2 1 5 3 1 1 3 2 4 3 6 4 7 5. Max Productivity p p x p x p x p x p x p x p x        (3.6) 
where x1, x2, x3, x4, x5 are log10(initial slope), log10(local slope), log10(binary 
mixture selectivity), log10(CO2 loading), and nonlinearity of the isotherm (λ) 
respectively.  
Regressions were performed using the REGRESS subroutine in MATLAB to 
obtain the values of the coefficients (e1-e10 and p1-p8 respectively). The dataset was 
divided first into training and validation sets in 80:20 ratio.  The best fit values and 
confidence intervals of the meta-model coefficients are given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. 
The R2 values for the best fit parameters were 0.94 and 0.89, respectively. Figure 
3.6 shows the parity plots comparing minimum energy and maximum productivity 




Figure 3.6. Meta-model parity plots for (a) the minimum energy (Equation 3.5) and (b) 
maximum productivity (Equation 3.6) for the combination of isotherm characteristics 
obtained from central composite design of experiments. 
3.2.6 Adsorbent Selection from the Literature  
There are four main categories of adsorbents that have been reported for PCC: 
zeolites, activated carbon, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and chemisorbents. 
































































Table 3.3. Parameter values and 95% confidence intervals for the minimum energy 
model given by Equation 3.5. 
 
For the data from  
central composite design 
All data including those for the 














e1 -12.647 -7.223 -9.935 -12.590 -7.767 -10.179 
e2 78.260 125.103 101.682 79.852 119.977 99.914 
e3 5.970 33.430 13.730 13.836 32.449 23.143 
e4 -139.559 -15.098 -62.231 -129.066 -61.439 -95.252 
e5 24.311 45.641 34.976 24.751 39.278 32.014 
e6 -296.599 -194.364 -245.481 -259.737 -190.483 -225.110 
e7 18.137 41.945 30.041 16.926 41.767 29.346 
e8 46.607 163.632 105.120 20.060 123.209 71.635 
e9 -144.503 -40.680 -92.591 -109.183 -15.907 -62.545 
e10 209.312 331.995 270.653 237.769 315.745 276.757 
*Used in Figures 3.6(a) and 3.9(a). # Used in Table 3.5. 
Table 3.4. Parameter values and 95% confidence intervals for the maximum productivity 
model given by Equation 3.6. 
 
For the data from  
central composite design 
All data including those for the 














p1 0.00629 0.081997 0.037852 0.04213 0.098321 0.070225 
p2 -1.08357 -0.31504 -0.6993 -1.22817 -0.76157 -0.99487 
p3 0.092403 0.169884 0.131144 0.085633 0.147921 0.116777 
p4 -0.50918 -0.19255 -0.35086 -0.57457 -0.37821 -0.47639 
p5 1.244779 2.840317 2.042548 2.203672 3.174844 2.689258 
p6 0.008977 0.065949 0.037463 0.007514 0.058363 0.032939 
p7 0.061942 0.454056 0.257999 0.102814 0.412175 0.257495 
p8 -1.20026 -0.22454 -0.7124 -1.06786 -0.42407 -0.74597 
*Used in Figures 3.6(b) and 3.9(b). # Used in Table 3.5. 
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vacuum swing for regeneration and hence have been left out from the current study. 
A variety of MOFs and zeolites have been reported in the literature claiming their 
suitability for PCC. For the dual purpose of evaluating these adsorbents and 
validating the neural network and meta-models developed in the two previous 
sections, representative adsorbents have been selected from each category. 
Activated carbon reported by Xu et al. [90], MOF-177 and Mg-MOF-74 reported 
by Mason et al. [91] and UTSA-16 reported by Xiang et al. [92] have been selected. 
13X zeolite, which serves as the current benchmark for PCC, has been selected 
from the zeolite family. 13X isotherms have been taken from previous work in our 
research group [22]. Dual-site Langmuir model has been used for 13X zeolite, as 
explained in the previous section. CO2 and N2 Isotherms reported in the literature 
for the various materials have been used to the fit dual-site Langmuir model.  
The isotherms provided in the literature are often based on adsorbent crystals. In 
the VSA process, however, it is unrealistic to use crystals to pack columns due to 
excessively high pressure drop. In industrial processes, the crystals are pelletized. 
The particles have bidispersed pore structure comprising intra-crystalline 
micropores and inter-crystalline macropores. At equilibrium, the macropores are 
filled with bulk gas and the corrected equilibrium capacity based on particle volume 
is approximated as:  
(1 )adjusted microq q c                (3.7) 
The particle porosity, ε, is typically in the range 0.3-0.4. In current study, we have 
assumed a particle porosity of 0.35. The corrected isotherms have been used in 
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VSA simulations. The gas transport mechanism in known adsorbents for PCC is 
typically controlled by molecular diffusion in the macropores. The same transport 
mechanism has been assumed for the hypothetical adsorbents.  
The hypothetical materials evaluated by Lin et al. [34] have been included in our 
evaluation and validation study. Energy frontier research centre (EFRC) has created 
a database for CO2 and N2 isotherms for all the hypothetical adsorbents. Isotherm 
data obtained from the database were fitted with the dual-site Langmuir model, 
subject to the usual thermodynamic constraints. Three hypothetical rho-ZMOF 
structures studied by Nalaparaju et al. [42] have also been included in the current 
study.  
In their work, Huck et al. [35] screened over 60 adsorbents on the basis of parasitic 
energy calculated for a combined VSA/TSA process under many simplifying 
assumptions. All the adsorbents from their study have also been evaluated and 
included in the validation database.  
A total of 74 real and hypothetical adsorbents were included in the validation 
database. The 4-step VSA cycle with LPP was simulated and optimized for each 
adsorbent. For adsorbents that met the 95% purity and 90% recovery constraint, 
their corresponding minimum energy consumption and maximum productivity 
were recorded. The dual-site Langmuir isotherm parameters, results from detailed 
process optimization and predictions of the neural network (section 3.4) and meta-  
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3.3 Results and Discussion 
Figure 3.7 (a-e). Effect of each isotherm characteristic (others held constant) on minimum 
energy and maximum productivity in a 4-step VSA process with LPP. Symbols (closed 
symbols for minimum energy and open symbols for maximum productivity) represent the 
detailed simulation/optimization results and lines (continuous lines for minimum energy 
and broken lines for maximum productivity) are the predictions from the meta-models 
(Equations 3.5 and 3.6) developed in this study. The values of the coefficients used in the 
two equations are for the data from central composite design and are given in Tables 3.3 
and 3.4.  
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models (Equations 3.5 and 3.6) are compiled for all 74 adsorbents in Table A.2.1, 
A.2.2 and A.2.3 provided in Appendix A2. 
3.3.1 Effect of Isotherm Characteristics on Process Performance 
Before discussing the two-step screening criteria, it is essential to discuss the effect 
of the selected isotherm characteristics on the adsorbent performance. From the 
simulation and optimization results of the VSA process obtained from the design 
of experiments,  those capturing the effect of varying one isotherm characteristic at 
a time while others were held constant are shown in Figure 3.7.  
It should be noted that the process operating conditions at which the energy 
consumption is minimum are not the same as the conditions at which the 
productivity is maximum. The predictions from the meta-models, Equation 3.5 and 
Equation 3.6 developed in this study are also included in the figure. Clearly, the 
trends from the optimization study are very well captured by the meta-models.  
Mixture selectivity of adsorbent is a measure of the ease of separation for an 
equilibrium based separation process. As expected, binary mixture selectivity plays 
a significant role in the minimum energy of the process.  With increase in mixture 
selectivity, the process minimum energy reduces sharply and asymptotically 
approaches a nearly constant value as the selectivity is increased. Binary selectivity 
increase beyond 800 does not seem to lower the energy any further. Binary mixture 
selectivity also significantly affects the productivity of the process.  Maximum 
productivity of the process increases with increasing selectivity and levels off, like 
in the case of minimum energy.  
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Effect of CO2 loading is the most counter-intuitive result obtained from the current 
study. In adsorbent  research  for  carbon  capture,  one  of  the  targets  seems  to  
be  to  attain  higher  and higher CO2 capacity without paying attention to its effect 
on the N2 isotherm. In contrast, the current study shows that for a fixed selectivity, 
it is rather deterrent to have very high CO2 loading. For a fixed selectivity, increase 
in CO2 loading also means increase in N2 loading. As  a  result,  in  order  to  meet  
the  purity  requirement,  more  N2 has  to  be  removed  in  the blowdown step, 
which increases the energy requirement for the process. On the other hand, 
maximum productivity is observed to go through a maxima at around 5300 mol/m3 
(13X zeolite has a loading of ~3887 mol/m3 at feed conditions). The drop in 
maximum productivity as suggested by Equation 3.6 is not physically unrealistic 
and a likely reason is progressively slower desorption eventually leading to an 
increase in cycle time increase more than the gain in CO2 capacity. 
Within the range studied, local slope and non-linearity of the CO2 isotherm at feed 
concentration, and its initial slope (Henry’s constant) have negligible effect on 
minimum energy of the process when other isotherm characteristics are held 
constant. The meta-model, however, seems to suggest that the minimum energy 
mildly increases at very low values of local slope and non-linearity, and mildly 
decreases at very low values of Henry’s constant. On the other hand, there is a 
modest increase in maximum productivity with increasing local slope and 
nonlinearity, and a modest decrease with increasing Henry’s constant. 
Lin et al. [34] have reported a rapid initial decrease and a broad minima in the 
energy penalty with increasing Henry’s constant in their hybrid 4-step pressure-
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temperature swing adsorption process. Such a trend is not obvious for an optimized 
4-step VSA cycle with LPP. Other isotherm characteristics were not controlled to 
keep them constant in their study. Hence, other changes may have also contributed 
to their observed trend.  
3.3.2 Dual Screening Criteria for Adsorbents 
Seventy four adsorbents chosen for validation of the screening and ranking tools 
developed in this study were discussed in section 3.2.6. Neural Network based 
pattern recognition developed previously was then tested on these 74 adsorbents as 
the first stage screening process. Subsequently, for successful adsorbents, meta-
models were used to predict the minimum energy and maximum productivity.  
3.3.3 95-90% Purity-recovery Constraint Screening 
The trained network was used to classify the adsorbents selected for testing. Overall 
accuracy of the trained network was around 94%, which is very good. The accuracy 
increased to 97.5% when the network was retrained with the entire dataset, i.e., the 
74 data points for the adsorbents chosen for testing were added to the data points 
obtained from central composite design. On closer inspection of the false negative 
points, it was found that these adsorbents, despite satisfying purity-recovery 
requirements, had poor energy and productivity   performances. Hence, it is 
unlikely that a good adsorbent will be missed. The false positive cases should not 
be a concern since they will be eliminated in the second stage based on poor 
performance. This clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the neural network 
based pattern recognition tool as a first screening step. Figure 3.8 shows the ROC 
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curve for the network (true positive rate vs. false positive rate). As is evident from 
the plots, network predicts with very high sensitivity and high specificity. 
 
Figure 3.8. ROC plots showing true positive rate (sensitivity) versus the false positive rate 
(1-specificity). Pattern recognition based classification is evidently effective for adsorbent 
classification. 
3.3.4 Adsorbent Performance Prediction Using Meta-models  
Minimum energy and maximum productivity obtained from detailed simulation 
and optimization of a VSA process are plotted against the corresponding 
predictions from Equations 3.5 and 3.6 in Figure 3.9 for all adsorbents that meet 
the purity-recovery constraints. 
The R2 values of meta-models are 0.87 (for minimum energy) and 0.86 (for 
maximum productivity), which are reasonable considering the fact that we are 
predicting optimized process performance indicators directly from isotherm 
characteristics.  Of course, the meta-models, Eqs (3.5) and (3.6), can be improved 
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further by recalibrating the coefficients with all available process performance data 
from detailed optimization. The new sets of coefficients, included in Tables 3.3 and 
3.4, improve the R2 values from 0.87 to 0.93 for minimum energy and from 0.86 to 
0.9 for maximum productivity.  
 
Figure 3.9. Validation of the meta-models developed in this study for predicting (a) 
minimum energy (Equation 3.5) and b) maximum productivity (Equation 3.6) with results 
from full process optimization for 74 adsorbents for carbon capture reported in the 
literature 
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of meta-models as a screening tool, we 
ranked all the adsorbents that satisfy 95-90 constraint on the basis of minimum 
energy and maximum productivity obtained from detailed optimization and 




























































3.5 and 3.6. It is clear from the top 25% of the 32 adsorbents based on minimum 
energy and maximum productivity listed in Table 3.5 that majority of the 
adsorbents are common in the two lists.  
Table 3.5. Comparison of meta-model based sorting vs full simulation based sorting for 
minimum energy and maximum productivity.  
Ranked based on minimum energy  
(kWh/tonne of CO2 captured) 
Ranked based on maximum productivity 
(moles/m3 adsorbent/s) 








































































7/8 Common 6/8 Common 
* Parameter values from last columns in Table 3.3; 
 # Parameter values from last column in Table 3.4. 
The neural network and the two meta-models developed in this study for rapid 
screening and performance evaluation of PCC adsorbents have been packaged into 
an easily usable executable MATLAB tool with a user-friendly graphic interface. 
The interface allows the user to input the dual-site Langmuir parameters of an 
adsorbent for CO2 and N2 adsorption in specified units. The five isotherm 
characteristics are calculated from the entered parameter values, which are then first 
used to assess if the adsorbent can give 95% purity and 90% recovery in the 4-step 
VSA cycle with LPP. If the adsorbent clears this first test, then two process 
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performance indicators, namely minimum energy and maximum productivity, are 




3.3.5 Heuristic Rule  
Based on the simulation and optimization results conducted for 135 adsorbents (61 
adsorbents from design of experiments and 74 adsorbents from published 
literature), we also propose a heuristic that an adsorbent is unlikely to attain the 
purity-recovery constraints, when any one of the following criteria is met: 
1. Binary selectivity <10 
2. CO2 loading / Binary selectivity > 50 
This heuristic rule applies for over 94 % (127/135) of the hypothetical and real 
adsorbents investigated. 
3.4 Conclusions  
In this chapter, three key reasons why the indices proposed in the literature for 
ranking adsorbents for the separation of a binary mixture are unsuitable for ranking 
adsorbents for a PCC have been identified and alternative methods that overcome 
the current inadequacies have been proposed.  
A parametric study was conducted using central composite design of experiments 
for appraising the effects of five equilibrium isotherm characteristics on the 
optimized process performance of an adsorbent in the 4-step cycle. Based on the 
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results from this study, a two-stage screening method has been proposed. In the first 
stage, a neural network based model allows excluding adsorbents that do not meet 
the purity-recovery requirements of PCC. For the adsorbents that pass the first 
screening step, meta-models have been proposed to estimate the expected minimum 
energy penalty and maximum productivity in the given process. This two-stage 
method for screening PCC adsorbents has been packaged into an easy-to-use 
MATLAB tool with a user-friendly graphic interface that can be downloaded from 
the link provided. 
The neural network and the meta-models were validated with over 70 adsorbents 
for PCC considered in recent publications. In the process of creating the tool for 
adsorbent screening, we evaluated several of promising adsorbents by means of 
full-simulations and optimization. We would like to highlight UTSA-16 [93], NaA 
[35], h8155527 and h8124767 zeolite materials from Lin et al. [34] have performed 
significantly better than other materials and are recommended for further 
experimental evaluations. The zeolite material structures h8155527 and h8124767 








Simulation and Optimization of a 6-step Dual-reflux VSA Cycle 
for PCC 
4.1 Introduction 
The limitations of the most energy efficient adsorption process reported in the 
literature, the 4-step VSA cycle with LPP, were highlighted in chapter 1. We have 
chosen here some relevant published literature on post-combustion capture using 
VSA to identify the emerging trends that hold the cues for designing cycles to 
overcome current limitations. In the chosen studies, CO2 concentration in the feed 
was in the range 10-15%. The feed was dry unless otherwise mentioned. A modest 
feed pressurization is necessary to overcome the frictional pressure drop in the high 
pressure adsorption (HPA) step. Cycles with high operating pressure (PH) up to1.5 
atm are classified as VSA cycles. Cycles with PH > 1.5 atm are called Pressure-
Vacuum Swing Adsorption (PVSA) cycles. A good number of the studies are based 
on simulation. Experimental studies are highlighted in the discussions that follow. 
Our discussion is divided into one-stage and two-stage processes, and the one-stage 
processes are further  sub-divided into cycles without  reflux and cycles with light 
reflux (LR) or dual reflux (i.e., both LR and heavy reflux, HR).  
In a one-stage process without reflux, the concurrent blowdown (CoBn) step helps 
to reduce adsorbed nitrogen from the light-product end of the bed. Although 
beneficial, CoBn step alone is not sufficient to attain 95-90 purity recovery 
constraints, which is evident from the work of Haghpanah et al. [22] where a 
detailed analysis of a basic 4-step cycle on (Zeochem) 13X zeolite comprising feed 
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pressurization (FP), HPA, CoBn and countercurrent evacuation (CnEv) was carried 
out. As discussed in chapter 2, Haghpanah et al. [23] subsequently modified their 
basic 4-step VSA cycle and adopted light product pressurization (LPP) instead of 
feed pressurization (FP) (both discussed in Chapter 2). Until now we have referred 
to this cycle as the 4-step VSA cycle with LPP. Henceforth 4-step cycle will also 
mean 4-step VSA cycle with LPP. The LPP step sharpened the CO2 front in the 
bed. As a result, CoBn conducted after the (HPA) step, allowed removing relatively 
more nitrogen from the light product end (compared to FP) while conserving CO2 
in the bed in order to achieve the purity-recovery constraints in the countercurrent 
evacuation step (CnEv). The minimum energy and maximum productivity reported 
were 148 kWh/tonne CO2 captured (using 72% compressor and pump efficiency) 
and 0.6 mol CO2 /m
3 adsorbent, respectively. The PL was, however, low (0.03 bar). 
The highest PL while meeting the purity-recovery targets was 0.04 bar. The ability 
of the 4-step cycle  (conducted on Zeochem 13X zeolite) to achieve purity-recovery 
targets was later experimentally demonstrated in a pilot plant study by 
Krishnamurthy et al. [30] Xiao et al. [95] studied a cycle, also on 13X zeolite, 
comprising LPP, HPA, and CnEv, but the CoBn step was replaced with pressure 
equalization (PE) steps. It should be noted that each pressure equalization 
contributes two steps, a donor step and a receiver step. Thus, with CnEv split into 
two and two PE, Xiao et al. [95] had a 9-step cycle.  Using 12% CO2 in dry air as 
the feed and evacuating to 0.01 bar, Xiao et al. [95] reached 90% CO2 purity with 
80% recovery at an energy consumption of 168 kWh/tonne of CO2 (assuming 
isentropic efficiency of 70%). Zhang et al. [33] experimentally investigated a 6-
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step cycle on 13X zeolite comprising HPA, CnEv, and two PE steps. At an 
evacuation pressure of 0.05 bar, they reported 82-83% CO2 purity, 60-80% 
recovery and 96-192 kWh/tonne of CO2 energy consumption.   
Three observations emerge from the studies without reflux all of which used 13X 
zeolite: (i) LPP and CoBn work together to reach 95-90 purity-recovery constraints, 
(ii) PE is not a substitute for CoBn, and (iii) attaining the purity-recovery 
constraints at an evacuation pressure higher than 0.04 bar seems unlikely in a cycle 
without reflux.  In the other sub-group of one-step processes with light or dual 
reflux, there are a number of VSA cycles where the purity-recovery targets were 
achieved with PL significantly higher than 0.04 bar and these cycles are discussed 
next.   
Reynolds et al. [96] studied two 5-step cycles comprising LPP, HPA, HR, CnEv 
and LR steps for CO2 capture from wet flue gas using K-promoted Hydrotalcite 
(HTlc) adsorbent. In one cycle, they used the product of the LR step to conduct HR 
(HRLRP). In the other cycle, they used the heavy product from the CnEv step for 
heavy reflux (HRHP).  In both the cycles, the PL was 0.11 atm. In the first cycle, 
the CO2 product purity was 96.5% but the recovery (71.1%) was well short of the 
target. In the second cycle, both purity and recovery were 98.7%.  However, the 
productivity, as expected, dropped from 0.12 mol/m3 ads/s in the first cycle to 0.017 
mol/m3 ads/s in the second cycle. Throughout their study, step durations for 
different steps in a cycle was kept equal, which clearly is not optimal and there is 
scope for further improvement.  
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Agarwal et al. [72] adopted a superstructure approach for determining the optimal 
cycle using 13X zeolite. They restricted PL to a minimum of ~0.5 atm in their study 
and imposed purity and recovery constraints of 90 and 85%, respectively. The 
superstructure based optimization resulted in an 8-step PVSA cycle  where the steps 
were pressurization using a mixture of feed and heavy product (HP), HPA at 1.79 
atm, HRHP, HRLRP, CnEv, LR and one PE. The minimum energy was 465 
kWh/tonne CO2 captured using a vacuum pump efficiency of 72%.  
Choi et al. [97] experimentally studied concentrating 13% CO2 in the feed using 
13X zeolite in a 7-step VSA cycle comprising FP, heavy product pressurization 
(HPP), HPA, HRHP, one PE and CnEv steps. The PL was 0.05 atm but the recovery 
target was not achieved. In another experimental study, Zhang et al. [33] studied a 
9-step cycle made up of LPP (shown as two steps) HPA (shown as three steps), 
HRHP, CnEv and one PE. With 12% CO2 in the feed and 13X zeolite as the 
adsorbent, and by operating at PL = 0.05 atm, they reported 90-95% purity, 60-70% 
recovery and energy consumption of 144-240 kWh/tonne CO2 captured.   
Liu et al. [31] reported a two-stage VSA process using 5A zeolite for concentrating 
15% CO2 in the feed. The first stage was a 3-bed, 5-step cycle with FP, HPA, 
HRHP, CnEv and LR. The second stage was a 2-bed, 6-step cycle comprising all 
the 5 steps of the first stage and a PE step. They concluded that in order to achieve 
CO2 at high purity, it was necessary to introduce the HR step. At 0.1 bar PL, they 
obtained CO2 purity of 96% and a recovery of 91% with energy consumption of 
179.4 kWh/tonne CO2 captured (assuming 100% vacuum pump efficiency) and a 
productivity of 0.1 mol CO2/m
3 adsorbent/s. Cho et al. [98] achieved 99% purity at 
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<45% recovery and a productivity of 0.4 mol CO2/m
3adsorbent/s (converted from 
30 Nm3/ton/hr assuming an adsorbent density of 1000 kg/m3) in a pilot plant study 
by consuming 641.5 kWh/tonne CO2 captured from dried flue gas containing 12% 
CO2. They used two-stage, VSA process operated on an unspecified adsorbent  
using a 6-step cycle (FP, HPA, CnEv, LR and PE) in the first stage, and a 5-step 
cycle (FP, HPA, CnEv, and PE) in the second stage. Cho et al. also conducted two-
stage experiments in a smaller laboratory unit using similar cycles. They obtained 
99% CO2 purity with 79% recovery when the evacuation pressures in the two stages 
were 0.07 atm and 0.16 atm, respectively. The energy consumption was not 
experimentally measured. 153 kWh/tonne CO2 captured was obtained from 
simulation assuming 100% vacuum pump efficiency.  Shen et al. [31] conducted 
several single-stage VSA/PVSA experiments on pitch based activated carbon beads 
adopting a 4-step cycle comprising FP, HPA, counter-current blowdown (CnBn) 
and counter-current purge (CnPu) with nitrogen from the HPA step. Their CnBn 
step was the concentrated CO2 producing step and hence equivalent to CnEv. They 
studied the effects of feed CO2 concentration (15 to 50%), feed pressure (1.3 to 3.2 
atm) and low operating pressure (0.3 to 0.1 atm). With 15% CO2 in the feed at 1.3 
atm and using ~0.1 atm as the low pressure, they could attain 49% purity at 88% 
recovery and 0.45 mol CO2/m
3adsorbent/s productivity. With 50% CO2 in the feed 
at 2 atm and using ~0.1 atm as the low pressure, they attained 94% purity at 78% 
recovery and 1.5 mol CO2/m
3adsorbent/s productivity. By combining the results 
from the two experiments, they argued that a two-stage process could be used to 
attain high purity and recovery.  We have estimated that the overall performance of 
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the two-stage process would be circa 94% purity at 69% recovery, far less than the 
90% recovery target, and a productivity of 0.3 mol CO2/m
3adsorbent/s. In the pilot 
scale study conducted by Wang et al. [99], 8-step and 6-step PVSA cycles were 
used in the two stages with UOP 13X (first stage) and pitch based activated carbon 
beads (second stage) as adsorbents. The cycle for the first stage comprised FP, 
HPA, CoBn, HRHP, CnEv, LR and PE steps. The cycle for the second stage 
comprised HPA (with CO2 rich product from stage 1), CoBn, HPHP, CnEv and PE 
steps. Three and two beds were used in the first and second stages, respectively. 
The purity-recovery targets were met using PL=0.07-0.08 atm in the first stage and 
0.2 atm in the second stage, and the energy consumption was 677 kWh/tonne of 
CO2 at a productivity of  0.2 mol/m
3 adsorbent/s. Comparing the energy 
consumption reported in the experimental two-step process study by Wang et al. 
[99] with the energy consumption from the simulation study of Liu et al. [31], the 
vacuum pump efficiency comes to around 30%, which is consistent with the 
efficiency measured by Krishnamurthy et al. [30] in their pilot plant for CCC.  
Based on the performances of the one-stage and two-stage studies with reflux, it is 
clear that the purity-recovery targets are easily achieved at higher evacuation 
pressures in cycles where both LR and HRHP steps are present. The maximum PL 
reported for a one-stage operation is 0.11 atm (Reynolds et al. [96]), and 0.07-0.08 
atm (stage 1) and 0.2 atm (stage 2), respectively, in a two-stage operation (Wang et 
al. [99]). However, the improvement in PL has come at the expense of increase in 
energy consumption and decrease in productivity, both of which are important 
determinants affecting scale of operation and cost.  
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It is important to note that the results for the dual reflux cycles, obtained from 
experimental/simulation studies conducted over a narrow range of the process 
variables, are far from optimal. Obviously, a detailed analysis is essential to fully 
understand the consequences of elevated evacuation pressure on energy and 
productivity.  Although there are indications that the two-stage process may have 
some productivity advantage over a one-stage process, the latter is simpler. Hence, 
we choose to fully exploit dual reflux is in the context of a one-stage process first. 
As discussed earlier, LPP and CoBn work together to reach 95-90 purity-recovery 
constraint in a one-stage process without reflux. We further note that the heavy 
reflux step, carried out at feed pressure, has been mostly conducted using the heavy 
product from the evacuation step. The possibility of improving the productivity by 
using the product of the light reflux step to carry out heavy reflux, which showed 
some early promise in the work of Reynolds et al.[96], has not been exploited 
further. We expect additional synergy by introducing CoBn after the HR step (using 
the product from the LR step) before carrying out the CnEv step. In order to 
comprehensively address these issues, we undertake a full optimization study of a 
novel 6-step VSA process comprising LPP, HPA, HR with the product from the LR 
step (HRLRP), CoBn, CnEv and LR. The cycle, henceforth called 6-step dual reflux 
VSA cycle or simply 6-step cycle, is schematically shown in Figure 4.1. 15% CO2 





Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the 6-step VSA cycle. 
We compare the performance of 13X zeolite, the current industrial benchmark for 
CO2 capture, with that of UTSA-16, a promising MOF structure. UTSA-16 was 
shown in chapter 3 to be amongst the best performing adsorbents for both minimum 
energy and maximum productivity. More importantly it is the best performing 
adsorbent out of the adsorbents that have been synthesized and hence is chosen for 
further analysis. 
Simulation platform developed previously was modified to add the reflux steps in 
order to simulate the 6-step cycle. Dual-site Langmuir isotherm and its binary 
extension represent unary and mixture equilibrium. Transport kinetics of CO2 and 
nitrogen are assumed to be macropore molecular diffusion controlled as before. 
Genetic Algorithm based stochastic optimization results for minimum energy 
consumption and maximum productivity while satisfying 95-90% purity-recovery 
constraints are presented for evacuation pressure (PL) in the range 0.005 to 0.2 atm.  
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4.2 6-step Dual-reflux VSA Cycle  
In the proposed 6-step cycle, HPA is the only step where feed enters the process 
and concentrated CO2 is withdrawn in the CnEv step. We have already discussed 
that LPP helps sharpen the CO2 front, which allows removing relatively more 
nitrogen from the light product end (compared to FP) while conserving CO2 during 
CoBn conducted after the HPA step. The flexibility of optimizing the pressure at 
the end of the CoBn step at the expense of a small increase in energy consumption 
over multiple pressure equalizations necessary to attain comparable CO2 purity is a 
good example of trade-off between productivity increase and reduction in energy 
consumption.  Light reflux step helps recover the CO2 left behind in the bed when 
the evacuation step is conducted at a relatively higher PL. In order to meet the 
recovery target, CO2 in the LR effluent should either be collected as product or used 
as heavy reflux to further increase the CO2 loading at the feed end of the column 
and recover it the evacuation step. Since a favorable isotherm for adsorption is 
unfavorable for desorption, the optimum velocity for LR and its duration to 
maximize recovery of CO2 without the detriment of N2 breakthrough are crucial 
considerations. Heavy reflux, widely reported in the literature[24], [31, 36] as a 
means to increase purity of the heavy/extract product, may also be carried out using 
the product from the evacuation step. Here, we have chosen to conduct heavy reflux 
using the effluent from the LR step (HRLRP) to exploit the productivity advantage 
suggested in the study of Reynolds et al. [96] By collecting concentrated CO2 
product from only one step we also keep the process simpler.  
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4.3 Equilibrium Isotherms for 13X Zeolite and UTSA-16 
 
 
Figure 4.2. (a) CO2 and (b) N2 equilibrium isotherms in 13X zeolite and UTSA-16 at 
25oC. 
The dual-site Langmuir model isotherms of CO2 and N2 for both adsorbents and 
are shown in Figure 4.2. CO2 isotherm is less nonlinear and N2 loading is lower on 
UTSA-16 than on 13X zeolite. The binary CO2/N2 selectivity in UTSA-16 is also 






4.4 Process Optimization 
In this study, we track process performance as a function of evacuation pressure PL. 










) are considered 
as decision variables for optimization. In the 6-step cycle shown in Figure 4.1(b), 
the entire exit stream from the HPA step is first directed to perform LR for the 
duration (t
LR
) chosen for the step. The LR product is directly used to perform HR 




). At the end of LR, tLR onward, the exit stream 
from the HPA step is used to perform LPP. The implementation is similar to the 





the following six process parameters are considered as decision variables while 








, PI, v0. The bounds of these 
decision variables are given in Table 4.1. The limits of a large scale operation have 
been considered for choosing some of lower bounds for process operating 
conditions. For example, the lower bound for the pressurization and high pressure 
adsorption steps was kept at 10 s. However, the lower bound for light reflux and 
heavy reflux steps was kept at 1 s to examine if there were conditions under which 
a 6-step cycle would reduce to a 4-step cycle. 
The objectives of the optimization are minimizing energy consumption and 
maximizing productivity. In line with several other published studies[22, 23], we 
have adopted 72% efficiency for vacuum pumps and blower is in the present study. 
Although Krishnamurthy et al. [30] obtained a vacuum pump efficiency of 30% in 
their pilot plant study, that was for very deep vacuum (≤0.02 atm). Such low 
efficiency may not be appropriate for cycles that can operate at higher evacuation 
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pressures. Moreover, the minimum energy values reported here can be easily scaled 
for any other efficiency. More importantly, the relative energy reductions between 
cycles and adsorbents are independent of the chosen efficiency value.  
Table 4.1. Process variables and bounds considered for each 
optimization problem. 
Process Variable Variable Bounds 
Adsorption time, tHPA (s) 10−200 
Blowdown time, tCoBn (s) 1−200 
Reflux time, tLR (s) 1-50 
Evacuation time, tCnEv (s) 10−200 
Blowdown Pressure, PI (bar) 0.01−0.5 
Inlet Velocity, v0(m/s) 0.1-3 
4.5 Results and Discussions 
4.5.1 4-step Cycle with LPP Versus 6-step Dual-reflux Cycle 
Minimum energy and maximum productivity obtained as a function of evacuation 
pressure (PL) for the two cycles and two adsorbents considered in this study are 
presented in Figure 4.3. The 4-step cycle cannot meet the purity-recovery 
constraints above evacuation pressure of 0.03-0.04 atm, whereas the 6-step dual-
reflux cycle can operate at evacuation pressure of up to 0.2 atm and still meet the 
purity-recovery targets. For both the cycles, the minimum energy required to 
operate the process goes through a sharp minima (at ~0.02 atm) with increasing 
evacuation pressure.  Thereafter, for the 6-step cycle, it remains fairly flat from 0.05 
to 0.1 atm before beginning a steep rise again.  Interestingly, in the evacuation 
pressure range that is common to both the cycles (0.005 to 0.04 atm), the minimum 
energy values for the 6-step cycle practically overlap with those for the 4-step cycle. 
Upon closer inspection it is found that the durations of the two reflux steps  hit the 
lower bounds (set at a small non-zero value of 1 s) in order to minimize the energy 
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consumption of the 6-step cycle. In other words, if the objective is only to minimize 
the energy consumption without worrying about the  
 
 
Figure 4.3. Effect of evacuation pressure on (a) minimum energy consumption and (b) 
maximum productivity in the 4-step and 6-step VSA cycles for 13X zeolite and UTSA-16. 
level of evacuation pressure, then the 4-step cycle is preferred over the 6-step cycle. 
This conclusion is consistent with the findings reported by Haghpanah et al. [23], 
where they also considered a few other cycles. In addition to offering the advantage 
of being operable at evacuation pressure up to 0.2 atm, the 6-step cycle also enjoys 
considerably higher productivity over the 4-step cycle. Incidentally, the difference 
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is largest in the low pressure range (<0.05 atm) and it rapidly diminishes as the 
evacuation pressure is increased. 
In order to understand why the operable evacuation pressure range that meets the 
95% purity and 90% recovery requirements is higher in the 6-step cycle than in the 
4-step cycle, we closely looked at some selected CO2 concentration profiles in the 
gas and adsorbed phases along the bed length at the end of each step after reaching 
cyclic steady state. The profiles shown in Figure 4.4 are for UTSA-16. In Figures 
4.4(a) and 4.4(b), we have shown the steady state gas and adsorbed phase profiles, 
respectively, optimized for maximum productivity (while meeting the purity-
recovery constraints) at PL = 0.02 atm for the 4-step cycle using open symbols. We 
repeated the simulation to cyclic steady state using the same optimum operating 
parameters but increased PL to 0.1 atm. The corresponding profiles are also 
included in Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) using closed symbols. The increase in PL from 
0.02 atm to 0.1 atm did not affect the purity (95.2% versus 95.1%) but reduced the 
recovery from 90% to 37.3%. Comparing the gas and adsorbed phase profiles in 
Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b), it is clear that in the 4–step cycle the residual CO2 loading 
in the bed after evacuation at PL 0.1 compared to the that after evacuation at PL=0.02 
atm is significantly higher. The drastic reduction in the working capacity increases 
the amount of CO2 lost in adsorption and blowdown steps. 55% of the CO2 fed to 
the column is lost in the HPA step. Although deeper penetration of the CO2 front 
helps reduce the fraction of the bed rich in N2 significantly, it does not improve the 
extract CO2 purity because the absolute amounts of N2 left in the bed in the two 
cases are comparable due the higher blowdown pressure that precedes evacuation 
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at 0.1 atm.  The bed concentration profiles for the 6-step cycle optimized for 
maximum productivity (while meeting the purity-recovery constraints) at PL = 0.1 
atm are shown in Figures 4.4(c) and 4.4(d). LR step pushes the CO2 front back, thus 
significantly reducing its breakthrough in the in HPA step. At the same time, the 
HRLRP step helps conserve the residual CO2 in the bed after the CnEv step by 
transferring it to the feed end. The concentration of CO2 in the effluent of the LR 
step is much higher than that in the feed. Hence it increases CO2 loading at the feed 
end, which is recovered in the evacuation step, thus attaining 90% recovery target 
despite the elevated evacuation pressure. 
Apart from delivering the desired purity-recovery at higher evacuation pressure, the 
6-step cycle also offers significant increase in the productivity over the 4-step cycle. 
From the representative decision variables for the two cycles compared in the last 
two columns in Table 4.2, it is clear the despite the introduction of the LR and 
HRLRP steps (both 15.8 s), the steeper CO2 concentration front resulting from LR 
step conducted at the evacuation pressure (see Figure 4.4(b)) allows higher feed 
velocity (2.8 m/s versus 1 m/s), shorter adsorption (45.9 s versus 73.5 s) and 
evacuation steps (12.6 s versus 64.3 s). The higher productivity of the 6-step cycle 
over the 4-step cycle, therefore, results from faster cycling and higher feed rate.  
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 Figure 4.4. Steady state CO2 concentration profiles along the length of a UTSA-16 bed in 
(a) gas and (b) adsorbed phases in the 4-step cycle are compared at two evacuation 
pressures, 0.02 atm and 0.1 atm. These profiles are further compared with the 
corresponding (c) gas (d) adsorbed profiles obtained from the 6-step cycle evacuated at 
0.1 atm. Open symbols are results for PL = 0.02 atm and closed symbols are for PL = 0.1 
atm. The closed symbols in (a) and (b) have the same meanings as the corresponding open 
symbols. The 4-step cycle at PL = 0.02 atm and the 6-step cycle at PL = 0.1 atm were 




Breakdown of the energy consumed in various steps when the cycle is optimized 
for minimum energy is shown for the 6-step cycle at three evacuation pressures, 
0.02 atm, 0.05 atm and 0.1 atm, in Figure 4.5(a). Recall that the 6-step cycle 
practically reduces to the 4-step cycle for PL<0.04 atm when optimized for 
minimum energy consumption. From the observed trends in Figure 4.5 (a), it is 
clear that the major energy consumption shifts from the evacuation step in the 4 
step cycle to the light reflux step conducted at the evacuation pressure in the 6-step 
cycle. The increase in energy consumed in the light reflux step is more than the 
drop in the energy consumed in the evacuation step, which explains why the overall 
energy consumption increases with increasing evacuation pressure in the 6-step 
cycle. 
Table 4.2. Comparison of optimum decision variable for the two cycles and adsorbents. 
Process Variable 
Adsorbent comparison  
(4-step cycle optimized 
for max. productivity at 
PL = 0.02 atm) 
Adsorbent comparison  
(6-step cycle optimized 
for max. productivity at 
PL = 0.1 atm) 
Cycle comparison  
( UTSA-16 optimized 
for max. productivity 
at  PL = 0.02 atm) 






tHPA (s) 73.5 79.9 54.7 84.3 73.5 45.9 
Blowdown time, 
tCoBn (s) 7.5 15.8 4.3 7.9 7.5 5.1 
Reflux time, tR (s) 
(tLR=tHR) - - 18.8 25.1 - 15.8 
Evacuation time, 
tCnEv (s) 64.3 85.3 15.0 23.6 64.3 12.6 
Blowdown 
Pressure, PI (atm) 0.15 0.08 0.27 0.24 0.15 0.27 
Evacuation 
Pressure, PL (atm) 0.02 0.02 0.1 0.1 0.02 0.02 
Inlet Velocity, v0 
(m/s) 1.0 0.8 2.2 0.90 1.0 2.8 
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Next, we present the following three cases in Figure 4.5(b): energy consumption 
breakdown for 4-step and 6-step cycles operated at PL=0.02 atm, and 6-step cycle 
operated at PL=0.1 atm, all optimized for maximum productivity for UTSA-16. 
 
 
Figure 4.5. Major energy contributing steps when the VSA cycles are optimized for (a) 
minimum energy and (b) maximum productivity. The results in (a) are for UTSA-16 
operated on the 6-step cycle. In (b), the results are also for UTSA-16 for both 4-step and 
6-step cycles operated at PL = 0.02 atm and for the 6-step cycle operated at PL = 0.1 atm. 




































































The energy consumption of 6-step cycle operating at maximum productivity 
conditions (PL = 0.02 atm) is significantly higher than the energy consumption in 
4-step cycle operating at maximum productivity conditions. The increase in 
productivity of 6-step over 4-step cycle comes at the expense of increased energy 
consumption of performing the LR step at low evacuation pressure. Consistent with 
this reasoning, as expected, energy consumption reduces significantly as the PL 
increases from 0.02 atm to 0.1 atm primarily due to the reduced energy consumed 
in the LR step.  Energy consumed by the CnEv step is also reduced, but its 
contribution in the overall reduction energy reduction is secondary.  
4.5.2 UTSA-16 versus 13X zeolite 
In contrast to the adsorbent independent operable evacuation pressure range 
discussed above for the two cycles, it is also clear from Figure 4.3 that the minimum 
energy and maximum productivity are significantly better for UTSA-16 compared 
to 13X zeolite irrespective of the cycle and PL value. As mentioned in an earlier 
section, binary CO2/N2 selectivity is about 60% higher in UTSA-16 than in 13X 
zeolite, which, as expected in any separation process, leads to better energy-
productivity performance of the former under the same purity-recovery constraints. 
In the 4-step cycle, UTSA-16 performs at 19-24% lower energy and 51-75% higher 
productivity. In the 6-step cycle, it performs at 14-19% lower energy and 107-154% 
higher productivity. UTSA-16 and 13X zeolite have comparable CO2 loading at 
feed conditions and the higher selectivity in the former is a result of lower N2 
loading. In the first four columns of Table 4.2, the decision variables (operating 
conditions) for UTSA-16 and 13X zeolite, operated on 4-step and 6-step cycles and 
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optimized for maximum productivity, are compared. Reduced N2 loading in UTSA-
16 reduces the CoBn requirements, consequently reducing both energy 
consumption and the duration of the step. CO2 isotherm for 13X zeolite has much 
stronger curvature than UTSA-16 and hence desorbs slower than UTSA-16. UTSA-
16 by virtue of lower CO2 isotherm curvature facilitates faster evacuation and 
increased productivity. Faster evacuation also lowers the energy consumption by 
enabling higher flowrates over shorter periods of time.  
4.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, a novel 6-step dual-reflux VSA cycle has been compared with the 
4-step VSA with LPP cycle, which is energetically most efficient but suffers from 
very low evacuation pressure necessary to meet the purity-recovery constraints of 
a CCC process. The two cycles have been evaluated for 13X zeolite and UTS-16, 
a promising MOF. The dual-reflux steps of 6-step cycle have been shown to 
demonstrate two significant advantages over 4-step cycle: 1) Enabling 95-90 
capture at evacuation pressure of up to 0.2 atm (more suitable ease of application) 
and 2) significant higher productivity over the 4-step cycle. For both adsorbents, 
fully optimized performance of the proposed 6-step cycle far exceeds the 
performances of the single-stage and two-stage processes in the literature. These 
advantages, however, come at the cost of increase in energy consumption in order 
to carry out the light reflux step at the evacuation pressure and an additional vacuum 
pump to implement it. Also, the productivity advantage diminishes as the cycles 
are operated at higher evacuation pressures. It appears that UTSA-16 outperforms 
13X zeolite for both cycles at all conditions because of its increased selectivity, 
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lower N2 loading and less curvature of the CO2 isotherm. Their relative 



















Integrated Adsorbent-Process Optimization 
5.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 1, we highlighted three key research questions that motivated us to 
develop the integrated optimization platform. The questions were: 
 What are the best performance bounds for PCC operated on a VSA cycle? 
 What are the adsorbent characteristics necessary to attain the best performance? 
 What is the scope of improvement in process performance that one can aim to 
attain by means of investing in material R&D? 
In chapter 3, adsorbent screening for PCC was detailed. In the process of creating 
the screening tool, we optimized over hundred real/hypothetical adsorbents. Each 
optimization took around 20-30 hours on Dell precision T7610 with two Intel Xeon 
Processor (E5-2600 v2) using 15-20 CPU cores. One can optimize the meta-models 
developed in chapter 3 to obtain the lowest energy and maximum productivity, a 
technique well known as surrogate-based optimization [100]. By optimization we 
would be able to find the lowest energy consumption possible or maximum 
productivity attainable for the 4-step cycle while attaining 95-90% purity-recovery. 
We would also be able to find the characteristics that correspond to it and the scope 
of improvement in performance of 4-step cycle possible that one can aim to attain 
by adsorbent R&D. 
While surrogate-based optimization is a possible way to answer the questions, it 
has limitations. In case of a change in process configuration or constraints, we 
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would need to perform the enduring task of developing the meta-models for the 
new process configuration or the changed constraints. We would then have to use 
the surrogate models developed to optimize again. 
An alternate and more elegant way of answering the questions is by means of 
integrated adsorbent-process optimization. In chapter 3, we highlighted the 
adsorbent characteristics that affect the performance on the process level. In this 
chapter, the process simulation and optimization platform developed in the study is 
extended to include the chosen adsorbent characteristics as part of the decision 
variables. As mentioned in chapter 1, the integrated adsorbent-process optimization 
approach may also be viewed as adsorbent design by process inversion. The 
platform is demonstrated for both 4-step and 6-step cycles. The minimum energy 
and maximum productivity results from inversion are compared with those for 13X 
zeolite and UTSA-16, which were chosen based on the results of chapter 3. To put 
in perspective on the advantage of the integrated optimization platform over 
surrogate-model based optimization, each integrated optimization took about 30-
40 hours on Dell precision T7610 with two Intel Xeon Processor (E5-2600 v2) 
using 15-20 CPU cores. Surrogate-model based optimization approach takes almost 
two orders of magnitude longer time. 
5.2 Integrated Optimization Algorithm  
The idea of integrated adsorbent-process optimization approach outlined in the 
introduction is schematically shown in Figure 5.1. The optimization problem 
formulated has two distinct set of decision variables. One set contains the adsorbent 
characteristics of the CO2 isotherm. In chapter 3, it was shown that the energy and 
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productivity performances of an adsorbent for PCC in a 4-step cycle with LPP are 
sensitive to five isotherm characteristics of the CO2 isotherm, namely its binary 
mixture selectivity over nitrogen, equilibrium loading, local slope and nonlinearity 
at feed concentration, and Henry’s constant. These tested isotherm characteristics 
are retained here. The other set of decision variables contains the operating process 
conditions, such as feed velocity, and pressure and duration of various steps.  
 
 
Figure 5.1. Schematic of the integrated adsorbent-process optimization method. 
Isotherm Generator: The dual-site Langmuir model is also retained in this study for 
reasons detailed in section 3.2.2. The CO2 isotherm characteristics generated by the 
optimizer is sent to the Isotherm Generator where the values of these characteristics 
are used as inputs to solve the equations arising from the five isotherm 
characteristics given in defined in Table 3.1. The output is a set of dual site 
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Langmuir isotherm parameters for both CO2 and N2. The equations are solved using 
the Symbolic Toolbox in MATLAB. The dual-site Langmuir parameters are then 
checked to ensure that they represent feasible isotherms. Since solution to the non-
linear equations can result into unrealistic negative and/or complex values, non-
negative and real constraints are imposed on the parameters obtained: 
2 2 22 2
, ,1 2 , ,CO CO CO CO Nqs qs b d b                                                  (5.1) 
2 2 22 2
, ,1 2 , , 0CO CO CO CO Nqs qs b d b                                   (5.2)                                        
In Equation 5.1,  represents the set of real numbers. 
The two sets of decision variables are sent as inputs to our process simulator to 
simulate the chosen cycle from an initial condition until cyclic steady state. After 
reaching cyclic steady state in each simulation, the 95-90% purity-recovery 
constraints are checked and the set objective (either energy consumption or 
productivity) is evaluated. The process is repeated till the optimum adsorbent 
characteristics and process conditions are attained while satisfying the constraints.  
Minimizing energy consumption and maximizing process productivity have been 
set as the objectives for the process optimization as in the previous studies.  
Θ min = 
, Adsorbent Process
Min  Θi,          i=1, 2;                (5.3) 
Θ1 = Energy/100;               (5.4) 
Θ2 = - Productivity;            (5.5) 
Subject to Purity 95%  ; Recovery 90%;       (5.6) 
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In Equation 5.3, Adsorbent represents the five adsorbent characteristics and Process 
represents the process variables for a given process. It was detailed in chapter 3 and 
4 that there are five process variables in the 4-step cycle and six process variables 
in the 6-step cycle. 
NGPM[78] (NGSA II based MATLAB implementation) has been used to perform 
the optimization as detailed in Chapter 2. A population size of 10 times the number 
of decision variables (100 for 4-step and 110 for 6-step) was used and the 
optimization was performed up to 70-80 generations for each. Adsorbent feasibility 
constraints (Equation 5.1-5.2), similar to process constraint, represent go-vs no-go 
constraint and were added in Equation 2.52.  
1 adsorbent processPenalty =100000* max(0,n_violated )+max(0,n_violated )  
      (5.7) 
In Equation 5.7, n_violatedadsorbent represents the number of adsorbent constraints 
violated and n_violatedprocess represents the number of process constraints violated. 
The bounds for adsorbent characteristics are given in Table 5.1 while bounds for 
process variables given in Table 4.1 are retained. The variation of minimum energy 
and maximum productivity is tracked as a function of evacuation pressure (PL) as 
in chapter 4. The bounds for adsorbent characteristics are based on heuristics 
obtained from adsorbent screening study in chapter 3, which helped to minimize 
the occurrence of infeasible combinations. Binary mixture selectivity has been 
restricted to a maximum of 1000 considering that real materials are very unlikely 
to cross this barrier and has not been relaxed even upon hitting the bound.  
Table 5.1. Bounds for the CO2 isotherm characteristics used for integrated optimization. 
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Bounds for Optimization (Isotherm Characteristics) 
Initial slope (K1+K2) 3000-50000 
Binary selectivity 100-1000 
Loading (q0, mol/m
3) 500-10000 
Local slope (Feed conditions) 50-600 
Non-linearity(λ) 0.1-0.6 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
In order to compare the performance of the isotherms obtained from integrated 
optimization (which, as discussed may also be called process inversion), we have 
used the performance results for 13X zeolite and UTSA-16. It has been mentioned 
a few times that 13X zeolite is the current industrial benchmark. UTSA-16 is the 
best real adsorbent among the large number of real and hypothetical structures 
screened in chapter 3. In fact, UTSA-16 topped the productivity based ranking and 
was among the top five in the ranking based on energy consumption. In chapter 4, 
significantly superior performance of UTSA-16 over 13X zeolite was confirmed 
for both 4-step and 6-step cycles over a wide range of evacuation pressure. 
The minimum energy and maximum productivity obtained for isotherms obtained 
from process inversion for the 4-step and 6-step cycles at different values of PL are 
compared with those for UTSA-16 in Figure 5.3. The UTSA-16 results are 
reproduced from chapter 4. The results for 13X are also included to facilitate trend 
analysis later. The lowest energy and the highest productivity values are compiled 
in Table 5.2. The new results imply that if it is possible to synthesize adsorbents 
that would give CO2 and N2 isotherms similar to the isotherms obtained from 
process inversion then it would be possible to lower the minimum energy by 
another 17% in the 4-step cycle 24% for the 6-step cycle from UTSA-16 values. 
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Similarly, there is room for productivity increase over UTSA-16 by 41% and 25% 
respectively for the 4-step and 6-step cycles. 
Table 5.2. Best case performance bounds for 4-step cycle and 6-step cycle. 
  
4-step cycle 6-step cycle 
Min. 
energy 













13X Zeolite 164.3 1.30 184.2 2.2 
UTSA-16 128.0 2.1 153.8 4.6 
Isotherm from 
process inversion 
106.0 3.0 116.7 5.7 
Interestingly, the minimum energy occurs at the same evacuation pressure (PL) of 
0.02 bar in all three cases. Both minimum energy and maximum productivity versus 
evacuation pressure profiles are very similar for both the cycles. It is more 
interesting to note that the upper limits of the evacuation pressure permissible in 
the two cycles without violating the purity-recovery constraints remain unchanged 
even after lifting the restriction on isotherm curvature and extending the CO2/N2 
binary selectivity range up to 1000. Figure 5.2, therefore, represents the 
performance limits of the two cycles operated in packed beds. It also seems to 
suggest that ranking of adsorbents based on optimized performance in one cycle 
will hold for any other cycle, at least for PCC application where the desired product 





Figure 5.2. Performance bounds for (a) minimum energy and (b) maximum productivity 
on 4-step cycle and 6-step cycle as obtained by process inversion. 
The different isotherms obtained by process inversion of 4-step cycle for minimum 
energy as the objective are shown in Figure 5.3. Though the isotherms are not 
identical, they are very similar in shape and the capacity difference in relatively 
small at the feed condition. Hence, for comparison, the isotherms at the lowest 
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obtained at PL=0.01) are plotted in Figure 5.4 along with 13X zeolite and UTSA-
16 for comparison. Next, we investigate in what ways the isotherms obtained from 
process inversion differ from 13X zeolite and UTSA-16. 
Figure 5.3. (a) CO2 and (b) N2 equilibrium isotherms obtained from process inversion of 
4-step cycle for minimum energy at different evacuation pressure for minimum energy as 
the objective at 25oC. 
Figure 5.4. (a) CO2 and (b) N2 equilibrium isotherms (at 25
oC) of lowest energy and 
highest productivity isotherms as obtained from process inversion of 4-step cycle 
compared with 13X zeolite and UTSA-16 isotherms. 
For the lowest energy isotherm, the binary mixture selectivity hit the bound of 1000. 
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loading (500 mol/m3). Therefore, the results for the isotherm from process inversion 
are consistent with the trends obtained in chapter 3. Binary mixture selectivity 







(q / C )
(q /C )
  Binary mixture selectivity
              (5.8) 
In a case where CO2 loading (
2CO
q ) hits the lower limit and BMS hits the upper 
limit, N2 loading (
2N
q ) takes the lowest value possible within the permissible 
bounds, which is the case for nitrogen isotherm corresponding to the lowest energy. 
To better understand the effect of N2 loading on the energy consumption of the 
VSA process for CCC, we took 13X zeolite and UTSA-16 isotherms and 
sequentially reduced the N2 loading. CO2 isotherms were kept the same to the 
original 13X and UTSA-16 values. We reduced the N2 loading by 5, 10 and 15 
times. We optimized the resulting CO2-N2 isotherm combination for the 4-step 
cycle. The minimum energy obtained for these cases are shown in Figure 5.5.  The 
minimum energy obtained from process inversion is also included in the Figure for 
comparison. It is interesting to note that for both the adsorbents minimum energy 
linearly decreases with decreasing N2 capacity.  Lowest energy possible by 
reducing N2 is ~126 kWh/tonne CO2 for 13X zeolite and ~112 kWh/tonne CO2 for 
UTSA-16. Nitrogen capacity contributes ~20% of the energy consumption in 13X 
zeolite and ~ 11% in UTSA-16.  The limiting value for UTSA-16 is ~11% lower 
than the limiting vale for 13X zeolite. The difference in limiting values is attributed 
to the shapes of the CO2 isotherms in the two adsorbents. The lowest energy 
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obtained from process inversion ~106 kWh/tonne CO2 where the N2 loading is 
negligible. Hence, reduction of another 5% in process energy consumption is due 
to further reduction the CO2 isotherm curvature. In chapter 3, we have seen that 
higher CO2/N2 selectivity (Figure 3.7 (a)) and lower CO2 loading (Figure 3.7 (b)) 
reduced process energy consumption, which is equivalent to increasing selectivity 
by decreasing N2 loading. Lower CO2 isotherm curvature being energetically more 
favorable is consistent with trends observed in Figures 3.7 (b), (d) and (e).  
 
Figure 5.5. Effect of reducing N2 loading on minimum energy in a 4-step VSA process 
expected for 13X zeolite and UTSA-16 while holding CO2 loading constant. 
5.3.1 Highest Productivity Isotherm 
A very distinct effect of CO2 loading maximum productivity is also evident from 
Figure 3.7 (b). Maximum productivity was observed to go through a peak with 
increasing CO2 loading. It was attributed to progressively slower desorption 
eventually leading to an increase in cycle time more than the gain in CO2 capacity. 





has a CO2 loading of ~4150 mol/m
3 which is consisted the CO2 loading at which 
the productivity peaked in Figure 3.7 (b).  
In chapter 4, we showed how lower CO2 isotherm curvature of UTSA-16 enables 
it to facilitate faster evacuation and increases productivity compared to 13X zeolite. 
The maximum productivity isotherm obtained from process inversion hit the upper 
bound for local slope (600) and lower bound for initial slope (3000) for the CO2 
isotherm. Higher local slope and lower initial slope of CO2 isotherm both lower the 
isotherm curvature. The results obtained in the current study follow the same trends 
as shown by the results from chapter 4. Interestingly, the maximum productivity 
isotherm did not hit the bound for BMS, but the value was very high (~850). This 
does indicate that effect of N2 loading on maximum productivity is somewhat less 
than its effect on minimum energy.  














3/mol) 8.64E-07 4.11E-12 6.90E-09 7.89E-09 
do (m3/mol) 2.62E-08 6.33E-07 5.93E-04 2.06E-05 
qs1 (mol/m
3) 3489 4977 5005 36637 
qs2 (mol/m
3) 2872 8295 7 61 
delU1 (J/mol) -36641 -45539 -36641 -36641 
delU2 (J/mol) -35690 -30539 -35690 -35690 
N2 
bo (m
3/mol) 2.50E-06 2.87E-06 3.13E-08 4.16E-08 
do (m3/mol) 2.50E-06 2.87E-06 3.13E-08 4.16E-08 
qs1 (mol/m
3) 3300 10535 5005 36637 
qs2 (mol/m
3) 3300 10535 7 61 
delU1 (J/mol) -15800 -9839 -15800 -15800 
delU2 (J/mol) -15800 -9839 -15800 -15800 
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The trends of the isotherms obtained from process inversion are similar to those 
obtained in chapter 3. It corroborates that the meta-models created in chapter 3 
sufficiently capture the effect of chosen isotherm characteristics on process 
performance.  
Dual-site isotherm parameters for 13X zeolite, UTSA-16, minimum energy and 
maximum productivity isotherms have been provided in Table 5.3.  
5.4 Conclusions 
A novel integrated optimization platform is demonstrated in the current study. 
Given a process, performance constraints and the chosen objective, integrated 
optimization provides the optimum adsorbent-process combination for the process. 
Integrated optimization or process inversion allows us to obtain the best case 
performance bounds and provides us the isotherm that achieves it. Best case 
performance bounds for minimum energy and maximum productivity are 
established for the 4-step cycle and the 6-step cycle.  
An important conclusion that is made from the isotherms obtained is that isotherm 
with the minimum energy is not the one with maximum productivity. This provided 
with an interesting problem as to which isotherm should be preferred over the 
other? Without performing a detailed costing, it is not possible to conclude which 
objective dominates in the overall cost a priori. The results shown in the current 
chapter provided the motivation to undertake a detailed costing study that is 





Scale-up Design of the VSA-based Capture Unit and Cost of 
Electricity Estimation 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, it was shown that the optimum isotherm obtained from 
process inversion depends on the chosen objective. The isotherm with the minimum 
energy is not the same as the isotherm with maximum productivity. The ultimate 
objective for a study based on carbon capture is the cost of electricity (COE) that 
the end-user needs to pay for carbon capture. As discussed in chapter 1, a detailed 
study calculating COE for power plant with PCC using a VSA process has not been 
reported in the literature. These reasons provided us with strong motivation to 
perform a detailed costing study and perform process inversion with minimum COE 
as the objective. In this chapter, a rigorous costing model is developed as the 
common basis to evaluate the VSA processes and the adsorbents discussed in the 
previous chapters. First, we introduce different performance measures for 
analyzing power plant performance followed by design baseline for a large-scale 
post-combustion capture (PCC) unit. We then discuss the scale-up design of a VSA-
based PCC unit and the costing model to estimate COE with capture. The costing 
model is then coupled with the integrated optimization platform described in 
chapter 5 where minimizing the COE is the objective. The COE results for VSA 
processes are compared with the results for absorption based PCC.  
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6.2 Estimation of Power Plant Performance Measures  
There are different parameters by which performance of a power plant can be 
evaluated in the context of carbon capture. In the current section these parameters 
have been detailed along with their detailed calculations. 
6.2.1 Energy Penalty and Plant Efficiency 
Both energy penalty and plant efficiency are measures of the energy consumed by 








                             (6.1)  
In Equation 6.1, the subscript w/o cap means net value without capture (i.e., only 
auxiliary losses is subtracted) and the subscript cap means net value after 
subtracting both auxiliary losses and losses due to CO2 capture. 
Plant efficiency can be defined in terms of the net output as a fraction of the higher 









              (6.2) 
In Equation 6.2, kWt is kilowatt thermal consumed by the plant (higher heating 
value of the coal consumption rate). 
Equation 6.2 can be reformulated to Equation 6.3 as a function of energy penalty. 
cap w/o capHHV Efficiency (%)=HHV Efficiency *(1- )Energy Penalty       (6.3) 
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6.2.2 Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE)   
The  LCOE  is  a  characteristic  “cost  of  electricity  generation” ($/MWh)  that 
accounts for all  expenses  for  building  and  operating a  power  plant  over  its  
economic  life  with  an  expected  rate  of  return on  invested  capital,  normalized  
over  the  total  net  electricity  generated. It is termed as levelized because it is 
calculated assuming that COE escalates at zero percent nominal annual rate over 
the operational period of the plant. It represents an amount that  utilities  must  
charge in  order  to  recoup  all  expenses  plus  its  desired  rate  of  return.  It has 
been defined in words as “the  present value of the sum of  discounted  costs  divided  
by  total  production  adjusted  for  its  economic time value” [101]. Rubin et al. 
[47] have also adopted the same definition of LCOE for comparing different PCC 
scenarios. Equation 6.4 provides the mathematical expression to the stated 
definition.  
   t tt electricity t t t(Electricity Sold) *P /(1+r) Capex O&M Fuel / (1 r)
t t
      (6.4) 
In Equation 6.4, r is the annual rate used to discount values and t is the plant 
lifecycle time; Capex, O&M and Fuel are capital, operating and fuel expenditure 
respectively in $/yr. 
The left hand side represents the revenue generated by selling the electricity for the 
plant life considered and the right hand side represents all the expenses discounted 
to present value. Even though fuel expenses comes under operating expenses, it is 
represented separately since it forms a significant majority of the operating 
expenses [47]. The decommissioning costs at the end of the plant life are assumed 
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to be covered from the salvage value of the plant and hence are not considered in 
the calculations. In the current calculations we have followed the assumptions 
adopted by Rubin et al. [47] in their study in order to ensure adherence to the 
established guidelines. 
Rubin et al. [47] defined the constant price of electricity, LCOE (or Pelectricity) that 


















                    (6.5) 
LCOE expression can be simplified to Equation 6.6 under the assumptions of   

















            (6.6) 
Upon separating the terms inside the bracket, we get 




Capex / (1 r) O&M / (1 r) Fuel /(1 r)1
Electricity Sold 1/(1+r) 1/(1+r) 1/(1+r)t t t
t t t
LCOE
      
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      
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  
    (6.7) 
If the operating, maintenance and fuel costs are assumed constant over the time, 
then we obtain: 
     
t t t
t t t
1 1/ (1 r) 1/ (1 r) 1/ (1 r)
Capex * O&M* Fuel*
Electricity Sold 1/(1+r) 1/(1+r) 1/(1+r)t t t
t t t
LCOE
      
        
        
      
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=1, Equation 6.8 reduces to:  
 Capex O&M Fuel




                            (6.9) 
where LCOE is in $/MWh, Capex, O&M and Fuel costs are in $/yr. Capex ($/yr) 
can be calculated by converting the total capital requirement (TCR ($)) to a  
uniform  annual  amount  (also  called  an  annuity) using the  fixed  charge  factor 











                                                                    (6.10) 
 ($ / ) * ;Capex year TCR FCF                                (6.11) 
Annual average capacity factor (CF) for power plant has been reported as a critical 
parameter while calculating LCOE [46]. CF of 85% for pulverized coal plant 
(operating at supercritical conditions) been used in various studies reported in the 
literature [48, 101],[6] and the same has been used in the current study. Total 
electricity sold for a power plant in a year (including leap years means 8766 
hours/yr) is given by 






   (6.12)                                          
O&M cost was further divided into fixed (FOM in $/yr) and variable (VOM 









         (6.13) 
In Equation 6.13, TCR is the Total Capital Requirement ($), FCF is the fixed charge 
factor (fraction), FOM is the fixed O&M cost ($/year), VOM is the variable O&M 
cost ($/MWh), CF is the capacity Factor (fraction), HR is the net power plant heat 
rate (MJ/MWh), Net Power is the net power output (MW), and FC is the fuel cost 
($/MJ). 
6.2.2.1 Financing Structure 
For calculating the annual discount rate introduced in Equation 6.4, it is essential 
to calculate the weighted average capital cost (WACC) considering a financing 
scenario. Department of Energy (DOE), National Energy Technology Laboratory 
(NETL), has analyzed scenarios of investor-owned utility vs. independent power 
producer and two risk profile scenarios (high risk versus low risk) [47]. In the 
current work, we have considered investor owned utility under high risk scenario. 
Other considerations are given in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1. Financing structure and other considerations for LCOE calculations. 
Financial Consideration : Investor Owned Utility (High Risk) 
Debt/Equity (%) 45/55 
Payback Period, T 15 years 
WACC(Nominal) 
Debt@5.5% annual return  
9.075% 
Equity@12% annual return 
WACC can then be calculated as given by Equation 6.14: 
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* (1 )*debt debt debt equityWACC fraction r fraction r               (6.14) 
In Equation 6.14, debtfraction  represents the fraction of debt in the financing 
portfolio; debtr  and equityr are expected % annual returns on debt and equity 
respectively. 
WACC is used as the discount rate (r) in Equation 6.10 for calculating the FCF 
factor.  
6.2.2.2 LCOE with Capture 
For LCOE calculations with CO2 capture, capital expenditure and O&M can be 
divided into two components: base plant and capture unit. Fuel cost for plant with 
capture remains the same as VSA unit requires electrical energy rather than fuel 








            (6.15) 
   capcap
cap cap
Capex +O&MCapex O&M Fuel
 ($ / MWh)
Electricity Sold Electricity Sold
LCOE
 
         (6.16) 
The first term in Equation 6.16 is LCOE without capture corrected by the ratio of 
electricity sold without capture and with capture, as shown in the first term of 
Equation 6.17. 




 ($ / MWh) *
Electricity Sold Electricity Sold
LCOE LCOE    (6.17) 
Equation 6.17 forms the basis for the COE calculations in the current work. LCOE 
without capture that is present in the first term of the equation has been detailed in 
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section 6.2.3. Capital and Operating costs for the capture unit have been detailed in 
section 6.4.7 along with the capture unit design. 
6.2.3 Carbon Capture Cost 
Carbon capture cost can also be evaluated in terms $/tonne CO2 captured or $/tonne 




Cost of CO  captured ($/tonne CO  captured) = 
CO  captured
LCOE LCOE
          (6.18) 
CO2 avoided is defined as the difference between emissions of two plants, Plant A 
with capture and Plant B without capture producing the same amount of electricity. 
Plant A has higher gross power due to the energy penalty. Higher gross power 
increases the CO2 emissions and hence CO2 avoided is always less than CO2 
captured. Plant A captures 90% of the emissions, it still emits 10% of the increased 
emissions. The actual CO2 avoided for producing the same amount electricity is 
given by: 
2 2 2 Plant B 2 Plant ACO  avoided (tonne CO  avoided)=CO  emissions CO  emissions     (6.19) 
In Equation 6.19, CO2 emissionsPlantA are the net emissions of the Plant A after 
capturing 90% of CO2 and CO2 emissionsPlantB are emissions of Plant B with not 
capture facilities.  










6.3 Establishing Baseline 
NETL has published performance baseline for both coal based and natural gas 
based power plants with and without CO2 capture [6]. Case B12A in the study 
represents the performance of a pulverized coal (PC) based plant operating at 
supercritical conditions without CO2 capture, schematically shown in Figure 6.1. 
 
Figure 6.1. Supercritical pulverized coal based  power plant diagram as reported in Case 
B12A of the NETL report[6]. 
While it has been labeled as super-critical, the conditions used in the report by 
NETL represent plants characterized as ultra-supercritical. Ultra-super critical 
steam generally refers to coal-fired power plant design with main steam 
temperature of about 605 oC (1121 oF), and hot reheat temperature of about 621 oC 
(1150 oF) [102]. The gross output of the base plant is 580 MW and the net output 
after auxiliary loss is 550 MW. The net plant efficiency (HHV) is 40.7%. For this 
case, the calculated levelized LCOE is $82.3/MWh (2011 US $). All LCOE values 
reported here are excluding transport and storage. This plant is reported to emit 
9666 kg-mole/hr of CO2 in the flue gas.  
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Integrated Environmental Control Modeling (IECM) is a computer program to 
perform a systematic cost and performance analyses of emission control equipment 
at coal-fired power plants [103]. IECM has been developed by the same research 
group at Carnegie Mellon associated with establishing the guidelines used in the 
current study. IECM has been developed with support from NETL and hence has 
been chosen in the current study. In order to establish the baseline case first, IECM 
has been used to simulate the power plant in case B12A. IECM offers large number 
of operation related parameter options, which have been extracted from the 
published report and subsequently used in the IECM based simulation. The results 
obtained from IECM have been provided in Table 6.2.  
Table 6.2. NETL Base Case (B12A-11) simulated using IECM. 
Gross Electrical Output (MWg) 580 
Net Electrical Output (MW) 550 
Primary Fuel Input (GJ/hr) 4870 
Net Plant Heat Rate, HHV (kJ/kWh) 8860 
Net Plant Efficiency, HHV (%) 40.7 
Annual Operating Hours (hours) 7451 
LCOE ($/MWh) 82.3 
Flue Gas (kg-mole/hr) 
Nitrogen (N2) 55160 (67%) 
Oxygen (O2) 3423 (4%) 
Water Vapor (H2O) 12850 (15%) 
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 9666 (12%) 
The parameters were chosen to match four indicators, namely net plant efficiency, 
fuel consumption, CO2 emissions and the estimated Levelized Cost of Electricity 
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(LCOE) reported in the study. These parameters (referred as parameter values for 
case B12A) were retained to estimate the indicators at other gross plant output 
necessary to maintain the net output at 550 MW after CCC. Figure 6.2 shows CO2 
emissions and LCOE obtained as a function of power plant MWgross along with the 
regressed expressions for both. The regressed expressions are reproduced below as 
Equations 6.21 and 6.22.  
2  (kg-mole/hr) 17.57* 1.9109grossCO Emissions MW                              (6.21) 
($/MWh) 20.5*ln( ) 212.87grossLCOE MW                                  (6.22) 
 
Figure 6.2. CO2 emission and LCOE without capture for different gross power outputs as 
obtained from IECM. 
In the NETL study, case B12B represents the performance of a pulverized coal (PC) 
based plant operating at supercritical conditions with CO2 capture using the Shell 
Cansolv capture system.  The gross power is increased to 640 MW in order to have 
net power after capture maintained at 550 MW. The increase in gross power results 
in the increase in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of the plant while the LCOE 
excluding capture cost decreases due to economies of scale. In the published report, 
the LCOE for is $133.2/MWh with capture (versus $80.4/MWh without capture 
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obtained from Equation 6.21). The capture unit has been designed to achieve 90% 
capture. The plant efficiency with capture is reported to be 32.5% (HHV). At this 
point, it is important to make clear that net output and LCOE without CO2 capture 
account for auxiliary losses, but with capture these account for both auxiliary losses 
and losses due to CO2 capture. 
In the current work, we evaluate how the vacuum swing adsorption based CCC 
system competes with the Shell Cansolv based system reported in the study for case 
B12B. The first step was to simulate the power plant with higher net power output 
without capture. Since, the VSA unit consumes electricity, rather than residual heat 
as in the case of absorption based systems, it has higher energy penalty and hence 
we need to increase the gross power beyond what is reported for case B12B. After 
a few trial runs, we set the gross power as 665 MW so that our net output after 
capture is close to 550 MW as in case B12B. IECM platform with the parameter 
values of B12A case was then used to simulate the power plant for 665 MWgross. 
For 665 MWgross, power plant produces 630 MW after the auxiliary power 
consumption but before capture. The key outputs obtained from the platform are 
LCOE and the CO2 emissions.  
Auxiliary power consumption without capture was found to be nearly constant 
around 5%. Hence, the use of LCOE as a function of MWgross is reasonable. We 
obtained the CO2 emissions (11690 kg-mole/hr) and the LCOE (79.6 $/MWh) for 
the plant from Equations 6.20 and 6.21. The obtained emissions and LCOE (after 
auxiliary loss but before capture) were then used for designing the capture unit and 
calculating LCOE with capture, which are discussed in the coming sections. 
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6.4 Capture Unit Design 
6.4.1 Vacuum Pump Selection 
In the previous chapters, blowdown and evacuation steps have been conducted by 
specifying exponential pressure profiles as boundary conditions at the exit of the 
column. The duration of the blowdown and evacuation steps were chosen as 
decision variables and the exponential factor was chosen in such a way that the 
desired pressure levels were reached in the column well within the durations of 
these steps. We have found that the costs of the vacuum pumps obtained from 
vendors are well correlated to the volumetric flowrates. One possibility for vacuum 
pump costing was to estimate the average flowrates for the individual steps and cost 
the pumps based on these on the average rates over the durations of these steps. The 
characteristic operating curve for a Hena 630 single-staged vacuum pump with a 
capacity of 630 m3/h (@ 50 Hz) is shown in Figure 6.3.  
 
Figure 6.3. Characteristic curve for Hena 600 pump showing volumetric flow rate[S] vs 
evacuation pressure[p][104]. 
Hena 630, like many other vacuum pumps, operate at nearly constant volumetric 
flowrate over a wide evacuation pressure range.  For example, in Figure 6.3, the 
volumetric flow rate is nearly constant from 10 to 1000 hPa (1000 hPa = 1 atm). 
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Therefore, in a real operation, the evacuation step will be operated at a constant 
volumetric flow rate. Hence, for a more reliable costing, it was decided that it would 
be more accurate to simulate the blowdown and evacuation steps using the 
volumetric flow rate corresponding to the pump size as the boundary condition and 
estimate the time required by the pump to lower the column pressure to the desired 
level. Hence, in the costing work, blowdown and evacuation steps were simulated 
with constant volumetric flowrates drawn from the respective ends instead of using 
pre-assigned pressure profile boundary conditions as in the previous chapters. The 
blowdown and evacuation steps are implemented using the event function in 
ODE23s in MATLAB, which terminates the individual step simulation upon the 
occurrence of the event i.e., column pressure reaching the set pressure. The 
durations for these steps thus determined, together with the durations of the other 
steps, are used to determine the number of columns and their operating sequence 
necessary to implement a VSA cycle.  
6.4.2 Design of a Train 
The minimum number of columns necessary to implement a VSA cycle is called a 
train. It is comprised of columns operating out of phase and their scheduling is 
constrained by the following considerations: 
1) Feed is continuous and remains constant throughout the cycle. 
2) The effluents from the blowdown and evacuation steps are kept separate 
and hence separate blowdown and vacuum pumps are used. 
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3) For a step where the product is the feed for another step, these two steps 
must occur simultaneously in two columns. This is necessary to avoid 
storage. Scheduling of coupled steps is detailed in section 6.4.3. 
4) Once the blowdown/evacuation step is over, the pump is available to 
perform the same operation in another column in the train. 
Based on the above considerations and constraints, the number of columns and 
pumps are obtained as follows: 
















                                                    (6.23) 
In Equation 6.23, it represents the duration of any active step in the cycle. 









                                  (6.24) 









                                  (6.25) 
In case of 6 Step cycle, number of pumps required for purge 








                                    (6.26) 
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In case where sum of individual steps in a cycle is not a multiple of adsorption time, 
a column finishes all of remaining steps while another column is in the middle of 
an adsorption step. As a result, the column has to wait till the adsorption step 
finishes and then it can start receiving the feed again. This requires the introduction 
of an idle step of duration tIDLE as given by: 

















                              (6.27) 
In case where the sum of individual steps is a multiple of adsorption time, tIDLE as 
calculated from the expression is equal to zero. The placement of this idle step, 
however, does not necessarily have to be before adsorption step. The idle step, if 
necessary, should be placed in a way such that its impact is minimal on the bed 
concentration profile. The idle step is chosen to be conducted at the end of 
evacuation step so that the bed concentration profiles are least affected. 
6.4.3 A Sample Schedule   
Sample schedules for a 4-step cycle and 6-step cycle are provided in Figure 6.4 and 
Figure 6.5 respectively. Throughout the cycle time, there is always a column 
receiving feed and another column undergoing light product pressurization. Hence, 
the procedure is to first assign the FEED (i.e., HPA) step to each column 
sequentially. Next, we discuss how others steps are assigned and how the coupling 
of steps has been ensured in the scheduling. These steps are labeled with the 




6.4.4 Donor-receiver coupling 
Both 4-step cycle and 6-step cycle comprise of steps that are conducted by utilizing 
the product streams from other columns. For avoiding the need to store gas, these 
steps need to be conducted in conjunction. The schedule constructed should account 
for the following coupling: 
4-step cycle: 1) LPP step in conjunction with HPA. 
6-step cycle: 1) LR followed by LPP step in conjunction with HPA. 
                     2) HR step in conjunction with LR. 
Let us consider the sample schedule given in Figure 6.4 for the ease of 
understanding. Since scheduling is done such that there is a column undergoing 
HPA throughout the cycle duration, there is always a column that is allocated to 
undergo HPA next. When HPA is being carried out in column 1 (first step in 
column 1), column 2 is in line for the next HPA. That also ensures that column 2 is 
ready to undergo LPP using the product stream of HPA of column 1. Since duration 
of LPP is less than or equal to HPA, desired coupling between LPP and HPA is 
ensured. For the 6 step cycle, similar couplings happen between HPA and LR+LPP 
steps (Figure 6.5). Durations of LR and LPP steps combined have been set equal to 
the duration of the HPA step.  
When column 2 starts undergoing HPA, the column that last underwent HPA 
(column 1) is ready to start HR step while the column that is next in line for HPA 
(column 3) starts undergoing the LR step. Hence the column of last HPA and the 
column of next in line for HPA form a coupling that ensures a donor and a receiver.   
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6.4.5 Parallel Unit Trains 
Since the column size in one train may not be large enough to handle the total flue 
gas emitted from a power plant, multiple parallel trains will be necessary in such a 
case to process the total flue gas. The number of parallel trains required to process 















                                                  (6.28) 
Our capture unit is finally comprised of M parallel trains (in phase), each train 
having Ncol columns, NEP vacuum pumps, NBP blowdown pumps. There will be 
additional NRP light reflux pumps per train in a 6-step cycle with dual reflux. 
6.4.6 Energy Consumption for PCC 
We have considered an investor-owned utility scenario where electricity consumed 
by the capture unit is produced within the power plant. Hence, energy consumption 
for CCC is not included as an operating cost incurred but it reduces the net power 
(i.e., electricity available for selling to the consumers) after capture. Energy 
consumptions by the compressor and the vacuum pumps are calculated as per the 
isentropic work equation used in the previous chapters. Compression efficiency of 
72% and vacuum pump efficiency of 60% are used in the base case costing. In 
previous chapters, summation of work done in the cycle (in Joules or W-second 
and subsequently kWh) was calculated using, for example, Equation 2.45 and then 
divided by the CO2 produced in the cycle to calculate the energy consumption in 
kWh per tonne of CO2 produced. The duration in which this work is done was not 
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considered (work is averaged out over the duration of the cycle). In a scenario 
where electricity is purchased from outside for the capture unit (considered as a 
commodity), the cost incurred is in $/kWh consumed. It does not matter whether it 
is consumed over the entire cycle or simply in the evacuation/blowdown steps. In 
a scenario where electricity is generated in-house and consumed, the duration of 
the work done becomes significant. A greater fraction of the work done in the cycle 
is during the evacuation step rather than the duration of the entire cycle. 
When same work is done (kWh) over a shorter duration, peak kW requirements are 
higher (kWh/duration). Since in the present study it is assumed that the capture unit 
consumes the peak requirement throughout the cycle time, this results in lesser 
MWnet and increases the LCOE. For illustration, let us consider a process that 
consumes 100 kWh energy in 1 hour is case A and in 10 hours is case B. In case 
where electricity is purchased from an external source, the cost is for 100 kWh 
consumed in both the cases. For in-house electricity production, a production 
capacity of 100 kW is required in case A, whereas a production capacity of 10 kW 
in required in case B. The difference is clearly significant. 
For calculating the total energy penalty, let us start by considering energy 
consumption in an individual step. A CnEv pump performing E joules of work in 









Wa t                                        (6.29) 
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At any given time of the cycle duration, the number of evacuation pumps running 
in parallel are less than or equal to NEP. Although there are parts of the cycle 
schedule where the number of pumps running are less than NEP, in order to have a 
conservative estimate it is assumed that NEP pumps are running throughout the cycle 
duration performing the same work. The same is assumed for blowdown and reflux 
pumps. Compressor, by virtue of the scheduling formulated, runs continuously and 
consumes the same amount of power throughout the cycle.  











                          (6.30) 
In Equation 6.30, ni is NEP for CnEv, NBP for CoBn, NRP for LR and 1 for HPA. 
Considering M parallel trains, the power (MW) remaining that is available for 
selling to the customers  
/  capture *    ;capture w o unitM M MW W P                       (6.31) 
6.4.7 Capture Unit Cost 
Capital and operating costs are the two components of the total cost of a capture 







Figure 6.4.  A sample schedule for a 4 Step cycle. There are five columns, one blowdown pump (BP1) and two evacuation pumps (EP1 EP2) required 
to have a unit train with continuous feed consumption. Idle step (10 s as calculated from Equation 6.27) is placed at the end of CnEv step.  
 
Legend
Step tLPP (max) tHPA tCoBn tCnEv tIDLE tcycle









































Column 5 IDLE LPP FEED (HPA)
EP2 CnEv
BP1  CoBn EP1 CnEv
LPP FEED (HPA) BP1  CoBn
LPP FEED (HPA) BP1  CoBn EP2 CnEv
EP1  CnEv LPP FEED (HPA) BP1  CoBn EP1 CnEv







Figure 6.5. A sample schedule for a 6 Step cycle. There are five columns, one blowdown pump (BP1), one reflux pump (RP1) and two evacuation 
pumps (EP1, EP2) required to have a unit train with continuous feed consumption. Idle step is not required in this case. 
Legend
Step tR tLPP (max) tHPA tCoBn tLR tCnEv tIDLE tcycle
Time(s) 10 20 30 30 10 50 0 150

















































Column 1 HR RP1 LR
Column 2 RP1 LR HR
Column 3 RP1 LR HR
Column 4 BP1 CoBn RP1 LR HR




EP1 CnEvBP1  CoBn
LPP
LPPEP2 CnEv BP1  CoBn





LPPEP1 CnEvBP1  CoBn
BP1  CoBn EP1 CnEvFEED (HPA)
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6.4.7.1 Capital Cost 
Vacuum pumps have been found to be critical to the costing of VSA process 
and their costing is done on the basis of the quotations obtained from Pfifer 
vacuum[104]. Costing of other components of the capture unit is done using the 
costing methodology and equations provided in Turton et al.[105] The COE 
with capture baseline reported by NETL are in 2011 $. Hence, for the purpose 
of comparison of VSA based capture, all cost estimates have been performed 
for 2011 US $. Henceforth, $ will imply US$, and source of costing related 
equations, constants and assumptions as Turton et al.[105] unless otherwise 
mentioned. 
1) Bare Modular Costs (BMC) ($) 
BMC includes all direct and indirect costs related to an equipment. BMC for 
adsorption column, compressor and compressor motor have been calculated as 
per Equation 6.31  
C(BM) = Cpo * F(BM)                                             (6.32) 
where Cpo ($) is purchased cost for base condition and F(BM) is the cost factor 
to account for indirect costs (freight, overhead and engineering cost) plus 
materials of construction and operating pressure.  
                          log(Cp
o
) = K1 + K2 log (A) + K3 [log(A)]
2                       (6.33) 
Values of F(BM), K1,K2,K3 and A for individual equipment are provided in 
Table 6.3. 
Vacuum pump quotations have been obtained for different Pfifer vacuum 





 = 6.428*(pumping capacity) + 7185.9                          (6.34) 
 
Figure 6.6. Vacuum pump costs quoted by various vendors are as correlated with 
pumping capacity. 
Table 6.3. Factors for estimating the base costs of various equipment adopted from 
Turton et al [105].  
  Column Compressor Motor Vacuum Pumps 
K1 3.4974 2.2897 1.956 - 
K2 0.4485 1.3604 1.7142 - 





















Eq. 6.32 Eq. 6.32 Eq. 6.32 Eq. 6.33 
B1 2.25 - - 1.89 
B2 1.82 - - 1.35 
F(M) 
1 (for Carbon 
Steel) 
- - 1 
F(P) 
1.25 (P <-0.5 
barg) 
- - 1 



















2) Total Bare Modular Cost (TBMC) ($) 
Upon calculation of BMC of individual equipment, TBMC is calculated as the 
sum of all BMC  
*C(BM)i i
i
TBMC n                                      (6.35) 
3) Total Modular Cost (TMC) ($):   
Project contingency cost and engineering cost are taken as 15% and 3% of 
TBMC respectively, which are added to the TMBC to get TMC:  
 (15% 3%)*TMC TBMC TBMC                        (6.36) 
4) Grass Roots Cost, TGR ($):  
35% of TMBC is assumed as cost of site development, auxiliary buildings, and 
off-sites and utilities. Finally, total capital expenditure (TGR or Capex) is given 
by  
  (35%)*GRT or Capex TMC TBMC                      (6.37) 
6.4.7.2 Operating Cost 
The following operating costs are considered in this study: 
(A) Adsorbent Cost ($/yr) 
Adsorbent cost of 0.5 $/kg used in the current work is the cost of Zeochem 
zeolite 13X. It is assumed that adsorbent is completely replaced every 1.5 years 
to account for degradation and loss of capacity from continuous cyclic 
operation.  
 ($ / yr) *  .*(1 )* * ($ / kg) /1.5col sAdsorbent Cost N Column Vol Cost   (6.38) 
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(B) Labor Cost ($/yr) 
It is assumed that 10 operators including technicians are required for the capture 
unit at a labor rate of $ 34.50 /hour. 
 ($/yr) _ * *365*24Labor Cost Labor rate number                  (6.39) 
(C) Supervisory Cost ($/yr) 
The direct supervisory and clerical labor costs 10% of the labor cost. 
(D) Maintenance Cost ($/yr) 
Routine maintenance and repairs cost is 5% of TMC. 
(E) Operating Supplies ($/yr) 
Operating supplies are assigned to be 10% of the maintenance cost. 
(F) Admin Overhead ($/yr) 
 Admin overhead is assigned 15% of sum of labor, supervisory and maintenance 
costs. 
($ / yr) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Opex A B C D E F       
(A) 1.265*(B) 0.625*TMC                (6.40) 
Capex, obtained from Equation 6.37, and Opex (Operating expenditure or 
O&M), obtained from Equation 6.40, are substituted in Equation 6.17 to obtain 
LCOE with capture using a VSA process. 
6.5 LCOE Optimization  
With all the relevant background of the capture unit and the performance 
measures, we now discuss about the optimization problem formulation. In view 
of the changes made to the boundary conditions for the blowdown and 
evacuation steps discussed in section 6.4.1, decision variables were changed 
from durations of blowdown and evacuation steps to the volumetric effluent 
flow rates of these steps. Till chapter 5, we have used the adsorption column 
properties obtained from the pilot plant study conducted previously in our 
research group. In the current study, we have an added constraint of processing 
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11690 kg-mole/hr of CO2 gas expected from the power plant with net 550 MW 
after capture. To allow for the added constraint, we introduce bed length (m) as 
a decision variable along with other process variables. 
(L/D ratio)column = 3;                                     (6.41) 
Previously, for conducting 6-step cycle, the product of HPA step was used only 
to conduct the LR step. In the current study an additional degree of control of 
reflux ratio (ratio of light reflux is to light product in HPA step) was added after 











                                (6.42) 
For the scale-up design of the capture unit, we impose the constraints that one 
vacuum pump evacuates only one column at a time and pump size is a decision 
variable. Pump sharing between parallel trains was not allowed in this scheme. 
A schematic representation of the carbon capture train is shown in Figure 6.7.  
The optimization problem formulated is as below: 
Θmin = 
 CoBn  CnEv 0, ,,  , , , ,HPA I LLRt Vol Vol P v Bt R
Min  LCOE                               (6.43) 
Similar to the optimization in chapter 5, the 4-step and 6-step cycles are 
optimized for 13X zeolite and UTSA-16 and their performances are tracked as 
a function of evacuation pressure (PL). We now have one objective, that is to 
minimize LCOE rather than two objectives to minimize energy consumption 
and maximizing productivity used in previous chapters. Process inversion is 
subsequently performed to determine the lower bound for LCOE.  
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Figure 6.7. Scale-up design for carbon capture unit. 
6.6 Results and Discussions 
Minimum LCOE obtained for 13X zeolite, UTSA-16 and from process 
inversion are shown in Figure 6.8 as a function of PL. Results for both 4-step 
and 6-step cycle are included in Figure 6.8. NETL base case reported for Shell 
Cansolv[13] has been plotted as the reference line for comparison. Detailed data 
for the optimized cases in Figure 6.8 is provided in Appendix A3. 
Lowest LCOE for 13X zeolite, UTSA-16 and that obtained from process 
inversion are compiled in Table 6.4 for both cycles. Both UTSA-16 and process 
inversion bounds are observed to go through a minima at PL 0.02 atm for the 4-
step cycle. 13X zeolite has been observed to have monotonically increasing 
LCOE with increasing PL. For the 6-step cycle, all three plots monotonically 
increase with PL. The trends are expected since it was seen that energy penalty 




Figure 6.8. Minimum LCOE for 13X zeolite, UTSA-16 and from inversion for the 4-
step and 6-step cycles at different evacuation pressure. 
Lowest LCOE obtained from process inversion is 13% lower than UTSA-16 for 
the 6-step cycle. As with the case of energy or productivity in Chapter 5, the 
best case bounds established by process inversion can be interpreted as the 
reduction in LCOE possibly attainable if we synthesize adsorbents with 
isotherms similar to the one obtained by process inversion. 
To obtain a better understanding of the results, let us break down the results for 
a particular case and analyze various aspects of it. 
Table 6.4. Lowest LCOE values for 13X zeolite, UTSA-16 and from process 
inversion within the range of PL investigated. 
  4-step cycle 6-step cycle 
13X Zeolite $ 161/MWh (0.01 atm) $232/MWh (0.05 atm) 
UTSA-16 $ 117/MWh (0.02 atm) $127/MWh (0.05 atm) 
Isotherm from 
process inversion 
$ 114/MWh (0.02 atm) $112/MWh (0.05 atm) 
6.6.1 Analysis of a Representative Case 
As a representative case to understand the results obtained, we discuss the case 
of process inversion for the 6-step cycle at 0.1 atm. The lowest LCOE obtained 
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for this particular case is 114.9 $/MWh. We first analyze the power plant 
performance with capture using a VSA process. Subsequently, we analyze how 
the capture unit is designed for the optimized case. It is followed by the 
sensitivity analysis for the key assumptions in the costing framework. 
6.6.1.1 Power Plant Performance 
As discussed in section 6.2.1, power plant performance in the context of carbon 
capture can be assessed by various measures. In Table 6.5, we have detailed the 
performance of the plant with the capture unit for the selected case. Original 
emissions of the plant were 11690 kg-mol/hr from which 90% have been 
captured at 95% purity. Hence, power plant with capture emits 10% of the initial 
CO2 emissions. Capture unit imposes 17% penalty on MW produced and after 
capture, the plant is left with 522 MW of output. This corresponds to 7 point 
drop in plant efficiency to 33.37%.  
LCOE with capture for this case is calculated to be 114.9 $/MWh which 
corresponds to an increase of 35.3 $/MWh (43% increase). Figure 6.9 shows the 
LCOE for power plant without capture, NETL case reported for capture using 
Shell Cansolv system and VSA based capture for the selected case. LCOE of 
114.9 $/MWh can be broken down into the increase in cost due to the energy 
penalty (first term in Equation 6.17) and increase in cost due to the capture unit 
(second term in Equation 6.17). Figure shows the respective contribution of 
both, 16 $/MWh and 18 $/MWh respectively. 
6.6.1.2 Capture Unit Design 
In Table 6.6, we have provided the various components that comprise the 
capture unit. For the representative case, 104 parallel trains each having 6 
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columns are required in order to process the flue gas. The scale of the 
application required for post combustion capture is clearly overwhelming as 
seen by the results obtained. 
Table 6.5. Representative case: Power plant performance with capture as obtained by 
process inversion for the 6-step cycle at PL = 0.1 atm. 
Gross Power, MW 665 
Net power (before capture), MW 630 
Net power (after capture), MW 522 
CO2 emission (kg-mol/hr) 1169 
LCOE without capture ($/MWh) 79.6 
LCOE with capture ($/MWh) 114.9 
Net Plant Efficiency, HHV (%) 33.72% 
Energy penalty (%) 17% 
CO2 captured (tonne per annum) 3448877 
CO2 avoided( tonne per annum) 2763859 
Cost of CO2 capture ($/tonne captured) $ 21.1/tonne captured 
Cost of CO2 avoided ( $/tonne avoided) $ 26.3/tonne avoided 





Figure 6.9. Performance of Power plant with PCC using VSA process as compared to 
NETL reported capture using Shell Cansolv capture system[13]. 
Table 6.6. Components of capture unit for the representative case. 
Capture plant details 
Compressor 3 
Parallel trains 104 
Each Parallel Train 
Number of columns 6 
Number of CoBn pumps 2 
Number of LR pumps 1 
Number of CnEv pumps 1 
6.6.1.3 LCOE Sensitivity Analysis 
In the study, various key assumptions were made on the values of parameters. 
For performing a sensitivity analysis, we considered 6 key parameters given in 
Figure 6.10. For the representative case, each parameter was varied ± 50% of 
the base value in the case discussed in the previous section. LCOE obtained for 
the bases values is 114.9 $/ MWh. The % change in LCOE for each case is 


























Figure 6.10. Effect on LCOE for ± 50% change in the key assumptions made in LCOE 
calculations. The base case is the process inversion result for the 6-step cycle at PL 0.1 
atm. 
LCOE was found to be most sensitive to vacuum pump efficiency. A reduction 
in efficiency from the base value of 60% to 30% increased the LCOE by 19%. 
Pump efficiency has a saturating effect as varying the efficiency in the other 
direction (increasing to 90%) was found to have less drastic effect. Effect of 
Annualization factor (FCF) that is derived on the basis of financial scenario 
assumed was also found to have significant impact on the LCOE. The base value 
of 0.125 in the study has been considered for the high risk (high return) 
financing scenario as per NETL guideline. In case where either rate of return 
required is low or external subsidy is provided for carbon capture, FCF will 
change significantly and affect the LCOE. 
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6.6.2 Minimum LCOE Isotherm 
Figure 6.11 shows the isotherms obtained from process inversion with 
minimum LCOE as objective for the two cycles along with the isotherms of 13X 
zeolite and UTSA-16. The isotherms giving minimum LCOE are significantly 
different for the two cycles. The minimum LCOE isotherms are compared with 
the lowest energy and highest productivity isotherms from chapter 4 in Figure 
6.12. The minimum LCOE isotherms for the 4-step cycle are closer to the lowest 
energy and the minimum LCOE isotherms for the 6-step cycle are closer to the 
highest productivity isotherms. The isotherm parameters are compiled in Table 
6.7.  
Figure 6.11. (a) CO2 and (b) N2 equilibrium isotherms (at 25
oC) for minimum LCOE 
obtained from process inversion for the 4-step cycle compared with 13X zeolite, UTSA-




Figure 6.12. (a) CO2 and (b) N2 equilibrium isotherms (at 25
oC) for minimum LCOE 
obtained from process inversion for the the 4-step and 6-step cycles compared with 

























3/mol) 8.64E-07 4.11E-12 6.90E-09 7.89E-09 8.15E-09 1.79E-08 
do (m
3/mol) 2.62E-08 6.33E-07 5.93E-04 2.06E-05 5.80E-05 1.65E-05 
qs1 (mol/m
3) 3489 4977 5005 36637 22640 5243 
qs2 (mol/m
3) 2872 8295 7 61 158 417 
delU1 (J/mol) -36641 -45539 -36641 -36641 -36641 -36641 
delU2 (J/mol) -35690 -30539 -35690 -35690 -35690 -35690 
N2 
bo (m
3/mol) 2.50E-06 2.87E-06 3.13E-08 4.16E-08 7.58E-08 8.11E-08 
do (m3/mol) 2.50E-06 2.87E-06 3.13E-08 4.16E-08 7.58E-08 8.11E-08 
qs1 (mol/m
3) 3300 10535 5005 36637 22640 5243 
qs2 (mol/m
3) 3300 10535 7 61 158 417 
delU1 (J/mol) -15800 -9839 -15800 -15800 -15800 -15800 




In the current work, performance measures for power plant with capture have 
been discussed and power plant baseline for a pulverized coal based new plant 
is established using IECM. A scale-up design of the capture unit and costing 
framework is also established to obtain LCOE for a VSA based capture unit. 
Integrated optimization platform is coupled with LCOE calculation to obtain 
minimum LCOE attainable for capture based on a VSA process. The lowest 
LCOE for a 4-step process obtained by process inversion is $ 114/MWh (at PL 
= 0.02 atm) while for a 6-step process it is $ 116/MWh (at PL = 0.05 atm). There 















Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 
The present study was undertaken to bridge the knowledge-gap that existed 
between adsorbent design and process level performance. A novel integrated 
optimization platform is demonstrated. The platform is demonstrated for 
different process cycles and different objectives. The results obtained show the 
robustness of the platform and provides a possible new approach for guiding 
adsorbent design. Apart from the broad conclusion, following specific 
conclusions can be made on the basis of the work conducted in this thesis: 
1) Adsorbent screening work undertaken is the first study to propose effective 
rapid tools for screening and ranking adsorbents with full cognizance of their 
optimum performance in a VSA process for PCC. The current version applies 
for 95% purity and 90% recovery of the CO2 product.  In principle, the 
methodology adopted here can be repeated for other purity-recovery 
requirements. The extensive computational effort and resources invested in this 
work has to be repeated to update the tools every time there is a change in 
process requirement. The alternative is to establish effective collaboration 
between adsorbent and process research groups, and resort to full process 
simulation and optimization directly for each adsorbent. Adsorbent 
development guided by process requirements is the missing link without which 
the explosive growth in CCC adsorbents is unlikely to make any real impact. 
2)  A novel 6-step dual-reflux VSA Cycle is evaluated by means of simulations. 
The dual-reflux steps of the 6-step cycle enable 95% purity and 90% recovery 
at higher evacuation pressure (up to 0.2 atm) and deliver significant higher 
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productivity over the 4-step cycle. These advantages, however, come at the cost 
of increase in energy consumption in order to carry out the light reflux step at 
the evacuation pressure and an additional vacuum pump to implement. 
Moreover, the productivity advantage diminishes when cycle is operated at 
higher evacuation pressures. 
3) A novel integrated optimization platform is demonstrated in the current 
study. Given a process, performance constraints and the chosen objective, 
integrated optimization provides the optimum adsorbent-process combination 
for the process. Integrated optimization allows us to obtain the best case 
performance bounds and provides us the shapes of CO2 and N2 isotherms 
necessary to reach the bounds. Best case performance bounds for minimum 
energy and maximum productivity are established for the 4-step and 6-step 
cycles. The isotherm shapes obtained for the chosen objectives provide 
guidance for new adsorbent development.  
4) A scale-up design and costing framework is established to calculate LCOE 
for a VSA based capture unit. It has been applied to two adsorbents, 13X zeolite 
and UTSA-6, for two different cycles. The integrated optimization platform 
coupled with LCOE calculation has further allowed to calculate minimum 
LCOE attainable with carbon capture based on a VSA process. The lowest 
LCOE for a 4-step process obtained by process inversion is 114 $/MWh while 
for a 6-step process it is 116 $/MWh. The corresponding values for UTSA-16 
are 117 $/MWh and 127 $/MWh respectively. The results suggest that the scope 
of improvement achievable by means of developing new adsorbents is relatively 
small.   
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Recommendations for future work 
1) Evaluate LCOE for capture based on a VSA process in a parallel passage 
contactors. 
Parallel passage contactors are known for their potential to reduce pressure drop 
and mass transfer resistance. Increased mass transfer and reduced pressure drop 
allow for rapid cycling in a Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) or a Vacuum 
Swing Adsorption (VSA) process, which enhances productivity. A preliminary 
study to appraise the expected benefits of a parallel passage contractor can be 
performed using a packed bed based simulator by making appropriate changes 
to the pressure drop and mass transfer coefficients. Ruthven and Thaeron have 
derived the expressions necessary for pressure drop and mass transfer 
coefficients in their work [106]. 
As a preliminary analysis, we simulated 13X zeolite for the 4-step cycle with 
the modified pressure drop and mass transfer. The improvements in minimum 
energy and maximum productivity that a parallel passage contractor is likely to 
offer are evident from Figure 7.1. The cost of a parallel passage contractor is 
likely to be higher than the cost of a packed bed. Hence appraising the reduction 
in LCOE by using a parallel passage is a worthy effort and is recommended for 
future undertaking. 
2) Calculate LCOE from wet flue gas. 
Moisture can severely affect the performance of VSA process. A possible 
solution to moisture is having a guard bed comprising of Silica gel prior to CO2-
N2 separation. The current study was based on capture from dry flue gas. Having 
a ready costing platform, one of the future studies that can be seen as a direct 
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extension of the current work is to appraise the LCOE for PCC from moist flue 
gas.  
Figure 7.1. Performance improvement for 13X zeolite when operated on a parallel 
passage contractor as compared to packed bed configuration. 
3) Alternate Scale-up design. 
In the LCOE optimization problem formulated, we did not allow for pump 
sharing between parallel trains. Upon obtaining the results, it was observed that 
there is a scope of reducing the number of vacuum pumps deployed by allowing 
pump sharing between parallel trains. This could provide a reduction in the 
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Model Equations for Adsorption Column dynamics 
A1.1 Dimensionless Variables 
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A1.2 Non-dimensionalized form of Model Equations 
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Equations (2.1-2.8) were non-dimensionalized using the non-dimensional 
variables listed in A1.1. Non-dimensional form of the model equations are 
provided as below: 
Component balance 
1i i i i i iy y y P x y yT P T T P T
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Solid phase balance 
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Column energy balance  
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Wall Energy balance 
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Velocity correlation 
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A1.3 Boundary conditions 
Configuration Z=0 Z=L 
Open-Open 
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A1.3 Finite volume discretized form 
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Finite volume approach was then used in which the column is divided in N cells, 
each with a finite volume ∆V. All the conserved quantities, f, are approximated 
by a cell average as given by: 
1
( ) ( )j
V




                                    (A1.16) 
The cell average ( ( )jf t ) in finite volume method is considered to be the value at 
the cell center at time t. 
Spatial derivatives in the Partial differential equations (A1.9-A1.15) are 
converted to algebraic expressions by integrating for each finite volume cell j. 
j+0.5 and j-0.5 denote the cell edge values. The resulting set of ODEs are 
provided as below: 
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Solid phase balance 
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Column energy balance 
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Wall energy balance 
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A1.4 Parameters used for VSA Simulations 
Unless stated otherwise in the thesis, following parameters have been used for 
performing the simulations. 
Table A1.1 Adsorbent and adsorption column properties used in the simulation. 
Parameter  
Column Length, L (m) 1 
Inner column radius, rin (m) 0.1445 
Outer column radius, rout (m) 0.1620 
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Column void fraction, 𝜀 0.37 
Particle voidage, 𝜀p 0.35 
Particle radius, rp (m) 1.0E-03 
Tortuosity, τ’ 3 
Properties and Constants 
Flue gas pressure, Pf (atm) 1 
Adsorbent density, ρs (kg/m3) 1130 
Column Wall density, ρw (kg/m3) 7800 
Specific heat capacity of gas phase, Cp,g 
(J/mol/K) 
30.7 
Specific heat capacity of adsorbed phase, 
Cp,a (J/mol/K) 
30.7 
Specific heat capacity of adsorbent, Cp,s 
(J/mol/K) 
1070 
Specific heat capacity of column wall, Cp,w 
(J/mol/K) 
30.7 
Fluid viscosity,   (kg/m/s) 1.72E-05 
Molecular diffusivity, Dm (m2/s) 1.60E-05 
Adiabatic constant,   1.4 
Thermal conductivity of the wall, kw 
(J/m/K/s) 
16 
Inside heat transfer coefficient, hin 
(J/m2/K/s) 
0 
Outside heat transfer coefficient, hout 
(J/m2/K/s) 
0 
Universal gas constant, R (m3 Pa/mol/K ) 8.314 
Compression/evacuation efficiency 0.72 
Inlet feed conditions(CO2/N2 mixture) 
Feed Temperature, (K) 298.15 
Ambient temperature, (K) 298.15 
High pressure, PH (atm) 1 
CO2 mole fraction 15% 










Table A2.1 Dual-site Langmuir parameters for entire set of adsorbents considered for validation of the meta models developed in chapter 3. 

































MOF-177 - 3413.94 2.14E-05 -10.1 3903.78 1.36E-05 -10.54 2754.27 5.90E-05 -5.26 2788.26 3.67E-05 -5.49 
MgMOF-74 - 3943.84 1.50E-07 -39.62 4712.80 5.28E-07 -25.26 4866.55 1.11E-06 -19.9 147.86 1.65E-03 -4.52 
UTSA-16 - 4977.00 4.11E-12 -45.54 8295.00 6.33E-07 -30.54 10534.65 2.87E-06 -9.84 10534.65 2.87E-06 -9.84 
Activated 
Carbon - 
2595.38 1.34E-05 -16.62 224.30 2.56E-06 -28.56 664.61 7.24E-13 -20.73 1889.70 1.24E-07 -54.44 
Na-X - 2709.59 8.44E-07 -38.7 3336.51 1.77E-07 -32.36 284.46 1.39E-05 -16.65 5761.65 2.69E-05 -7.51 
Mg-X - 3726.17 2.01E-05 -34.59 3668.30 1.56E-07 -33.43 329.09 4.13E-05 -13.67 7065.38 1.59E-05 -8.16 
Al-X - 3651.21 6.69E-07 -42.34 3882.82 1.22E-08 -40.34 442.41 5.20E-05 -12.47 7091.63 1.38E-05 -8.24 
NAB 1605.25 6486.77 5.59E-08 -29.28 3179.76 3.17E-05 -11.31 11824.03 9.97E-08 -15.49 6284.15 2.24E-05 -4.27 
h8291835 1881.00 2826.16 5.43E-08 -30.56 3442.12 1.32E-05 -14.58 1344.50 1.84E-05 -8.22 4996.27 3.25E-05 -4.95 
h8277919 2370.00 536.44 1.15E-06 -32.9 3360.67 3.76E-08 -55.48 2505.43 2.71E-06 -18.13 4006.56 4.51E-07 -17.38 
h8272272 2060.00 360.73 1.97E-10 -39.51 5105.45 1.85E-06 -36.37 5814.55 1.90E-06 -14.72 1553.41 2.54E-07 -5.28 
h8155527 2044.00 1701.08 3.69E-07 -30.3 2771.52 1.13E-07 -31.31 1695.93 1.90E-06 -9.28 9113.17 5.31E-06 -7.79 
h8124767 1771.68 5467.92 1.27E-07 -35.45 641.26 1.42E-04 -3.61 2669.18 1.13E-08 -16.64 6556.75 4.38E-06 -11.21 
CaA 1514.00 5965.16 6.61E-10 -56.14 2422.40 4.74E-04 -12.01 4193.78 4.34E-05 -10.5 4193.78 4.34E-05 -10.5 
CaX 1426.00 4548.94 1.84E-07 -38.5 5062.30 5.11E-07 -28.13 4805.62 5.56E-04 -2.54 4805.62 5.56E-04 -2.54 
MgA 1514.00 5420.12 3.21E-07 -34.2 2376.98 1.05E-06 -23.98 3898.55 2.10E-07 -22.21 3898.55 2.10E-07 -22.21 
MgX 1426.00 4819.88 7.44E-08 -38.33 4705.80 1.92E-07 -30.06 4769.97 1.06E-07 -22.41 4769.97 1.06E-07 -22.41 
NaA 1514.00 3633.60 4.98E-06 -27.6 2376.98 4.84E-07 -27.57 3005.29 5.58E-05 -5.82 3005.29 5.58E-05 -5.82 
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NaX 1426.00 3565.00 2.23E-08 -47.59 5433.06 1.13E-07 -34.88 4499.03 9.57E-06 -12.59 4499.03 9.57E-06 -12.59 
PS-MFI 1838.00 3161.36 2.08E-06 -23.71 3161.36 2.08E-06 -23.71 3160.44 5.12E-07 -19.74 3160.44 5.12E-07 -19.74 
Mg-MOF-74 914.88 5782.04 1.01E-06 -34.84 8307.11 8.03E-06 -17.29 2287.20 8.89E-06 -16.21 2287.20 8.89E-06 -16.21 
Zn-MOF-74 1219.39 6224.99 4.66E-06 -22.5 6224.99 4.66E-06 -22.5 6206.70 9.72E-06 -10.93 6206.70 9.72E-06 -10.93 
Co-MOF-74 1180.54 5111.74 1.19E-07 -34.02 5111.74 1.19E-07 -34.02 5111.74 3.82E-05 -9.88 5111.74 3.82E-05 -9.88 
Ni-MOF-74 1194.09 2877.76 1.65E-08 -43.35 7869.05 2.23E-05 -18.17 3970.35 5.55E-07 -22.8 3970.35 5.55E-07 -22.8 
MOF-177 426.74 5334.25 9.74E-06 -11.19 5334.25 9.74E-06 -11.19 1066.85 3.32E-05 -8.37 1066.85 3.32E-05 -8.37 
CuBTC 948.80 8339.95 4.30E-07 -24.97 8339.95 4.30E-07 -24.97 2670.87 7.20E-06 -12.83 2670.87 7.20E-06 -12.83 
CuBTTri 789.00 16805.70 4.11E-07 -21.74 16805.70 4.11E-07 -21.74 1972.50 1.51E-03 0.6 1972.50 1.51E-03 0.6 
mmen-CuBTTri 1059.00 2478.06 2.97E-10 -50.48 2478.06 2.97E-10 -50.48 158.85 1.66E-06 -22.03 158.85 1.66E-06 -22.03 
UMCM-1 429.00 32175.00 5.90E-06 -8.4 32175.00 5.90E-06 -8.4 11797.50 2.50E-05 -2.93 11797.50 2.50E-05 -2.93 
SIFSIX-3-Cu 1728.00 4147.20 5.75E-07 -45 691.20 8.04E-03 -1.24 2419.20 6.46E-05 -8.29 2419.20 6.46E-05 -8.29 
SIFSIX-3-Zn 1574.00 4092.40 6.40E-07 -38.98 450.16 4.95E-07 -25.35 2271.28 5.42E-05 -9.69 2271.28 5.42E-05 -9.69 
ZIF-8 949.00 6737.90 8.87E-07 -18.44 6737.90 8.87E-07 -18.44 57983.90 6.92E-06 -10.68 57983.90 6.92E-06 -10.68 
ZIF-68 900.77 2628.45 1.81E-06 -21.47 2628.45 1.81E-06 -21.47 1932.60 4.10E-06 -12.92 1932.60 4.10E-06 -12.92 
ZIF-69 998.74 3114.57 3.94E-06 -19.69 3114.57 3.94E-06 -19.69 2970.25 8.36E-06 -10.68 2970.25 8.36E-06 -10.68 
ZIF-70 747.24 3167.18 4.38E-06 -17.36 3167.18 4.38E-06 -17.36 645.62 1.78E-05 -11.76 645.62 1.78E-05 -11.76 
ZIF-78 1023.90 1827.15 3.04E-06 -24.11 1827.15 3.04E-06 -24.11 1723.74 1.87E-05 -10.78 1723.74 1.87E-05 -10.78 
ZIF-79 937.03 1669.79 1.49E-06 -23.46 1669.79 1.49E-06 -23.46 882.21 1.18E-05 -12.33 882.21 1.18E-05 -12.33 
ZIF-81 1124.27 2179.96 1.88E-06 -23 2179.96 1.88E-06 -23 1221.52 1.32E-05 -11.71 1221.52 1.32E-05 -11.71 
ZIF-82 815.86 2016.81 2.87E-06 -22.4 2016.81 2.87E-06 -22.4 1392.67 1.28E-05 -11.27 1392.67 1.28E-05 -11.27 
PPN-4 284.10 17046.00 2.30E-06 -11.34 17046.00 2.30E-06 -11.34 1164.81 1.83E-04 -4.09 1164.81 1.83E-04 -4.09 
PPN-6 325.00 1950.00 1.30E-05 -13.83 1950.00 1.30E-05 -13.83 81.25 2.18E-03 -4.79 81.25 2.18E-03 -4.79 
PPN-6-CH2Cl 528.00 2745.60 4.05E-06 -17.53 2745.60 4.05E-06 -17.53 166.32 6.40E-04 -6.04 166.32 6.40E-04 -6.04 
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PPN-6-SO3H 642.00 1926.00 1.39E-06 -25.3 1926.00 1.39E-06 -25.3 128.40 1.00E-03 -6.75 128.40 1.00E-03 -6.75 
PPN-6-SO3Li 666.00 1665.00 9.52E-07 -27.75 1665.00 9.52E-07 -27.75 133.20 2.63E-03 -4.61 133.20 2.63E-03 -4.61 
PPN-6-
CH2DETA 
805.00 2153.38 1.12E-06 -42.81 2153.38 1.12E-06 -42.81 40.25 4.15E-05 -15.47 40.25 4.15E-05 -15.47 
PPN-6-
CH2TAEA 
982.50 2367.83 4.29E-05 -32.49 2367.83 4.29E-05 -32.49 9.83 8.64E-04 -12.39 9.83 8.64E-04 -12.39 
PPN-6-
CH2TETA 
883.80 2107.86 4.53E-08 -45.71 2107.86 4.53E-08 -45.71 17.68 8.41E-05 -15.77 17.68 8.41E-05 -15.77 
ZIF-36-CAG 2006.50 1484.81 6.93E-08 -49.25 1484.81 6.93E-08 -49.25 1484.81 1.26E-06 -22.86 1484.81 1.26E-06 -22.86 
ZIF-36-FRL 1808.87 3635.83 5.00E-08 -38.14 1826.96 9.10E-07 -21.87 2731.39 6.29E-07 -16.23 2731.39 6.29E-07 -16.23 
ZIF-39-DIA 1009.17 5222.45 9.93E-08 -26.36 5222.45 9.93E-08 -26.36 5222.45 5.45E-07 -13.82 5222.45 5.45E-07 -13.82 
ZIF-39-ZNI 1497.35 965.79 6.43E-08 -27.95 965.79 6.43E-08 -27.95 965.79 7.22E-07 -19.84 965.79 7.22E-07 -19.84 
ZIF-40-GIS 1254.51 2772.47 1.32E-06 -30.74 4716.96 2.29E-03 -1.14 3744.71 1.80E-06 -19.62 3744.71 1.80E-06 -19.62 
ZIF-116-CAG 1353.83 2897.20 6.22E-07 -35.29 3398.11 1.46E-06 -18.27 3147.65 1.43E-06 -21.83 3147.65 1.43E-06 -21.83 
ZIF-116-MER 850.95 7050.12 1.78E-06 -19.52 7050.12 1.78E-06 -19.52 7050.12 1.02E-05 -8.99 7050.12 1.02E-05 -8.99 
ZIF-116-SOD 855.31 6051.32 4.67E-06 -15.43 6051.32 4.67E-06 -15.43 6051.32 1.11E-05 -8.75 6051.32 1.11E-05 -8.75 
HMOF-MOF-5 572.98 7841.23 5.57E-06 -12.44 7841.23 5.57E-06 -12.44 7841.23 2.05E-05 -5.49 7841.23 2.05E-05 -5.49 
HMOF-16 701.06 10680.65 9.29E-07 -20.16 10680.65 9.29E-07 -20.16 539.82 2.58E-04 -5.85 539.82 2.58E-04 -5.85 
HMOF-27 777.34 20564.53 4.05E-06 -10.01 20564.53 4.05E-06 -10.01 575.23 2.78E-04 -5.9 575.23 2.78E-04 -5.9 
HMOF-96 576.92 39983.44 1.12E-06 -11.97 39983.44 1.12E-06 -11.97 493.27 2.99E-03 -6.07 493.27 2.99E-03 -6.07 
HMOF-163 1000.38 7537.86 3.64E-06 -15.11 7537.86 3.64E-06 -15.11 510.19 1.26E-04 -9.16 510.19 1.26E-04 -9.16 
HMOF-469 873.26 14985.14 2.68E-06 -13.04 14985.14 2.68E-06 -13.04 6457.76 2.09E-05 -5.85 6457.76 2.09E-05 -5.85 
HMOF-541 905.88 9285.27 2.39E-06 -15.47 9285.27 2.39E-06 -15.47 434.82 1.64E-04 -8.39 434.82 1.64E-04 -8.39 
HMOF-602 905.88 8945.57 2.49E-06 -15.47 8945.57 2.49E-06 -15.47 466.53 1.53E-04 -8.39 466.53 1.53E-04 -8.39 
HMOF-611 648.95 16570.94 1.42E-06 -14.59 16570.94 1.42E-06 -14.59 545.12 2.03E-04 -6.84 545.12 2.03E-04 -6.84 
HMOF-646 245.77 10023.73 4.51E-06 -10.07 10023.73 4.51E-06 -10.07 10023.73 2.51E-05 -2.97 10023.73 2.51E-05 -2.97 
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HMOF-785 639.42 13910.58 3.26E-06 -12.72 13910.58 3.26E-06 -12.72 530.72 2.33E-04 -6.95 530.72 2.33E-04 -6.95 
HMOF-972 670.41 19750.28 2.11E-06 -12.23 19750.28 2.11E-06 -12.23 529.62 2.07E-04 -6.77 529.62 2.07E-04 -6.77 
HMOF-992 624.98 7627.88 1.10E-06 -18.79 7627.88 1.10E-06 -18.79 7627.88 1.58E-05 -5.83 7627.88 1.58E-05 -5.83 
HMOF-1041 409.13 8552.86 5.32E-06 -12.13 8552.86 5.32E-06 -12.13 8552.86 2.08E-05 -4.93 8552.86 2.08E-05 -4.93 
HMOF-1055 711.30 9812.38 5.22E-06 -13.51 9812.38 5.22E-06 -13.51 561.93 1.96E-04 -7.99 561.93 1.96E-04 -7.99 
HMOF-1631 834.90 11529.97 2.93E-06 -14.63 11529.97 2.93E-06 -14.63 467.54 1.89E-04 -8.39 467.54 1.89E-04 -8.39 
HMOF-1708 765.19 12461.12 3.47E-06 -12.87 12461.12 3.47E-06 -12.87 524.16 1.98E-04 -7.48 524.16 1.98E-04 -7.48 
HMOF-1927 849.84 13962.87 3.65E-06 -12.25 13962.87 3.65E-06 -12.25 463.16 2.35E-04 -7.05 463.16 2.35E-04 -7.05 
HMOF-1996 612.16 18851.47 2.61E-06 -12.15 18851.47 2.61E-06 -12.15 523.40 2.60E-04 -6.42 523.40 2.60E-04 -6.42 

















Table A2.2: Isotherm characteristics of selected adsorbents used to train the neural network model developed in chapter 3 to predict whether an adsorbent 
will satisfy 95-90 purity-recovery constraints. 
  







Can an adsorbent meet the constraints? 
0:No; 1: Yes 
95-90 Constraint 
Prediction by the 
trained neural 
network 
MOF-177 8.034057 7.925015 3.5010921 48.926618 0.006686 0 0 
MgMOF-74 5212.493 119.7354 213.99156 3880.128 0.4482257 1 1 
UTSA-16 1177.684 338.4828 257.68823 3868.9534 0.2915125 1 1 
Activated Carbon 86.5321 33.67849 0.4908435 301.22686 0.1068301 0 0 
Na-X 14046.02 134.8317 274.55499 3748.61 0.6200043 1 1 
Mg-X 86557.09 148.6134 469.71084 5192.9553 0.7022755 1 1 
Al-X 64380.6 162.9868 598.36968 5422.9019 0.7197871 1 1 
NAB 58.59617 54.01481 41.503554 344.94282 0.0356842 1 1 
h8291835 50.96151 45.36729 26.664938 294.76593 0.047025 1 1 
h8277919 662825.4 14.22789 317.45957 3789.3055 0.972337 1 1 
h8272272 22189.78 29.60692 198.14048 4924.4021 0.9008863 1 1 
h8155527 323.1235 125.1506 113.0685 1021.2365 0.2283318 1 1 
h8124767 1126.926 220.3086 190.80879 3054.3798 0.4999655 1 1 
CaA 27135.27 110.4749 115.21284 6410.8526 0.7643287 0 0 
CaX 4867.947 224.9018 120.22726 4984.7893 0.5186416 1 1 
MgA 1746.031 231.2867 79.493163 3790.6958 0.4861674 1 1 
MgX 2028.609 276.5092 146.18096 4228.1967 0.4438735 1 1 
NaA 1317.021 183.6974 231.00346 2855.7413 0.4751191 1 1 
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NaX 18120.51 239.1459 257.32559 6020.185 0.6690537 1 1 
PS-MFI 187.7034 134.3427 20.170002 973.69057 0.1539987 1 1 
Mg-MOF-74 7483.839 158.808 68.96839 5545.14 0.3935751 0 0 
Zn-MOF-74 507.7417 324.9211 51.182185 2490.5097 0.2000414 1 1 
Co-MOF-74 1110.646 400.0932 52.777365 4087.3917 0.3998045 0 1 
Ni-MOF-74 2140.72 258.5136 27.975258 3659.712 0.3405394 0 0 
MOF-177 9.485241 9.382662 4.5685321 57.8449 0.005422 0 0 
CuBTC 169.8245 150.4529 24.968765 980.11791 0.0587604 1 1 
CuBTTri 88.9336 86.11663 18.952349 536.60448 0.015965 0 0 
mmen-CuBTTri 1026.446 199.2139 269.25777 2772.7181 0.5594534 1 1 
UMCM-1 11.25941 11.23529 5.8421542 68.964842 0.0010717 0 0 
SIFSIX-3-Cu 182628.5 10.32942 175.41688 4183.8991 0.8647278 1 1 
SIFSIX-3-Zn 17689.97 28.6354 118.87358 3978.4191 0.8758091 1 1 
ZIF-8 20.32478 19.954 0.3406338 123.48258 0.0091633 0 0 
ZIF-68 54.97696 48.55067 18.893218 316.78588 0.060261 1 1 
ZIF-69 69.11548 60.59061 18.719163 396.79683 0.0637001 1 1 
ZIF-70 30.52257 28.79583 11.563307 181.78298 0.028698 1 1 
ZIF-78 185.8696 107.9997 37.349332 868.74722 0.2377329 1 1 
ZIF-79 63.96726 51.22752 21.212555 351.00104 0.1051035 1 1 
ZIF-81 87.68879 69.49201 24.128522 478.6492 0.109784 1 1 
ZIF-82 97.33838 73.86259 28.977394 519.91479 0.1288956 1 1 
PPN-4 7.621978 7.601124 3.4347804 46.671375 0.001369 0 0 
PPN-6 13.42449 12.87526 5.4823753 80.612938 0.02067 0 0 
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PPN-6-CH2Cl 26.20685 24.73784 10.767766 156.12274 0.0284314 0 1 
PPN-6-SO3H 145.0384 95.73173 37.011108 722.51565 0.187569 0 1 
PPN-6-SO3Li 230.6827 113.6393 51.336122 992.77241 0.2981299 0 1 
PPN-6-CH2DETA 152539.5 3.20458 89005.385 4287.0101 0.9954165 0 1 
PPN-6-CH2TAEA 100069.6 5.869799 39798.788 4699.3806 0.9923412 0 1 
PPN-6-CH2TETA 19483.19 22.63633 11310.493 4072.0298 0.9659142 0 1 
ZIF-36-CAG 87451.23 2.652669 2304.5227 2953.2647 0.9944924 1 1 
ZIF-36-FRL 885.0374 153.2775 223.29889 2232.5815 0.4086891 1 1 
ZIF-39-DIA 43.07814 40.97929 28.708047 257.62534 0.0246652 1 1 
ZIF-39-ZNI 9.799079 9.21676 2.3473402 58.271959 0.030168 0 0 
ZIF-40-GIS 906.9208 117.4066 13.945489 1941.0462 0.2591716 0 0 
ZIF-116-CAG 2751.666 66.8986 14.715131 2519.3464 0.4001942 0 0 
ZIF-116-MER 66.11579 62.47186 12.230196 394.06936 0.0279477 1 1 
ZIF-116-SOD 28.55627 27.74758 6.232499 172.60015 0.0142614 0 0 
HMOF-MOF-5 13.21396 13.07847 4.4856194 80.607016 0.0051399 0 0 
HMOF-16 67.56412 65.01776 22.883562 406.39834 0.019025 1 1 
HMOF-27 9.440437 9.413919 2.7301149 57.804166 0.0014054 0 0 
HMOF-96 11.17682 11.15769 0.327241 68.473753 0.0008563 0 0 
HMOF-163 24.3594 23.8838 4.7214811 147.89819 0.0098104 0 0 
HMOF-469 15.47969 15.3821 5.4212226 94.616497 0.003157 0 0 
HMOF-541 22.81539 22.47549 5.4126001 138.85014 0.0074769 0 0 
HMOF-602 22.86581 22.5116 5.4245617 139.1151 0.0077756 0 0 
HMOF-611 16.98832 16.88203 4.8507175 103.8402 0.0031332 0 0 
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HMOF-646 5.251778 5.234947 3.1522056 32.150461 0.0016037 0 0 
HMOF-785 15.34972 15.24639 3.7654064 93.801879 0.0033716 0 0 
HMOF-972 11.60283 11.56115 3.4435494 71.016658 0.0017979 0 0 
HMOF-992 32.87222 32.02051 12.974054 198.93285 0.0130399 1 1 
HMOF-1041 12.14669 12.0416 4.6791568 74.156447 0.0043352 0 0 
HMOF-1055 23.84741 23.49596 4.2997798 145.14266 0.0073959 0 0 
HMOF-1631 24.72739 24.4054 4.7398295 150.62946 0.0065321 0 0 
HMOF-1708 15.53861 15.42048 3.6580939 94.914594 0.0038084 0 0 
HMOF-1927 14.29315 14.20386 3.82039 87.366502 0.0031285 0 0 
HMOF-1996 13.24072 13.18388 3.6452971 81.013075 0.0021487 0 0 














Table A2.3. Isotherm characteristics of selected adsorbents and comparison of their performance obtained from full simulation and predicted by the meta-
models developed in chapter 3. 
  























UTSA-16 1177.684 338.4828 257.6882309 3868.953 0.291512 129.53 2.22 120.83 1.73 
Na-X 14046.02 134.8317 274.5549927 3748.61 0.620004 164.83 1.07 150.95 1.11 
Mg-X 86557.09 148.6134 469.7108396 5192.955 0.702276 164.47 0.87 152.34 0.97 
Al-X 64380.6 162.9868 598.3696772 5422.902 0.719787 156.53 1.01 147.43 1.06 
NAB 58.59617 54.01481 41.50355391 344.9428 0.035684 124.24 1.50 120.19 1.19 
h8291835 50.96151 45.36729 26.66493782 294.7659 0.047025 138.36 0.88 141.02 0.99 
h8277919 662825.4 14.22789 317.4595689 3789.305 0.972337 162.01 0.54 194.03 0.31 
h8272272 22189.78 29.60692 198.1404775 4924.402 0.900886 159.86 1.29 196.57 0.81 
h8155527 323.1235 125.1506 113.0685 1021.236 0.228332 120.60 1.82 111.27 1.42 
h8124767 1126.926 220.3086 190.8087931 3054.38 0.499966 133.25 1.82 124.75 1.58 
CaX 4867.947 224.9018 120.2272577 4984.789 0.518642 192.60 1.38 172.15 1.26 
MgA 1746.031 231.2867 79.4931629 3790.696 0.486167 189.82 1.14 172.65 1.31 
MgX 2028.609 276.5092 146.1809598 4228.197 0.443873 158.32 1.26 149.21 1.49 
NaA 1317.021 183.6974 231.0034567 2855.741 0.475119 133.17 1.88 119.39 1.52 
NaX 18120.51 239.1459 257.3255882 6020.185 0.669054 176.16 1.09 163.30 1.27 
PS-MFI 187.7034 134.3427 20.17000231 973.6906 0.153999 183.40 1.12 197.49 0.90 
Zn-MOF-74 507.7417 324.9211 51.18218539 2490.51 0.200041 168.71 1.27 173.68 1.41 
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CuBTC 169.8245 150.4529 24.96876521 980.1179 0.05876 177.45 0.48 187.64 1.04 
SIFSIX-3-Cu 182628.5 10.32942 175.4168787 4183.899 0.864728 207.41 0.29 214.22 0.29 
SIFSIX-3-Zn 17689.97 28.6354 118.8735831 3978.419 0.875809 200.07 0.80 210.68 0.69 
ZIF-68 54.97696 48.55067 18.89321756 316.7859 0.060261 153.60 0.97 165.21 0.83 
ZIF-69 69.11548 60.59061 18.7191627 396.7968 0.0637 156.74 1.05 173.67 0.83 
ZIF-78 185.8696 107.9997 37.34933179 868.7472 0.237733 152.30 1.35 153.18 1.12 
ZIF-79 63.96726 51.22752 21.21255464 351.001 0.105104 158.07 0.80 159.42 0.87 
ZIF-81 87.68879 69.49201 24.12852169 478.6492 0.109784 154.49 1.06 161.75 0.94 
ZIF-82 97.33838 73.86259 28.97739422 519.9148 0.128896 149.06 1.05 152.47 1.02 
ZIF-36-CAG 87451.23 2.652669 2304.522667 2953.265 0.994492 207.07 0.31 192.77 0.39 
ZIF-36-FRL 885.0374 153.2775 223.298887 2232.582 0.408689 133.95 1.71 110.28 1.51 
ZIF-39-DIA 43.07814 40.97929 28.70804675 257.6253 0.024665 157.02 0.68 132.29 1.04 
ZIF-116-
MER 66.11579 62.47186 12.23019636 394.0694 0.027948 189.53 0.73 205.23 0.62 
ZIF-116-SOD 28.55627 27.74758 6.232498989 172.6002 0.014261 218.14 0.23 229.32 0.21 




Table A3.1. Detailed costing results at different PL reported in the study for the 4-step cycle. 
  13X Zeolite UTSA-16 Process Inversion 
  PL 0.01 PL 0.02 PL 0.03 PL 0.01 PL 0.02 PL 0.03 PL 0.01 PL 0.02 PL 0.03 
Gross Power (MW) 665 665 665 665 665 665 665 665 665 
Net Power before capture (MW) 630 630 630 630 630 630 630 630 630 
CO2 emissions 
(mol/s) 
3247 3247 3247 3247 3247 3247 3247 3247 3247 
Adsorption time(s) 360 319 350 505 246 237 260 204 120 
Evacuation time(s) 1749 6347 6452 1515 976 4679 781 815 464 
Blowdown time(s) 1284 3259 5136 370 166 4716 235 188 585 
LPP time(s) 37 34 55 17 16 23 5 12 11 
Number of Col, Ncol 
10 32 35 5 6 41 5 6 10 
Number of CoBn, NBP 
4 11 15 1 1 20 1 1 5 
Number of CnEv, NEP 
5 20 19 3 4 20 3 4 4 
M, parallel trains 
234 263 239 418 332 77 359 212 160 
Compressor consumption(MW) 
12 11 10 9 10 23 10 12 14 
CoBn consumption(MW) 
8 9 14 2 8 5 1 4 7 
CnEv consumption (MW) 94 59 56 67 55 49 63 53 56 
CO2 Purity (%) 
95% 95% 95% 96% 95% 95% 97% 95% 95% 
CO2 Recovery (%) 
90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 
CO2 avoided  
(tonne per annum) 
2757002 2969913 2962003 2973213 3006105 2981049 3001572 3031730 2982684 
Column Cost  
(% of Capex*) 
42% 77% 85% 42% 54% 85% 42% 58% 68% 
Compressor  
(% of Capex*) 
1% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 
Motor cost  
(% of Capex*) 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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Pump cost (% of Capex*) 
57% 22% 14% 57% 44% 14% 56% 40% 31% 
Total Area (m2) 40210 143212 179079 27394 28410 81466 23881 22474 31338 
Total Capture cost ($) 1,323,270,385   2,284,960,146  3,376,338,942   692,600,592   572,852,674   1,828,918,246       608,160,011        533,193,477        750,077,784  
Adsobent cost  
(% of O&M*) 
17% 27% 33% 19% 24% 43% 14% 21% 26% 
Labor cost (% of O&M*) 4% 2% 1% 7% 7% 2% 8% 8% 6% 
Supervisoral cost  
(% of O&M*) 
0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 
Maintenance cost  
(% of O&M*) 
62% 56% 53% 58% 54% 44% 61% 55% 53% 
Operating Supplies  
(% of O&M*) 
6% 6% 5% 6% 5% 4% 6% 5% 5% 
Admin overhead  
(% of O&M*) 
10% 9% 8% 10% 9% 7% 10% 10% 9% 
Capital Cost($/MWh) 42.7 69.0 102.2 20.9 17.1 55.0 18.2 15.8 22.6 
Operating cost($/MWh) 21.3 38.1 60.5 11.2 9.9 39.3 9.3 9.0 13.1 
Total Cost ($/MWh) 63.9 107.1 162.6 32.1 27.1 94.3 27.5 24.8 35.7 
Operating Hours (h) 7446 7446 7446 7446 7446 7446 7446 7446 7446 
Net MW after capture 516 552 550 552 557 553 556 561 553 
Energy Penalty (%) 18% 12% 13% 12% 12% 12% 12% 11% 12% 
$/MWh 63.9 107.1 162.6 32.1 27.1 94.3 27.5 24.8 35.7 
CO2 captured  
(tonne per annum) 
3.45E+06 3.45E+06 3.45E+06 3.45E+06 3.45E+06 3.45E+06 3.45E+06 3.45E+06 3.45E+06 
  
COE W/O Capture ($/MWh) 79.6 79.6 79.6 79.6 79.6 79.6 79.6 79.6 79.6 
  
COE adjusted ( Equation 6.17, 1st term): 
Increase due to Energy Penalty 
($/MWh) 97.2 90.9 91.2 90.9 90.0 90.7 90.2 89.5 90.7 
COE with Capture ($/MWh) 161.1 198.0 253.8 123.0 117.1 185.0 117.7 114.3 126.4 





Table A3.2. Detailed costing results at different PL reported in the study for the 6-step cycle. 
 Process Inversion UTSA 13X zeolite 
  PL 0.05 PL 0.10 PL 0.15 PL 0.20 PL 0.05 PL 0.10 PL 0.15 PL 0.20 PL 0.05 PL 0.10 PL 0.15 PL 0.20 
Gross Power (MW) 665 665 665 665 665 665 665 665 665 665 665 665 
Net Power before capture 
(MW) 
630 630 630 630 630 630 630 630 630 630 630 630 
CO2 emissions 
(mol/s) 
3247 3247 3247 3247 3247 3247 3247 3247 3247 3247 3247 3247 
LR time (s) 10 9 8 11 54 33 25 33 10 7 14 16 
LPP time(s) 14 15 10 11 35 19 8 19 4 5 4 6 
Adsorption time(s) 24 24 18 21 89 54 35 44 29 15 21 26 
HR time(s) 10 9 8 11 54 33 25 33 10 7 14 16 
Blowdown time(s) 
23 30 14 11 33 45 58 55 165 57 58 12 
Evacuation time(s) 
46 23 16 20 163 54 26 24 113 15 37 24 
Number of Col, Ncol 
6 6 5 4 5 5 5 5 12 7 7 4 
Number of CoBn, NBP 
1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 6 4 3 1 
Number of CnEv, NEP 
2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 4 1 2 1 
Number of LR, NRP 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
M, parallel trains 102 104 133 127 625 341 145 135 185 336 272 1241 
Compressor 
consumption(MW) 
23 22 19 20 11 13 20 21 13 9 10 4 
CoBn consumption(MW) 
2 4 3 4 6 5 6 6 19 33 16 19 
CnEv consumption (MW) 
38 31 27 22 41 31 36 32 48 38 31 24 
LR consumption (MW) 31 52 52 58 69 97 109 118 202 211 233 262 
CO2 Purity (%) 
96% 96% 96% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 96% 96% 
CO2 Recovery (%) 
90% 90% 90% 91% 90% 91% 90% 90% 90% 90% 91% 90% 
CO2 avoided  
(tonne per annum) 
2882341 2763859 2830475 2813917 2678121 2572485 2375528 2255278 1922082 1706717 1655044 1656527 
Column Cost  
(% of Capex*) 




(% of Capex*) 
3% 3% 3% 3% 1% 2% 2% 2% 1% 1% 1% 0% 
Motor cost  
(% of Capex*) 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Pump cost  
(% of Capex*) 
51% 53% 50% 52% 69% 67% 69% 69% 57% 58% 54% 58% 
Total Area (m2) 9723 8747 8413 7509 22606 11378 8291 7991 41405 30921 30270 40019 
Total Capture cost ($) 380,297,590   363,667,413  327,344,678  300,293,111  579,116,534  461,942,860   428,161,302  428,161,302  1,046,717,426  1,142,556,782   1,079,726,981   1,148,299,809  
Adsobent cost  
(% of O&M*) 
23% 22% 22% 20% 7% 11% 14% 12% 19% 16% 19% 12% 
Labor cost  
(% of O&M*) 
11% 11% 12% 13% 9% 10% 11% 12% 3% 4% 4% 4% 
Supervisoral cost  
(% of O&M*) 
1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Maintenance cost  
(% of O&M*) 
51% 51% 50% 50% 65% 61% 58% 56% 62% 63% 61% 66% 
Operating Supplies (% of 
O&M*) 
5% 5% 5% 5% 7% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 7% 
Admin overhead  
(% of O&M*) 
9% 10% 9% 10% 11% 11% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 11% 
Capital Cost($/MWh) 13.9  11.7  16.4  17.6  20.9  18.6  19.1  20.7  66.9  65.0  55.5  64.4  
Operating cost ($/MWh) 5.3  6.8  6.9  7.8  6.3  6.2  6.8  8.3  20.7  22.8  33.5  21.5  
Total Cost ($/MWh) 19.2  18.5  23.3  25.4  27.2  24.8  25.9  29.0  87.6  87.8  89.0  85.9  
Operating Hours (h) 
7446 7446 7446 7446 7446 7446 7446 7446 7446 7446 7446 7446 
Net MW After capture 536 522 529 526 503 485 460 453 347 339 339 321 
Energy Penalty (%) 15% 17% 16% 16% 20% 23% 27% 28% 45% 46% 46% 49% 
COE W/O capture 
($/MWh) 79.6  79.6  79.6  79.6  79.6  79.6  79.6  79.6  79.6  79.6  79.6  79.6  
  
COE adjusted ( Equation 
6.17, 1st term): Increase 
due to Energy Penalty 
($/MWh) 93.6 96.4 94.8 95.3 99.7 103.4 109.1 110.7 144.4 147.9 148.0 156.3 
COE with Capture 
($/MWh) 
112.8  114.9  118.1  120.7  126.9  128.2  135.0  139.7  232.0  235.8  237.0  242.2  
 
